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Lawmaker
loses finger
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
state lawmaker from Louisville
had his finger hacked off by a
machete-wielding neighbor during a confrontation in the neighbor's yard.
The neighbor, Michael Dickerson, claimed he was trying to
protect his son from State Rep.
Dennis Horlander and two
other men Tuesday when he
came out swinging with the
machete.
The finger was recovered
and Horlander was taken into
surgery about 3:30 p.m., said
Linda McGinity, a Jewish Hospital spokeswoman. The delicate and complicated surgery ,
was expected to take several
hours Tuesday night, she said.
No information on the
surgery was available Tuesday
night and Horlander could not
be reached for comment.
According to police in the
Louisville suburb of Shively,
Horlander, 45, and Dickerson,
43, had been feuding for some
time.
"It's been an ongoing battle,"
said Shively Police Chief Ralph
Miller. "... We've been there a
few times for different things.
Most of the time, it would be a
situation where the police arriving was enough to calm both
parties down."
Dickerson, a custodian for
the Jefferson County Public
Schools, was charged with
firit-degree assault and held in
the Jefferson County Jail Tuesday. night.
Police did not file charges
against Horlander. Dickerson,
however, said he plans to seek
assault warrants for Horlander;
Horlander's son, Justin; and an
unidentified man he said aided
Horlander. No charges were
filed against Dickerson's son.
According to Dickerson, he
and Horlander had- clashed
over the use of an alley between their properties since the
day the Dickerson family
moved next door in 1993.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear and
cool. Low around 40t Light
west wind.
Thursday...Sunny. High around 70.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
$110 million endowment to finance research programs at Kentucky universities was moved
back to the top of the pile by legislative budget conferees during
a negotiating session that ran
well into this morning.
A disagreement over the endowment had been the primary
sticking point between House and
Senate negotiators over the $13
billion, two-year spending plan.
The money is to come from an
expected state surplus at the end
of the current fiscal year on June
30.
Gov. Paul Patton and the
House had given the endowment
money first dibs on the surplus.
The Senate designated only $60
million — $10 million to be divided among the six regional universities and $50 million to the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville to be split
2-1 — with the rest to come if
the surplus is even larger than

any official estimate.
The plan adopted at the budget
conference places all $110 million back at the top. But surplus
designated for the state budget
reserve and technology programs
in the schools and state governmeet were moved down.
Most of the remainder of the
changes adopted by the conference amounted to tinkering.
Three more pages of small projects were added to the budget,
including such items as $2,000
and $4,000 grants to a long list of
volunteer fire departments, and
larger items such as a,trap shooting range at Lake Barkley State
Park.
The budget must still be approved by the full House and Senate before they leave this week.
Some policy matters were intertwined with the money
moving.
The current 25-cent per prescription tax will be cut to 15
cents on July 1, 1999 and disap-
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Wind aids
field fire
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
A brisk wind whipped through
the front lawn of the Collins Industry & Technology Center
Tuesday as Tom Barlow talked to
a handful of supporters, formally
announcing his candidacy for
Congress.
"The winds of change," the Paducah Democrat said.
He may need them, as most political experts see Barlow having
a difficult time unseating incumbent Rep. Ed Whitfield.
The winds of change pushed
Barlow into Congress in 1992,
when he stunned Kentucky's political landscape by defeating
Carroll Hubbard.
Barlow's stay in Congress was
short — as he was defeated by
Whitfield in 1994. Barlow tried

and failed to win the Democratic
nomination for U.S. Senate in
1996.
Barlow will face Whitfield this
fall in a rematch of the 1994 race.
Tuesday's announcement at
Murray State University was part
of a series through the district.
Barlow wants to go back to
Washington, he says, to complete
the "revolution" started in 1992.
"We've got to get the reform,
which is stalled, back moving
again," Barlow said. "We need.
health care for working people.
Many Americans can't afford
health care — and we've got to
get the big money out of
politics."
Barlow ,is stressing campaign
finance reform — with good reason. The latest Federal Election

Authorities are still unsure
what caused a wind-pushed
field fire that burned five acres
of a wooded area in Lynn
Grove.
The strong gusts Monday
afternoon swirled the fire
along a small valley area and
into a drive-through barn/
storage shed just Aff the Old
Lynn Grove Road about two
miles west of Murray.
The fire destroyed the barn,
which was owned by Jeff Key,
according to his brother, Jim
Key.
"I know there were some tobacco sticks in there, but I
don't know what else," Jim
Key said.
The fire also toppled two
trees and scorched several
others, including a 60-foot
dead white oak that swayed
and creaked in the breeze as a
line of fire burned up its trunk.
The wind gusts had some of
the 25 Calloway County Fire• See Page 2

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo

(Top) A Calloway County Fire-Rescue member aims a stream of water at what was left of a barn/storage shed destroyed by fire Monday.
(Bottom) CCFR's Tommy Morgan pulls a fire hose into place.

III See Page 2

UK fans
cheer team
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer

JONESBORO, Ark. (AP) —
Grieving students linked arms
and a teacher wounded by gunfire
listened from her wheelchair as
they remembered friends gunned
down in a school-yard ambush.
"During the quiet moments
when physical exhaustion has
made my body try to rest, I hear
the blood from my heart rush
through my ears when my mind
once again flashes horrible pictures of terrorized students,"
Wcstside Middle School yrincipal Karen Curtner said tuesday
at the community service.
Students sat with their arms intertwined, resting their heads on
one another's shoulders and
teacher Sara Lynette Thetford,
just out of the hospital, sat in the
front row amid 7,500 who turned
out for the "Service of Hope and
Healing."
Her colleague, Shannon
Wright, and four students were
killed March 24 as they stood
outside the school. Police said
two other students pulled a fire
alarm, then ambushed classmates
and teachers as they filed out.
Ten people were wounded: two
students. are still hospitalized.

•See Page 2
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A FIELD OF TROUBLE: Robert Houston inspects a stalk of wheat for frost damage on his farm on Locust
Grove Road last week..

Wheat crop worries farmers
By BERNARD KANE
Staff Writer

March frosts
temperatures.

frigid

farmers," Stone said. "It's pretty
deva,stating."

Despite the recent arrival of
spring, Calloway Couniy wheat
farmers may be singing the wintertime blues.
Winter Wheat, lured out of its
dormant stage by the warm
weather of a few weeks ago, was
severely damaged by the' mid-

According to Calloway County
Extension 'Agent Jay Stone, area
farmers can expect a 20 to 30
percent yield loss in their wheat
crop because of the weather.
That loss rings up a whopping
$2 million loss locally.
'This is a tremendous blow to

Johnnie Stockdale, adult and
young fanner instructor at Calloway County High School, said
the degree of danger is dependept
on several lectors including drilling date and variety, as well as

and

• See' Page 2

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
With deafening screams that
seemed to grow in intensity despite strained vocal chords, Kentucky fans finally got to celebrate
along with the national champions Tuesday after a night of
celebrating without them.
About 20,000 fans poured into
Rupp Arena to welcome the
"Comeback Cats" — a nick7
name the team had earned after
erasing deficits against Duke,
Stanford and Utah to claim the
title.
As fans erupted with earshatterin$. hysteria to the Thin
Lizzy tune "The Boys are Back
in Town," the team bus drove to
the edge of the Rupp Arena floor.
Out jumped the national champion Kentucky Wildcats.
It didn't seem possible for the
noise level to get any higher, but
at the mention of Kentucky's
first-year head coach Tubby
Smith, the volume remarkably
jumped several decibels.
"The love affair you all have
for Kentucky basketball and this
program is unbelievabk, and it's
second to none," Smith told the
fans, his next sentence being
drowned out by crowd noise.
Senior Cameron Mills gave
credit to former coach Rick Pi-

•See Page 2
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lino, who left the team at the end
of last season to accept a head
coaching job with the Boston
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•Wheat crop...
Celtics. But Mills' highest praise
was for Smith.
"I don't think you'll ever
know how much our relationship
means to me," said Mills before
giving his coach a hug.
Tournament Most Outstanding
Player Jeff Sheppard seemed to
choke up as he spoke about the
influence of his teammates. And
Kentucky's other senior, Allen
Edwards, thanked the fans for
supporting him when his mother
died of cancer this season.
At the end of the hoopla, the
players raised the championship
banner to the rafters, posing in
front of the cameras almost as if
they had done all this before.
This was the team's second
title in three years, and they celebrated like seasoned pros.
At Keeneland, across from
Blue 'Grass Airport where the
team landed Tuesday night, an
estimated 800 ,-to 1,000 fans
showed up, many because they
couldn't get tickets to the celebration in Rupp Arena. The tickets
were gone minutes after they
went on sale Tuesday morning.
The players went out in the
Keeneland crowd and signed
shirts and newspapers, while
Smith was presented with a' cake
that read: "Tubby takes the
cake."
Not everyone was up at the
crack of dawn to even try for pep
rally tickets. After a night of wild
partying downtown, Doris Cowan
wasn't even up at 9 a.m. when
she was scheduled to supervise
the student union food court. She
showed up about an hour later.
"After the pep rally tonight,
going back into the streets
to party again! We're not gonna
stop until the 'Cats drop," said
Cowan, admitting that such a regimen could make for an exhausting off-season.
we're

FROM PAGE 1
nitrogen timing and rate.
"Generally, the larger the
plant, the more damage that was
done," he said. "Don't let the
plant color fool you. The larger
plants will produce almost nothing, but the smaller brown
plants may still have viable tillers
close to the ground."
According to Stone, farmers
need to check their fields
carefully.
To do this, split the major tillers on the plant open to see if the
head is growing.
"Probably 30 to 40 tillers per
square foot will malip the crop
worth keeping," Stockdale said.
"A good plant will be luminous
green and will have moisture,"
Stone said. "One that is brown,
mushy or dry or has no head is
bad."
Farmers needing help determining the damage to their fields
are encouraged to call Stone at
753-1452.
The wheat damage has not
been confined to Calloway
County. Wheat farmers across the
state are faced with the tough decision of whether to take a
gamble on letting the crop grow
so they can recoup enough to
cover their expenses.
"A lot of farmers think they
will lose 1,000 acres or better,"
said Morris Bitzer, of the University of Kentucky department of
agronomy.
The damage could leave Kentucky's 1998 winter wheat crop
about 7 million bushels and $20
million short.
The farmer has to decide
whether to let it grow in hopes of
harvesting enough wheat to recover the $50 to $90 an acre already spent in seed, fertilizer and
other costs — or accept the loss
of those costs and plant corn instead. However, planting corn
would interfere with a crop-

11177Ttommme
LATE REGISTRATION

(5)

Pick 3:
8-8-4
Pick 4:
7-4-1-7
Cash 5:
4-10-12-20-25

The MCCGSA Will Be Holding
Registration For Girls Ages 7 To 18.
(As of

Sept. 1, 1998)

Saturday, April 4th
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

cc)

Dennison-Hunt
Cost Will Be:

$35 First Child $30 Second Child $25 Third
Child
(No
child will be turned down)

Any donations in the form of new or used equipment
or money, will be appreciated!

rotation strategy aimed at keeping
diseases down.
A third alternative would be to
put the decision off until late'
May, then save the wheat if it
looks good, or replace it with
soybeans if potential wheat yields
look low.
The trouble with that option is
that, if the wheat is going to produce well, it needs additional fertilizer about now. But if it is to
be sacrificed, no more money
should go into it.
James Herbek, UK extension
agronomist at the Research and
Education Center in Princeton,
said he thinks perhaps 25 percent
of the 1998 crop probably was
killed by frost. Yields in recent
years have been about 28 million
bushels, so he put the loss at 7
million bushels, worth about $20
million at prices ranging around
$3 a bushel.
"This thing happens every few
years," he said. "Mother Nature
was fickle. She told that wheat
crop to go ahead and grow. And
then she dropped those temperatures on it."
Wheat in Kentucky is planted
in the fall. It sprouts within a few
weeks and starts to grow, but ordinarily goes into a dormant stage
through December. January and
February. Then it starts growing
again, with a head start that
makes it mature by early June.
That means farmers can
harvest the wheat and still get a
crop of soybeans planted and
harvested before frost in the fall.
Usually, those two ,crops are
rotated with a corn crop, which is
planted in the spring of alternate
years and harvested too- late in
the-fall to permit a bean planting.
The system permits farmers to
harvest three crops in two years,
and also helps to avoid disease
problems that sometimes occur
when the same crop is planted
year after year.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

•Funds...

Murray Calloway Co. Girls Softball Assoc.

III Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1
Commission spending reports on
tke candidates showed Barlow's
cimpaign had just $1,275 in the
bank, while Whitfield had
$350,845 on hand.
Barlow said Whitfield is
spending "25 percent of his time
raising money."
"He's being paid by taxpayers
and he's not working on the
problems facing western Kentucky," Barlow said.
In a press release, Barlow was
even stronger.
"In the past three years, Whitfield has siphoned campaign contributions from over 1,000 political action committees," Barlow
said. "While he has been the First
District Congressman, he has
raised over $1 million dollars for
his -last and Iris current political
campaign. He is now sitting on
$350,000 for self-promotion to
keep his job."
Barlow said the big money
campaigns at the federal level
will eventually trickle down to
the local level as well.
"You're going to sec the
$3,000 to $4,000 magistrate races

e

Limp into 520,000 to $30,000
raCes," Barlow said.
Barlow also criticized Whitfield's plan for Land Between the
Lakes. Whitfield and U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell introduced the
LBL Protection Act last week
which would transfer LBL to the
U.S. Forest Service and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service if LBL
is not included in non-power
TVA funding.
"I think it's ironic that these
Republicans who went to Congress in 1994 talking about less
government want to take Land
Between the Lakes from a locally
sensitive administration and turn
it over to two federal agencies
out of Washington," Barlow said.
"It's a prescription for red tape,
it's a prescription for more expense and it's a prescription for a
mind-boggling bureaucracy."
Barlow said he also supports
continuing the tobacco program.
McConnell has indicated the
program may be on his way out.
"We are going to keep the
program," Barlow said. "We
could come out of this with a
stronger program and a stronger
price-support program."

•Field fire...
FROM PAGE 1
Rescue members present dodging
flying ashes, falling limbs —
some of them still on fire — and,
briefly, several strips of roofing
tin.
The fire, which was reported
just after 10 a.m., was blowing
from the south when firefighters
arrived, but apparently had
shifted earlier in the day.
"This morning, the wind was
blowing almost west," said CCFR
Chief Greg Cherry.
As a result, the blaze burned
land owned by Jeff Key and
another brother, Cliff, then
spread north onto Max Henry's
property. It was stopped short of
Henry's house and horse barn
and got to within 25 feet of his
tank containing 600 gallons of
propane gas.
"There's not very much damage," Herm said. "It could have
been serious if it got to that gas
tank."
No one was injure4 in the fire,
but CCFR lost a hose to one
tanker when hot embers burned a
hole through it. Cherry said they

FROM PAGE 1
pear on the same date in 2000.
Similarly, the tax cut from an income tax deduction on premiums
for individual health insurance
will be allowed at 70 percent in
the 1999 tax year and 100 percent
the following year.
The budget earmarks $7 million annually for the new school
assessment system, but also lets
the Department of Education
spend up to $8.1 million annually
if the costs grow. The difference
FROM PAGE 1
would come from money desigThe suspects, Mitchell John- .
nated for local pupil transportason, 13, and Drew Golden, 11,
tion costs.
are being held on five counts of
The budget also directs'that the
murder.
Corrections Department cannot
Mitchell's lawyer said said that
house medium security inmates at
the
boy isn't the monster many
privately operated prisons and dibelieve
him to be, but "a very,
rects a study that would appear to
very scared and frightened little
mean that two new 800-bed
boy.—
medium-security prisons will go
"Everybody is looking for an
to Knott and Elliott counties.
Also, the budget effectively explanation and the easiest expla:
makes the state liable for injuries nation is to label him an evil
and damages for accidents in- child ... or the reincarnation of
volving state vehicles up to the the devil," lawyer Tom Furth
limits of any insurance pur- said after visiting Mitchell in jail.
"That's just not true."
chased.
On CNN's "Larry King Live"
Tuesday night, Mitchell's father
said it was painful to watch the
service.
"Not only are we grieving for
our son but for all the families,"

were able to replace the hose
with a spare.
A bulldozer from the Kentucky
Division of Forestry from Mayfield, as well as the first drops of
rain, arrived just as firefighters
left.
About five hours later, CCFR
worked a fire on the other side of
the county that- destroyed a vacant wood-frame house in Elm
Grove.
Flames were already coming
out of the roof and side of the
house, which was owned by Billy
Ballantine, when 22 firefighters
arrived, Cherry said.
"It ,was pretty well all over
wheq we got there," Cherry said.
The cause of the fire is still unknown, he said.
In other reports, 23 Murray
Fire Department members responded with three trucks to a
fire that "nearly destroyed" a
Nash Street house owned by the
Murray Housing Authority, according to a MFD spokeswoman.
The cause of the fire, which
was reported at 8:30 p.m. Monday, is unknown, but arson is not
suspected, she said.

•Students...
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RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

.513 S. 12th

St.=

753-4461

SUBSCRIBE

said Scott Johnson, who added
that his son, too, was remorseful.
"Like all of you, I do not
understand what dark force could
have driven young people to do
this terrible thing," President
Clinton said in a videotaped message' played at the service. "As
president, I have seen many
children killed by political fanatics, but in some ways, this is
even harder to grasp."
Clinton sent Attorney General
Janet Reno to speak at the memorial in his home state. She said
the service was also a celebration
of the slain — Natalie Brooks,
11; Paige Ann Herring, 12: Stephanie Johnson, 12; Britthney
Varner, 11; and Ms. Wright, 32
— "four dear innocent children
of God and a wonderful and heroic teacher."
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AROUND THE NATION
Coffee cups may contain germs
TUCSON, Anz. (AP) — Here's a real jolt for coffee drinkers.
Researchers say there's a good chance that mugs kept at the office
are crawling with countless critters, some harmless and some not.
Tiny troublemakers — including scary stuff like E. coil — are
having population booms because people don't carefully wash out
their cups or disinfect sinks and preparation areas in most offices.
"Ewwww! That's yucky!" said Gabriella Rico, a spokeswoman
at the Pima County Juvenile Court Center, who identified herself as
a coffee thinker. After learning about tests conducted by Charles
Gerba and Ralph Meer of the University of Arizona, she had a
change of heart.
"I take that back," Rico said. "I'm not a coffee drinker any
more."
Gerba and Meer tested dishes, sinks, cups, dishrags, sponges,
counters and spoons in at least a dozen offices in Tucson two years
ago, publishing their results in a journal on dairy food and
sanitation.

Teen allegedly shoots at school
OAKFIELD, Wis. (AP) — A 14-year-old student who said he
was upset over his grades fired a rifle into the front door of his
school, then drove away and was captured an hour later. No one
was injured.
The student, who was not identified, was caught with a rifle after
he tried to flee on foot Tuesday. Two more rifles, a pistol and ammunition were found in his car.
Report cards were issued Monday. The boy told officers that he
was stressed out," Sheriff James Gilmore said.

Whitewater probe's tab listed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The four-year Whitewater investigation
had cost taxpayers $35 million by the end of September, an audit of
the independent counsel's expenses shows.
The General Accounting Office audit shows spending by Independent.Counsel Kenneth Starr of President Clinton's Whitewater
dealings was the most expensive among six independent counsel
probes that cost nearly $8 million in the six months ended Sept. 30.

Stamp voters pick '50s'favorites
WASHINGTON (AP) — Looking back at the 1950s, America
ns
loved drive-in movies, "I Love Lucy" and Dr. Seuss' "The
Cat in
the pat."
Those were the top vote getters when more than 800,000
people
cast their ballots to pick 15 stamps to commemorate the 1950s,
the
Postal Service announced today. The stamps will go on sale
next
spring.

AROUND THE STATE
House OKs tank-removal bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill to have the state more closely
scrutinize removal of underground petroleum storage tanks has won
final passage.
Voting 95-0 Tuesday, the House accepted a Senate version of its
bill — a version that was weakened.
The bill headed to Gov. Paul Patton would allow a tank to be
removed without an auditor present if the tank owner gave two
weeks' notice of removal.

Whitfield pitches dam funding
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Ed Ahitfield has
asked a House subcommittee to add $11.5 million
the federal
budget next year to start construction of a 1,200-foot navigation
lock at Kentucky Dam.
The money is needed to keep the project on schedule so it can be
completed before maintenance requirements force the original
600-foot lock to close, the Hopkinsville Republican said.
The maintenance stretches for up to _four months, Whitfield said
in written testimony submitted Monday
the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Wirer Development.

Patton gets school recycling bill
FRANKFORT, Ky, (AP) — A bill aimed at requiring some
school districts to recycle paper and cardboard has passed the Kentucky 'Senate and now goes to Gov. Paul Patton for his
consideration.
The bill, sponsored by Senate President Lamy Saunders, DLouisville, would require school districts in areas with local recycling programs to recycle white paper and cardboard.

Senate OKs insurance measure
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Insurance agents would have to
make uninsured motorist coverage available to motorcycle drivers
under a bill that won final passage in the Kentucky Senate.
Motorcyclists would not be required to have the uninsured
coverage.
The 'hill cleared the Senate 32-1 Tuesday and heads to Gov. Paul
Patton for his consideration.

Act charges fee for tire removal
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill meant to remove millions of
waste tires in Kentucky has cleared its final legislative hurdle.
The House accepted Senate changes to the bill in giving 93-0
f final passage Tuesday and sending it to Gov. Paul Patton for his
consideration.
The bill would impose a $1 fee on every new tire sold in Kentucky to pay for cleaning up existing tire dumps. The fee would
expire July 31, 2002.

Hazardous-duty pay approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The final version of a comprehensive school safety bill includes hazardous-duty pay for teachers in
alternative programs for violent students.
That was among a handful of Senate amendments the House concurred with before passing the bill on a final vote of 96-0 Tuesda-y.
It now goes to Gov. Paul Patton.
The bill would establish a statewide school safety center to collect and analyze data.on school violence. There would be grants for
alternative education programs in local districts.

FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) — A
13-year-old boy who told police
he was known around school as
"Mr. Pimp" was convicted of attempting to arrange sex-for-pay
between girls and boys at his
middle school.
The boy said he had a list of
girls who paid to be part of a sex
club at the school, but the
seventh-grader confessed to police before he arranged any sexual encounters, prosecutor John
Murphy said Tuesday.
"He was to be their./ pimp.
They had to ante up $10 apiece,"
he said.
The boy then approached other
boys in his class at Langston
Hughes Middle School in Reston

and told them he could arrange
sex with as many as three girls at
once, the prosecutor said.
In all, the youngster collected
about $80 and spent the money
on three Eddie Bauer T-shirts.
He was charged with two felony counts of "receiving money
for soliciting other juveniles to
perform sexual acts," but a Juvenile Court judge threw out one
charge and reduced the other after hearing from two girls who
testified they didn't intend to
have sex.
The boy, who has a previous
conviction for petty larceny, has
been in juvenile jail since his arrest March 13 and will remain in
custody until his sentencing April

20.
His parents sat in the front row
of the courtroom, his mother sobbing quietly when the slight boy
entered the courtroom handcuffed. He sat quietly beside his
lawyer, while a bailiff twice his
size sat behind him with one foot
holding down the boy's chair.
The judge heard from a
13-year-old girl who testified she
paid the boy $10 after he
threatened her in a school hallway. The boy and his alleged accomplice then "called me up and
said 'Are you going to be my
(prostitute) and stuff?' and I said,
'I guess so,'" the girl testified.
Despite the girls' denials, Murphy said they understood they
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were signing up tor a sex ring
and that they would pay the boy a
percentage for protecting them.
A 12-year-old girl also is
charged with helping recruit girls.
Her trial is set for next month.
The judge ordered that the
names of the underage participants will remain secret.
The boy confessed in the principal's office, when police were
questioning him about an unrelated theft. He said he had collected money from about six girls
the week before.
The youngster could be held
until his 21st birthday, but defense lawyer John Keats said he
believes the judge will choose a
lesser punishment.

Death penalty no issue:
Cult member ruts deal
TAVARES, Fla. (AP) — In a
deal that will save him from a potential death sentence, a member
of a "vampire cult" agreed to
plead guilty to his role in the
slayings of another cult member's
parents.
The deal struck with prosecutors Monday ensures that Howard
Scott Anderson will not follow
cult leader Rod Ferrell to the
electric chair for the 1996
killings.
Anderson, 17, agreed to admit
to being a principal in the slayings of Richard Wendorf and
Naonra Queen. He was to be sentenced today to two life
sentences.
Ferrell, 17, pleaded guilty and
was sentenced to death in February. His attorneys have filed a
motion to reduce his sentence.

Prosecutors say Anderson
watched as Ferrell pummeled the
victims with a crowbar in their
Eustis home, 30 miles northwest
of Orlando.
The teen-agers intended to rob
the couple but "Rod went
crazy," Anderson told investigators. Ferrell was in Florida to
help the victims' daughter,
Heather Wendorf, run away.
Lawyers for cult members
Charity Lynn Keesee, 17, and
Dana Cooper, 20, refused to accept a plea that would send their
clients to prison for 40 years.
Both are charged with being principals to murder.
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According to investigators,
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Bunny this Easter...
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Lethal injection now an option
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —I A bill to switch Kentucky's method
of execution from electrocution to lethal injection was signed into
law by Gov. Paul Patton on Tuesday. It took effect immediately.
Lethal injection would be an option for 34 people now under
death sentences. All future death sentences would specify lethal
injection.

1, 1998

Boy guilty of arranging sex club

Cellular phone-theft bill passes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Senate has given final
passage to a bill aimed at cracking down on people who intercept
cellular telephone services for their own use.
The bill, sponsored-by Sen. Ernie Harris, R-Prospcct, cleared the
Senate 34-1 Tuesday and goes to Gov. Paul Patton.
The measure is aimed at people who intercept a cell phone user's
mobile identification number or personal identification number and
run up bills.
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FROM OUR READERS

Museum may be moving
Dear Editor:
The word on the street is that the National Boy Scout Museum may be
moving from Murray to St. Louis.
Kern and Sid, don't let this happen.
Robert 0. Miller
201 S. 5th St.
Murray, KY 42071

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer

Conflicts test
War Powers Act
WASHINGTON (AP) — Using the power of the purse, Congress
is tacitly blessing President Clinton's plan to keep U.S. troops in
Bosnia beyond a fallen June deadline.
And the House is seeking to use the same spending power to
block a U.S. strike on Iraq without prior congressional approval.
Both the House and the Senate now have completed work on separate versions of a midyear spending bill to provide money for
military operations in Bosnia and the Persian Gulf.
Although many items are in dispute — such as whether using
cuts in domestic programs to offset the costs of troop deployment
as the House wants — the Bosnia language has won the support of
both chambers.
Both bills also include about $1.3 billion in new money for
peacekeeping operations in the Persian Gulf.
But the House included in its version a provision by Rep. David
Skaggs, D-Colo., barring funds in the bill from being used "for
offensive operations against Iraq" to obtain compliance with U.N.
resolutions — unless authorized by Congress.
There's no telling whether that amendment will survive a House- Senate conference committee that must adopt a compromise
version.
•
But both the Skaggs measure — and discussion of the Bosnia
funds — reflect an uneasiness on the part of legislators on both
sides of the political divide on the old issue of whether Congress or
the president is primarily responsible for sending U.S. forces into
harm's way.
The Constitution, of course, gives Congress the right to declare
war. But Congress has used that power but rarely.
In his presidency so far, Clinton has sent combat troops to Somaha, Haiti, Bosnia, Rwanda and the Iraq area — all without obtaining advance congressional approval.
"Be very clear. This bill would give him (Clinton) full authorization to keep troops in Bosnia longer" than the June deadline he
once promised, Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., told the House on
Tuesday as it considered the spending legislation.
The bill calls for $487 million to keep the troops in Bosnia at
least until the start of the next fiscal year on Oct. 1. Then they'd be
covered by a still-to-be considered appropriations bill for fiscal
fi999.
"Understand that you have no basis for criticizing keeping
troops in Bosnia" if you vote for the measure, Frank told
colleagues.
The 1973 War Powers Act requires congressional notifications
and approval when American troops are sent into combat. It was a
delayed response to the way in which the conflict in Southeast Asia
was escalated under Presidents Johnson and Nixon.
All presidents since Nixon have found ways to sidestep the act.
Clinton committed U.S. troops tcrBosnia in 1995 to help enforce
peace accords. About 8,5(X) U.S. troops arc in the former Yugoslav
republic, down from about 20,000 initially.
Clinton had pledged to remove th$ troops by June but more recently said they-would have to remain for an undetermined period.
"Let's establish once and for all what the proper relationship is
between the president and Congress," Rep. C.W. Young, -Fla.,
said during Tuesday's House debate. "Let's not be sending
American troops all over the world unless Congress has a darn good
reason to do it."
But lawmakers have generally shown restraint in forcing the
issue to a head. .
"What we have right now is unfair to both the president
and
Congress-," said Rep. Tom Campbell, sponsor of a move rejected
earlier in March that would have forced a War Powers showdown.
But by a 225-193 vote on March 18, the House rejected Campbell's effort to force Clinton to remove the American soldiers from
Bosnia — or get specific War Powers Act permission from Congress to leave them there.
Skaggs, in an interview, said he was hopeful his restrictions on
the money for the buildup in Iraq would also be in the final version
of the legislation.
"This is wholly independent of the War Powers Act, which I
think is constitutionally very flawed," Skaggs said. "This is invoking the power of the purse to say none of money in the appropriation can be used unless approved by an act of Congress."
And if Clinton went ahead anyway? "That would be an act of
political defiance," Skaggs said.
Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., has another view.
"We have forced Saddam to back down. The timing (on
the
Skaggs provision) is terrible," Murtha said. "This is just another
reason for him (Clinton) to veto this bill."

CATS system may be winner
Mercifully, the General Assembly session is about over but for
the booing.
No one,of course, is going to use
the word "brilliant" for any legislation that staggers into the statute
books when the session officially
shuts down the middle of next
month.
But whoever came up with CATS
to replace KIRIS had a brilliant idea
and deserves at least the unanimous
commendation of both the House
and Senate.
KIRIS,if anyone can ever forget,
is the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System, that New
Hampshire-originated test mandated by the legislature in 1990 as a
key part of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
It was not universally detested,
only widely so. It certainly was
misunderstood,even by many of its
supporters. The chief problem with
the KIRIS test was that it was so
different, in that it tried to find out
whether students actually can think
and use their knowledge as opposed
to regurgitating memorized dates
and facts.
But Kentuckians don't take well
to things that are radically different
from what they know and are used
to.
And KIRIS became the focal
point of the knee-jerk anti-refor-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
mers who want so desperately to go
back to the good old days when all
Kentucky kids scored above average on standardized tests, and half
of them couldn't read, write or
compute when they were handed
their high school diplomas.
So the General Assembly has
kicked KIRIS out and replaced it
with CATS, as in Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System. It's
anew test that will be up and
working within four years, more
like the old tests but not so much so
that the anti-reformers' knees were
jerking overtime last week against it
in the Senate.
But enough senators either came
to their senses over the KERA
testing debacle or they simply got
tired of fighting over the issue, and
24 of them agreed to the gist of a
House compromise on the issue that
replaces the KERA test but retains
the KERA system of accountability
of schools for their students'
achievement.

Originally, like lemmings following the anti-reformers, senators
overwhelmingly opted to junk
KIRIS, go back to those all-students-are-above-average standardized tests and pretty much do away
with accountability.
The House, to its credit, said no
way and came forth with a sensible
compromise that includes the new
CATS test and continued accountability.
The much-maligned KIRIS test
will be used one more time this year,
butteginning in 1999,students will
be given a new test to allow comparisons with national scores, student progress will be measured from
year to year, and teachers will be
given more information about their
students'test scores and at an earlier
date so they can use the scores to
concentrate on particular problem
areas.
I grieve that the new test will
downplay the writing portfolios
KIRIS required, because anything

that has kids actually writing sentences and learning how to express
themselves simply and correctly in
their native language is a good thing
by definition. I have a nephew who
somehow survived the ungraded
primary — the other bugaboo of the
knee-jerk set — and at age 7 could
write a whole lot better than I could
at age 10.
But I would like to believe
enough teachers across Kentucky
have seen the value of the portfolios
in improving their students' writing
abilities that they will continue
using them in their classrooms even
when they are no longer mandated.
All of this, however, doesn't get
to the heart of the "brilliant" idea of
replacing KIRIS with CATS.
I've long thought half the problem with KIRIS was the name and
the acronym. It looks and sounds
like a place in the Caucasus where
some pre-revolutionary Russian
novelist had his country estate and
turned out 1,500-page novels dense
with black symbolism.
CATS, on the other hand, is —
well — Kentucky through and
through. If they give the CATS tests
every March, all those screams of
"Go, CATS, go!" across the commonwealth just might have more
meaning — and inspiration — than
what happens in the NCAA Final
Four.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 23
The Advocate, Baton Rouge, La., on Year 2000 problem:
Never fear: The federal government is on top of the massive
computer glitch expected in the year 2000.
The military, for instance, will have worked out the millennial
bugs in its most critical computer functions by 2009, the 10th year
of the new millennium, at the current rate of repair.
Not too reassuring? Well, that date doesn't even include m y
other less-critical computer systems. And the Defense Depar cnt
is not even the furthest behind in fixing the glitch
The State Department will have its mTil—
miortant systems ready
to take on the new century by the 14th year of that century, under
current projections. The Labor Department is a relative marvel of
efficiency: Bugs for its more crucial computer functions will be
worked out by 2003. ...
The federal government expects to spend at least $4.7 billion,
and possibly twice that much, to fix the problem. But, at current
rates of reprogramming, even critical computer functions won't all
be fixed anytime near the official March 1999 deadline. ...
We expect that, somehow, things will be all right come Jan. 1,
2000. But, boy, is the government ever cutting it close.
March 21
The Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on sexual harassment:
President Clinton faces seemingly endless allegations from women claithing he subjected them to sexual harassment, sexual
assault, sexual intimidation. Ad nauseam.
The Army's senior noncommissioned officer is hauled before
a
court martial to face charges of sexually inappropriate actions,
then
is acquitted except for obstruction of justice.
The career of the first female to command an Air Force bomber
is toast after accusations that she engaged in behavior — sexual,
of
course — unbecoming an officer. ...

The list goes on.
Many are inclined to look the other way. They fuss about others
poking noses into matters that are none of their business. They fret
about the contrast — having a preoccupation with salaciousness
when the nation's economy is humming like a well-oiled sewing
machine. ...
Setting aside ,the element of measurable damage, however,
Americans should meet these causes celebre with more profound
questions: What's wrong in this country? If sexually oriented misbehavior occurs at such an egregious pace and in such exceptional
circumstances, why is it? Does a fat paycheck heal all wounds? ...
March 31
The Seattle Times, on the Beardstown Ladies:
"Learning about investing is as easy as baking an apple pie...
Beware of grannies dispensing such homespun financial advice.
Turns out those sweet-smiling, stock-picking senior citizens known
as the Beardstown Ladies were peddling bum numbers.
"The Beardstown Ladies' Common-Sense Investment Guide," a
runaway best seller, served up Betty Crocker-style recipes for success in the kitchen and in the market. But a recent Price Waterhouse audit showed the phenomenal 23.4 percent average annual
rate of return touted by the capitalist cookbook was based on careless book-cooking.
The actual rate from 1984-1993 was 9.1 percent — well below
the 15 percent return of the overall stock market, with dividends
reinvested, over the same period: Chicago Magazine first documented the fraud, followed by the independent audit, and now the
investment club's treasurer has confessed that she entered the
wrong numbers into the computer.
No crusading politician has called on the Securities and Exchange Commission to investigate. That's understandable. Who
wants to be known as the Beardstown bully? ...

Clinton following simple plan
President Clinton has come close
to an apology. Not for the growing
number of laws he and Hillary
allegedly have broken. Not for the
lengthening list of women whose
dignity he has apparently violated.
But for something of which he is not
guilty: slavery.
While in Uganda, the president
said: "European-Americans received the fruits of the slave trade.
And we were wrong in that..."
Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, who isn't worried about currying favor with blacks in his country,
called the idea of a U.S. apology for
slavery "rubbish."
Museveni noted that "African
chiefs were the ones waging war on
each other and capturing their own
people and selling them. If anyone
should apologize it should be the
African chiefs."
The Clintons are using Africa as a
backdrop for their grand strategy to
delay legal proceedings against
them, deceive the American public
about what they are alleged to have
done,deny all allegations of wrongdoing, and destroy the reputations
of anyone — such as Kathleen
Willey — who threatens their hold
on power. It is a strategy that should
make some non-elected African
dictators envious.
The latest outrage is the president's claim of "executive privilege" for some of his top aides. So
deceptive is this administration that
neither the president nor his scores

of taxpayer-funded lawyers will tell
the public whether, in fact, the
executive privilege claim has actually been made.
It is reported he may even claim
executive privilege concerning Mrs.
Clinton, who will be portrayed as an
"advisor" to the president and,
therefore, not able to divulge conversations she's had with him or his
aides. Who's next, Buddy and
Socks?
Richard Nixon attempted to use
executive privilege to prevent the
testimony of top aides. "The core
White House tactic," writes journalist Fred Emery in his book "Watergate: The Corruption of American
Politics and the Fall of Richard
Nixon," was "to shelter the president's men under the cloak of
executive privilege. They would
consider answering written inteffogatories but they would refuse to
appear at hearings, arguing that
traditional confidentiality of the
president's dealings with them
within the executive branch of government could not be overridden by
another branch — not the legisla-

tive, in Congress, or the judicial, in
the courts."
That "doctrine" would later be
abandoned when it was clear it
wasn't working.The Supreme Court
later ruled that, while executive
privilege could be claimed as a valid
doctrine, in Nixon's case it did not
apply.
The claim that evidence could be
withheld on the grounds of "the
generalized interest in confidentiality," said the court, could "not
prevail over the fundamental demands of due process of law in the
fair administration of criminal justice." In other words, though Nixon
said there were some laws a president didn't have to obey, the Supreme Court said no president is
above the law.
Hillary Clinton knows this, since
she served with former White
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum
on the House Judiciary Committee,
which eventually returned articles
of impeachment against Nixon.
Then-Hillary Rodham believed that
Nixon didn't deserve the normal

protections the law affords to every
citiz,en.
But there was something more.
As recounted in Pulitzer prizewinning journalist David Maraniss'
book,"First in His Class: A Biography of Bill Clinton": "Rodham's
section analyzed the constitutional
intent of impeachment and its historical basis in 400 years of English
history .... At one meeting they
spent four hours arguing over
whether to use the phrase 'to the
modern ear' in describing how high
crimes and misdemeanors should be
interpreted. Their report concluded
that'to limit impeachable conduct to
criminal offenses would be incompatible with the evidence concerning thd constitutional meaning of
the phrase ... and would frustrate the
purpose that the framers intended
for impeachment.'
They found that in 13 American
impeachment cases, including 10 of
federal judges,less than one-third of
the articles of impeachment explicitly charged the violation of a
criminal statute."
The real game is to help Bill
Clinton avoid the same day of
reckoning that Richard Nixon faced
thanks, in part, to Hillary Rodham.
The difference between then and
now is that this bunch learned some
things from Nixon and are better at
delaying, deceiving, denying and
destroying.
Don't look for Clinton to apologize for that.
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Hudson to direct
conference at MSU
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The Murray Preschool Co-op visited the offices of Dr. Kevin Adams, for the
March field trip. The preschool Is located In Christian Community church at
1201 S. 16th St

Local organizations
plan April events
1

April will prove to be another
busy month in Murray as many local
organizations plan activities for the
community.
The LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will host its annual WalkFor-Life April 4. Registration for
walkers will begin at 9 a.m. with a
start time at 9:30. The walk is a
fund-raiser for the LifeHouse ministry which has been in existence for
15 years.
Director Angie Wyau said the
walk is "a good way for the community to support our ministry and
make a stand for life."
For more information or sponsor
sheets, call 753-0700.
The Calloway County Public Library will host an exhibit featuring
miniature quilts from the Quilt
Lovers'Club,a special collection of
Barbies, and wooden lady silhouettes dressed in period costumes designed by Barbara Harrell. The
exhibit may be viewed during regular library hours throughout the
entire month of April.
The Wrather West Kentucky Museum will also host a display titled
"Transformations: Threads Visible
and Invisible." The display includes
area quilts and weavings.
The Murray State Room of the
museum will feature a special quilt
made by Dr. Alice Koenecke that
celebrates the university's 75th Diamond Anniversary.The display will
run the entire month and is free to
the public.
The West Kentucky Exposition
Center will host two events April
11. There will be a half-linger pull at
11 a.m. and a pony pull at 4 p.m.
More information can be obtained
by calling 762-3125.
As part of Alumni Weekend,
Murray State University's Alumni
Association will sponsor the
Alumni Auction April 17 in the
large ballroom of the Curris Center.
The silent auction will be held from
9:30 a.m. to 6:45 p.m. with a live
auction beginning at 7 p.m.
The live auction will feature such
items as working scripts from "As
Good As It Gets" and "Good Will
Hunting," two tickets for the General Jackson evening cruise and two
Atlanta Braves tickets with lodging
accommodations.
Proceeds will benefit the Alumni
House which, once completed, will
serve as a central location for
graduates to meet, according to
Sherry Purdom, media coordinator.
The Playhouse in the Park will
present its production of"The Miracle Worker" which is based on the
life story of Helen Keller. It deals
with the internal conflicts of a
family trying to balance everyday

EVAN WILLIAMS
$15.99 1.75 L
RABBIT RIDGE CHARDONNAY
$13.99 750 ml

life with the handicap of their child.
It also focuses on the struggles
between Helen and her teacher,
Annie Sullivan.
Helen is played by newcomer
Katie Ouelleue. The show is directed by Kim McFarlen and will
run for three weekends: April 1718,April 24-26 and May 1-3. Friday
and Saturday shows will begin at.8
p.m. and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
For ticket information, call 7591752.
The Best Western Racer Inn will
sponsor a doll show and quilt
exhibit April 23-26. Additional information regarding the show can
be gathered by calling 753-5986.
These and other events are included in the 1998 Visitor's Guide
available at the Murray Tourism
Commission. This free publication
contains a calendar of events
through December.
If you or your organization is
West Kentucky TECH brought
hosting a special event, please con- home more than a dozen awards
tact Judy Gargus, executive direc- from the 1998 Phi Beta Lambda
tor, to let her know the date, time Spring Leadership Conference held
and location.
March 26-28.
In addition, as the traditional
The conference, held in Louisseason for weddings nears, keep in ville, showcased the skills of busimind that the tourism commission ness students from across the state.
would be happy to provide lists of Phi Beta Lambda is a civic and
accommodations, brochures on leadership organization for business
things to do in the area, and city students.
maps for out-of-town guests.
West Kentucky TECH placed
For more information, call 759- first at the conference for having the
2199.
largest local chapter membership.

dr •

Members of Murray Police Explorers Post 1333 donned fire gear recently to
get Instruction on proper use of various types of fire extinguishers from
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue Lieutenant Heath Ryan.

In addition, the school took home
second place honors for its local
chapter annual business report and
local chapter newsletter and fifth
place for its scrapbook.
Business instructor Marilyn
Cook was named the "Outstanding
Local Chapter Advisor."
Local West Kentucky TECH student Robin Lyell of Hardin placed
second in business math.
All first and second place winners
are eligible to compete in the national conference to be held July
10-13 in Orlando, Fla.
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'Largest & Best Buffet In Town" - 30 Items

Great New Dishes On Lunch & Dinner Buffet
including Seafood, Fresh Desserts and Soup Bar!
•Bliffet Served 7 Days A Week*
•Carry-out available *Catering 'Gift Certificates 'Banquet
408 N. 12th St.
(Nest to Pizzo Hut)

HRS: Sun.-Th. 11am-9:30pm
Fri & Sat llam-10:30pm

RC,4111

759--2348

COMPUTER CLOSEOUT SALE
Eriday 5:00-8:00

April 3 & 4

Saturday 9:00-4:00

Compaq Presario Multimedia System 180 N111/
Compaq Presario Multimedia System 200 mmx
IBM Thinkpad Notebooks w/CD's P120
IBM Thinkpad Notebooks w/CD P150

$699
$999
$1,199
$1,399

Offer Good While In-Stock Supplies Remain

MicroAge Computer Center
314 Main • Murr:”

502-753-7733

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Still Great Service, Still Great
Price, Still On The Square!
• Consuital,on & review of prescnpt.ons
• We accept most insurance plans

• Health & Beauty items
• Visit our grtt shop - gifts for all occasions

M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

Tts BAR-B-0
Monday-Friday 10 30 a m -8:30 p in • Sat 11 a m -330 pm

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

C.AF'r.

Calvary Temple

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Special
llj Hamburger $349
Fries &
.Medium Drink

‘f Fast Service A Convenient Location
.A Handy Drive-Up Window

well stocked
,7J

CAYMUS SAUVIGNON
BLANC
$14.99 750 ml

GEORGE DICKEL
$20.99 1.75 L
MERIDIAN CHARDONNAY
$12.99 no ml

J LOHR CABERNET
$13.99 750 ml

NORTHERN LIGHT
$12.99 1.75 L

SKY VODKA

$22.99 1.75 L

well served..
well...
what are you
waiting for?

Evangelist:

Tim
Woodson
from
Salisbury, Maryland

McCORMICK VODKA
$9.99 1.75 L
E&J GALLO WHITE ZIN
$3.99 750 MI

MT. VIEW CABERNET
$7.99 750 ml
CANADIAN MIST
$14.99 1.75 L
NEW SHIPMENT OF
OVER-THE-HILL
& GAG GIFTS!

FOR YOUR CELEBRATIONS THIS SEASON, STOCK UP ON THE BEST.

Lczkeway
Package 4,,tore & Party Shop
1417 East Wood St. Lake Hwy. 79 • Paris, TN 38242

Spring Word &,, faith
Celebr
ation
, 4

753-0045

.0

J&B SCOTCH
$29.79 1.75 L

DUCK POND MERLOT
$11.99 750 ml

Two sessions will follow from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Kelly Kochert.will
moderate "Issues in Global Business" in the Cumberland Room of
the Curris Center. Students Josh
Garcia (Mexico: The Role of U.S.
Media in Cultural Imperialism),
Alexei Surkov (Eastern Europe,
Latin America and Southeast Asia:
Parallels in Development), Svetlana
Seryogina (Russian Holidays and
Their Impact on Business) and
AdeIle Farrell (Global Aspects of
Asbestos and Mesothelioma).
The second session will be conducted in the Ohio Room of the
Curris Center with Gloria Shull as
the moderator.
"An Artistic Approach to Cultures" will feature Victoria Waller
(Music as International Political
Communication), Erica Fisher
(Raising the Dead South of the
Border: The Day of the Dead in
Latin America), Melanie Dailey
(Poetry of the Holocaust: The Silence Among the Words) and Marcia Maki("Unmasking" the History
of Javanese Ceremonial Masks).
All Murray State University students,faculty and staff are invited to
attend the conference, as well as
interested community members.
For more information, contact
Miller at (502) 762-6206.

•rw•

HOLLAND DRUGS

STERLING MERLOT
$18.99 750 ml

CLAN McGREGOR SCOTCH
$14.69 1.75 L

Participating students are Kelly Kochert(Ciuman,Tundok Atau Bersalam: A Guide to Business in Malaysia), Ve,ronika Krepely (Criminals
and Prostitutes in Australian History: Fact or Fiction) and Veronica
Goulko (Khazakstan in the 20th
Century: Consequences of Its Main
Historical Events).

West Kentucky Tech
receives awards

WILD TURKEY
$29.99 1.75 L

LINDEMAN'S CHARDONNAY
$9.99 750 ml

Murray State University students
will have the opportunity April 7 to
join Dr. Blaine Hudson from the
University of Louisville in a conference devoted to global studies
issues.
Hudson, a member of U of L's
deparunent of Pan-African studies
and director of the Pan-African
Studies Institute for Teachers, will
give the keynote address at MSU's
1998 Student Conference on Global
Issues.
His address, "The Cultural Dynamics of Africa," will be held from
4 to 5 p.m. in the Mississippi Room
of the Curris Center with Melanie
Dailey as moderator. A reception
will follow from 5 to 5:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Dance Lounge.
Following Hudson's discussion
and the reception, global studies
students at Murray State will present research on several different
countries and a variety of issues of
global importance. According to
Dr. Fred Miller, director of the
global studies program at Murray
Statd, conference sessions are organized around several distinct
themes to attract audiences with
common interests. Sessions are no
more than one hour in length.
From 5:30 to 6:20 p.m., Erica
Fisher will moderate a session on
"Korean Culture and Cuisine" to be
presented by Gloria Shull (Korea
Kounts and Korean Kuisine) and
Sara Sohn (Korean Kulture). That
session will be held in the Cumberland Room of the Curris Center.
Also during that same hour, Josh
Garcia will serve as moderator for
"Selected Country Studies" in the
Ohio Room of the Curris Center.

901-842-9737 • 901-844-9938

Sunday, March 29, 11 a.m.
April 3, 1998
Sunday 6:30 p.m., Monday-Friday 7:00 p.m.
Come for a time of refreshing
worship, fellowship, and preaching.
For Information Call 753-7389
.4

, EVERYONE INVITED
2645 Highway 641 South
Murray, KY 42071
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Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 ler4r.% In
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Formal Wear and Limousine
V,eddi figs •Prurna •Banqueta •Birthdays •Annweraantni
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304 Main St.
'Storni), KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
loll Free
1-888-367-6757

ga5Msu)
Book Limousine
Services
For Prom.'

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5400
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Pet Therapy on Thursday

A4411

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, April 2, at 3
p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited.
For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.
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We associate heart disease with
men, but it's the number one
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Relay for Life captains to meet

killer of American women. That's
why prevention measures like
exercising and a heart-healthy
diet are critical Take charge of
your health and spread the word.
Learn more on the Web at
www.women.amhrt.org or by

)ISIIASE.

calling 1-800-AHA-USA1.

4
merican Wait gru,

SUE ALLISON photo

Rita Ford, left, and Sondra Barnett were hostesses, along with Belinda
Woods, not pictured, at a meeting of Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club.

Murray Woman's Club
department met March 3
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met Tuesday, March 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house.
A white elephant auction was
conducted with Peggy Billington
as the auctioneer.
Proceeds from the auction were
to go toward the Apheresis Machine to be purchased for the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital through the drive by the Mur-

ray Lions Club and Murray Woman's Club.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Rita Ford, Sondra Barnett
and Belinda Woods.
The department will meet
Tuesday, April 7, at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house.
Hostesses will be Nancy
Lovett, Beverly Galloway, Ginger Veal, Carolyn Sanning and
Janis Hicks.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Saturday, March 28, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions

Its because martial arts offers the OppOrtt"iity for families to spend more
quality time together while they're learning exercising, building self
confidence and learning to defend themselves
Classes are forming now, call today.

Introductory Offer $29.95
Offer Ends 4-30-98

753-6111

Call Today
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

Farmer baby boy, parents Lisa and
Johnny, Wingo,
Sons baby boy, parents Melissa and
Timmy, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rita V. Hellkamp, Miss Amber
Marie Garlic, both of Benton; Mr. Joseph
Levi Briggs, Jr., Dexter and Mc Brian
Edward Smith, Kirksey.
Mrs Pathcia Carolyn Stom, Kiricsey,
Mr James Albert Raspberry, Hazel; Miss
Leah Rachele Durbin, Paduach; Mr
Hugh Boyd, Lynnville and Mr. Chandler
Lee Bell, Symsonia.
Mrs. Melissa McElroy and baby boy,
Puryear, TN.; Mr. AC Lockwood, Palmersville, TN. and Mr Richard Roland
Schwettrnan, Scott City, MO.
Mrs. Irene Myrtle Hornback, Miss
Angela Dawn Woods, Mr Dustin Michael
Adams, Mr. Maurice Glenn Harris, Miss
Lyndsey Danielle Kendall and Mrs Re-

Current Patterns Starting

You $12.00
CAN
CAN
Dolt!
as low as

Double Roll

Wall aper

MURRAY • Next to Days Inn
519 S 12th St • 753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sit 9-3

Doris Weigel of Almo, KY
lost 30 lbs. & 291/2 inches!!
She not only looks great
but feels great, too!!
Way to go, Doris!

40 Lbs. By Summer
A proven weight control program with.
0 10 year record of success!

1, e

The Relay for Life Team Captains' meeting will be at 5 p.m.
Thursday at Pagliai's. Anyone interested in forming a team or those
who have already formed teams should attend.

CCHS Night at Mr. Gatti's
Calloway County High School Project Graduation and Mr. Gatti's
are teaming up to raise money for the annual graduation night event
on Thursday, April 2. During the period of 5 to 9 p.m., Mr. Gatti's
will donate 10 percent of its sales to CCHS Project Graduation.

American Legion Thursday
American Legion Post will meet Thursday, April 2, at 7
p.m. at
the American Legion Building, Maple and South Sixth
Streets, Murray. This is open to all interested persons. For
information call Daythel Turley, commander, at 753-9472.

Alex
Megan
Carolyn
seventh
They
Kathy s
sey.
Ali c
slumbei
cial day
Lakewc

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present a free
concert
of Kentucky Bluegrass music for the whole family on Friday,
April
3, at 8 p.m. at Weaks Community Center auditorium. This is free
and the public is invited to attend. For information call Jack Kerr at
753-2698.

nee Joelle Hallisey and baby girl, all of
Murray_
Expiration
Mrs Mary Margaret Bazzell, Murray.
••••

One newborn admission and dismissals
Murray-Calloway
at
County Hospital for Sunday, March
29, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Copeland baby boy, mother, Rhonda
Wishon, Hazel.

Dismissals
Mrs. Virginia Turner, Sedalia, Mr.
Robert E. Rowland, Almo; Mrs. Virginia
Lucille Tumblison, Cadiz; Mr. Corey Ray
Allen McCoy, Hardin; Ms Melissa Dawn
Seavers, Almo and Mr. Ronald L. Wyatt.
Mrs. Pauline Bernice Baum, Mr Austin
Rider Smith and Mrs Julie Anne Kerlick,
all of Murray.

One newborn admission, dismissals and expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
March 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Hornsby boy, parents, Angela and
Larry, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Celia C. Gnnstead, Buchanan,
TN; Mr. Loyd Edward Key, Cadiz; Mr.
Jacob Austin Ellenberger, Hardin; Mrs.
Lisa A. Farmer and baby boy, Win go and
Mrs. Dorothy Loetta Inman, Puryear, TN.
Mr. Williarn James Bums, Mrs. Lillian
Irene Woods, Mr. Willard H. House and
Mrs. Pauline Elizabeth Jones,
Mrs. Melissa Grace Sons and baby
boy, Mr. Charles Newton Johnson, Mr.
Lannie Alexander and Miss Tabitha D.
Painter.
Expiration
Mr John Robert Clendenon, Murray

Academy plans registration
Murray Christian Academy will hold kindergarten an-d new student registration on Thursday, April 2, from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
school, located in the education building of St. Leo Catholic Church,
401 North 12th St., Murray. At this time parents and new students
will meet the administrator, teachers, and Board of Directors, and
have refreshments. For more information call the school office at
759-1321.

Fish fry at local church
St. Leo Catholic Church will have a fish fry behind the church on
Friday, April 3. Serving will be from 4 to 7 p.m. Tickets will be
available at the door and the public is invited to attend.

Poplar Spring will give drama
Poplar Spring Baptist Church of Murray will present an Easter
drama entitled "He's Alive!" on Friday and Saturday, April 3 and 4.
The walk through presentation will be open from 6 to 9 p.m. each
night. For information and directions to the church call 436-2994.

Gospel singing on Friday
A gospel singing benefit for the National Federation of the Blind
of Murray will be Friday, April 3, at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth St., Murray. Featured will be the group, Higher
Praise, and vocalists, Gunner nance, Logan Schweptman and Danielle Schweptman. Admission is free, but a love offering will be
taken for the National Federation of the Blind of Murray.

Fern Terrace needs items
Fern Terrace Lodge is in need of items to be given as prizes for
the weekly Bingo sessions each Friday at 2:15 p.m. at the lodge.
Persons may leave their donated items at the lodge at any time.

Woodmen youth event April 4
Woodmen of the World Youth Get-To-Gether will be Saturday,
April 4, from 11 a.m. to noon at Mr. Gatti's. Youth are requested to
R.S.V.P. to 753-4377 by Thursday, April 2.

California Connection April 4

We are pleased to
announce that Carrie
Tinnon, bride-elect of
Chris Padgett. has joined
our bridal registry by
choosing crystal pieces,
flatware & stemware.
Carrie and Chris will be
married May 23, 1998.

All chapters of the Between the River Preservation Organization
will meet at 6 p.m., April 6, at the courthouse in Dover, Tenn. All
persons interested in the preservation and protection of regional history arc urged to attend. Reports will be given by the Rescue Our
Cemeteries and Data Base Committees. An exciting new history project will be announced. For information, call 753-4934 or 489-2975.

THE
SMART

STOP
767-0780
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Bluegrass concert on Friday

Historical group to meet

Doris & many others have reached. Call today for your
FREE consultation & you can lose...

HI-ENERGY

Planning meeting set

All local residents with a connection to California are invited to
attend the "CA Connection Spring Thing" on Saturday, April 4,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Persons arc asked to call Mary Thomson at
436-5022 for more information and to let her know you'll be attending this semi-annual event.

Doris' change of life started with a very simple phone call.
You can make the same call & reach the same goals that

Murray, KY

The second Team Captains' meeting for the
American Cancer
Society's Relay for Life will be Thursday, April 2, at
5 p.m. at Pagliai's, Chestnut Street. Anyone interested in forming
a team or
needing information call Roseanne and Paul Radke
at 759-1442 or
Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

FINAL CLOSING
DAYS
March 28th thru April 29th

50% OFF Storewide
Court Square • Murray • 753-5968

!lours: Tues.-Fri. 2:00-5:30; Sal. 10:00-4:00
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Harris Grove Homemakers
hold meeting in Murray
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AU and ALEX ADAMS

Adams children
celebrate birthdays
Alex Matthew Adams and All
Megan Adams, grandchildren of
Carolyn Adams, observed their
seventh birthday March 17, 1998.
They are the son and daughter of
Kathy and Duane Adams of Kirksey.
All chose an all-girl "dress-up'
slumber party to celebrate her special day. Alex invited his friends to
Lakewood gymnastics in Mayfield

for his birthday celebration.
The twins had a third party at
home March 15 for family and
relatives. Their St. Patrick's birthday concluded with taking a giant
size chocolate chip cookie decorated in green and white to school to
share with their classmates.
Mrs. Glen Adams is the greatgrandmother of Ali and Alex.
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The Harris Grove Homemakers
met at 10 a.m., March 11 at
Dutch Essenhaus.
Twelve members answered roll
call by answering, "What would
your 'pot of gold' be at the end
of the rainbow?"
The thought for the month is to
ask how much abundance that already exists in your life do you
take for granted? How can we expect more from the universe
when we don't appreciate what
we already have?
Quava Honchul read Hebrews
11-1 on faith and a poem Peter
Marshall on an ideal Easter.
Treasurer's report was given
by Katherine Ray. Elizabeth
Parks reported on the county
council meeting because Presi(*lit Agnes Watson was unable to
'attend.
A vote was taken to give $300
to a Murray State University
scholarship, $100 to each county
school and 5500 to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital toward
the purchase of a machine to remove platlettes from the blood
for leukemia patients.
The Southern Women's Show
will be at Nashville April 30. A
bus will go from Murray.
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By. And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon°
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about cornmunity services and local businesses.
For you. it's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear from you.
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$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
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Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATION

Murray Magazine Club
holds meeting March 26
The Murray Magazine Club
met Marchr 26 at the home of
Lois Sparks.
Toni Hopson gave the devotional. Edith Garrison gave the
program, a review on Oprah Winfrey's life from the book "Oprah
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I,
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Winfrcy: The Real Story."
The next meeting will be at the
home of Linda Scott on Olive
Boulevard at - 2 p.m., April 23.
Norinne Winter will review "Appetite for Life" by Julia Child.
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BABY BEANIES*
in
40 Flauors!
*jetty'Beaty Candy
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OBJECTS ON THE
A GALLERY OF FINE & FUNCTIONAL CRAFTS
11 3 South Fourth Street

Murray,_ Ky.
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The money you save won't be the only
thing ringing in your ear when you take out
a loan with United Commonwealth Bank.
Simply take out a consumer or commercial
loan for at least $5,000 and you'll be
eligible* for a special promotion from
.• BellSouth Mobility -- just for United
Commonwealth Bank loan customers!
United Commonwealth Bank -- an
ExCELLent choice!
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For Easter...
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AErF Warehousing
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Carol's Beauty Salon
Carroll Tire
Curves for Women
Dan Er Mary Shipley
Debbie Grogan
Farm Bureau Insurance
Finleyjewelers
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
Horton's Lock Shop
Jones Iron Er Metal
J.T. Lee Jeweler
Key Auto Parts
Lad Er Lassie
Greg Er Laura Lee of Lee Marine
McKee! Equipment
McNutt Insurance
Miller Funeral Home
Murray Lumber
Northwestern Mutual Insurance
Pier One
Dr. _James Courtney
Dr. Richard Crouch
Hamlet North Apartments
The Treasure House of Gifts
Taylor Bus Sales
Wafter's Pharmacy
Williams Radiator Er Glass
Wood VCR Service Center
WVHM Er WAAJ Christian Radio

11%..

Hours: 7am Spm
Loans Shown
Bawd on MO" 20 yr.
Term at 12.39% APR
ORE UC 101220913
(AD058)
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Pictured are Toni Hopson, Edith Garrison and Lois Sparks, members
of Murray Magazine Club.
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LifeHouse

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

at

CALL THE YMCA AT 753-4295

t,

Hostess Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
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AFTER SCHOOLS NEVER
BEEN SO MUCH FUN!
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TODAY

The Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association meeting will be April 27-29 at the Paducah Executive Inn.
Martha Wrablick gave the lesson on "Who Gets Grandma's
Yellow Pie Plate?" Each member
was asked to bring an antique article to show.
Anna Lou Jones is in charge of
recreation.
The next meeting will be at 10
a.m., April 8 at Dutch Essenhaus.
VP
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*Two year minimum cellular se
may apply. Loans and cellular se
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Hopkins baby born March 26
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Michae.I
Hopkins are the parents' of a son,
Noah Michael Hopkins, born at
12:28 p.m., March 26, 1998, at
Columbia Summit Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed 8 pounds,
15 ounces and measured 201
/
2 inches. The mother is the fornier
Effie Marion Barnes.
Grandparents are Darrell and
Wilma Hopkins of Calvert City,

CALENDAR

Skeeter and Betty Smith of Murray and Tanny and Cynthia Barnes of Murray.
Great-grandparents are D.W.
and Emmagene Fox of Murray,
Freddie and Lula Mae Bundren of
Paducah; the late Hersie and
Novena Hopkins of Kirksey,
Hewlett and Dorothy Cooper of
Murray and Eula Mae and the
late Gingles Barnes of Murray.

W.A.T.C.H Center needs cans
Although WATCH. (work
activitiesirenter for the handicapped)rEntcr is a regular participant of "Make A Difference

Bridal
ReistrY

Day," the center is in need of aluminum cans for an ongoing work
activity and recycling project.
Center hours are from 7:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. weekdays, but cans
may be droppcd'off at the west
side of the Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, anytime.

MHS 1988 class
plans for reunion

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Nancy Miles
bride-elect of 1
Reece Grubbs
join our
bridal registry.

The graduates of the 1988
class of Murray High School are

beginning to plan for their
10-year high school reunion.
Members are currently searching
for addresses and phone numbers
of all graduates. Parents and graduates are asked to please give
Chestnut SL, Murray
the information to Angela Whited
753-1851
„IPA .1•11
Richardson at 753-7533 or Met#itRN 711.14
"i1.1(it 4 44V,0414.. lissa Easley at 753-8096.

Tarr speaks at Kennel Club
Miranda Tarr, an animal health
technology student at Murray State
University, was the featured
speaker at a recently held meeting of
the Kentucky Lake Kennel Club.
Her topic "Keeping Your Dog On
The Right Track" enlighted the
members on responsible pet ownership and diseases; especially signs,

treatments and prevention.
The ICLKC meets each third
Thursday of the month at the Calloway County Public Library. Visitors are always welcome.
For more information, contact
Rose Carpenter at 759-4556. The
club will sponsor an outdoor match
May 17.

Golfscramble set April 18
The 1998 Phillip Allen Memorial Two-Person Goll
Scramble, sponsored by Murray

Lions Club, will be Friday, April
18, at Murray Country Club. The
charity event will begin with a
shotgun start at noon. The entry

fee of S35 per golfer covers the
cost of green fees and a cart.
Prizes will be awarded for first,
second, fifth, 10th and 15th
places. In addition, prizes will be
given for closest to the pin on
two holes and for the longest
drive. Persons interested in playing may call the Murray Country
Club Pro Shop at 753-9430 to
sign up.

Lipscomb chapter
to start pecan sale
The Murray Chapter of Associated Ladies for Lipscomb are
now having their annual sale of
pecans. Packages of halves or
pieces are available at $6 per
pound. Proceeds will go to a
scholarship fund for a local student to attend Lipscomb University. To purchase pecans call
Marsha Dale at 753-4874.

BARGAINS
HOP IN
and check out our New
Spring Merchandise!
Dress your child for Easter
with new shoes and clothes
from....

7040efriesita,
Where a good fit makes
walking through life a lot
easier for your child.

753-4383

SPERRYLA

lad &4444e
'Your Children Are
Our Business"

753-3456

Wednesday, April 1
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities. Pinochle
Class/9 a.m ; Pinochle Club/12:30
p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 p.m.; Lenten worship
service/7:15 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.; Ash Wednesday
service/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW,
Church Conference, Youth meting,
children's music/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.; Team
Kid/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship supper, Youth First Place/5:30 p.m.;
Youth Pizza, Library open/6 p.m.; Vickie McGowan testimony, Children's
Choirs, Prime Time, Adult Handbells,
Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; First
Wednesday night dinner and Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell rehearsal
and Tom Turner Prayer/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Lenten Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Sr. High UMYF Bible
Study at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir/
7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a:m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Thursday, April 2
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.

Thursday, April 2
Health Express of MCCH/Sav.-A-Lot
Food Store/8:30-11:30 am. and
12:30-3 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Support Group/7-9
p.m./private dining room of Columbia
PineLake Hospital, Mayfield. Info/
Marilyn, 753-6882.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD office at
Mayfield.
Murray American Legion Post 7atti 7
p.m./American Legion Hall,
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Dominoes
Club/9 a.m. Transportation day.
Murray TOPS 0469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Callasway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA I/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Quilters/9:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist Church So-Sew
Mission Group/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
The Wonderful Horrible Life of Leni
Riefenstahl" film shown free/7:30
p.m/Curtis Center, MSU.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Need Line Golf
Scramble set
Need Line's annual Golf
Scramble Tournament has been
scheduled for Friday, April 24, at
Murray Country Club. A shotgun start for the four-person team
scramble will be at 1 p.m. The
entry fee will be $40 per person
which includes green fee and
cart. Players are not allowed to
wear spikes on the Murray
course. All proceeds will go to
benefit the Murray-Calloway
County Need Line. Sponsorships
are available for $30. For more
information call Kathie Gentry at
the Need Line office at 753-6333.

What s.
Assisted
Living?
Maybe you've heard about Assisted Living - but weren't sure whether it
would benefit your loved one.
Basically, Assisted Living provides seniors with assistance in everyday
living, such as dressing, grooming, bathing, and other day-to-day activities
that can become difficult. At Hickory Woods our caring staff enhances
Assisted Living with programs that foster dignity, wellness, and independence, in a homelike atmosphere.
To find out if your loved one would benefit from Assisted Living consider
this check list.
Had a recent problem that makes me worry about their living situation
Needs a little help getting dressed, bathing, or grooming
LI Gets confused about which medications to take, and when
LI Is physically frail
LI Regularly forgets to eat or take medications
LI Has difficulty getting around the house
LI Isn't comfortable cooking or preparing food in the kitchen
LI Has little companionship
LI Has a chronic condition that does not need nursing intervention
LI Is too independent or healthy for Nursing Home Care
..
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If you checked two or more
boxes, Assisted Living may be
right for your loved one. For more
information, please write or call,
502-759-8700 or 1-800-581-9050.

84 Utterback Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Hickor y W oo ds

A lifestyle that's more
than a place to live!

Retirement Center

_
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Homemakers Club meets
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met at 7 p.m., March 9 at
the home of Pat Rogers, with
Wilma Wilson as co-hostess.
Rachel Hendon gave the devotion by reading the poem "The
World Has Need of You." She
also read some different ways to
be encouraging to your children
and others.
Seven members answered the
roll call by telling what their "pot
of gold" would be at the end of
the rainbow.
Rachel Hendon gave the lesson
on "Who Gets Grandma's Yellow
Plate." Families use a variety of

9
a

It

Pictured are Dustin Adams and his teacher Candace Criswell

methods to distribute non-titled
property. No method is "perfect"
or "right" for all families.
It is important for the individuals involved to discuss, identify,
and agree upon a method or
methods of transfer before begin
ning the distribution process.
Jane Steely, county extension
agent, gave a demonstration on
the use of the embroidery machine owned by county homemakers. She encouraged each of
the members to come by the office and use the machine.
The next meeting will be April
13 at the home of Wilma Wilson.

Look for the Sword

MHS seniors. For information
call Cindy Howard, Cheryl
Crouch, or Janice and Joe
Hedges.
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AMERICAN
CANCER

(all toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345

SOCIElY

NEED YOUR CARPET CLEANED?
WHY RISK STEAM OR SHAMPOO?

LAKELAND

CHEM-DRY
A NEW CONCEPT IN CARPET CLEANING
-DRYS QUICKLY (APPROX. 1 HR)
-SAFE AND NONTOXIC
-REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS
-NO DIRT ATTRACTING RESIDUE
-UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

.
-

MHS parents to sell discount cards
Parents of Murray High School
Seniors are selling discount cards
for $5. The cards carry the names
of 21 Murray businesses who
have offered discounts. The cards
will not expire until January of
1999. Funds from the sale will go
toward Project Graduation for the

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1998

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1' & THEN

800-273-5184

502-527-0605

SERVING CALLOWAY, MARSHALL, MoCRACKEN & BALLARD COUNTIES

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

SUBSCRIBE

Prices good thru April 11, 1998
Pictured are Gary Shields and his teacher Glenn Leckie.
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Murray Woman's Club
awqrds scholarships
The Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club has awarded
two scholarships to attend the Continuing Education Art Workshop at
Murray State University June 7-12.
Recipients are Dustin Adams of
Murray High and Gary Shields of
Calloway High.
The purpose of the scholarship is
to provide students that have exhibited an interest and ability in art
with the opportunity to further their
education through a week of intensive training and art experiences.
The workshop will be conducted
by Dale Leys and Debbi Henry.

Leys received the master of fine arts
in drawing from University of Wisconsin. Henry received the master
of fine arts degree in painting and
drawing at University of Tennessee,
Knoxville after receiving the master
of arts degree in painting from
Murray State.
For off campus students and
commuters, the workshop fee is
$215, which includes tuition, insurance and all educational materials.
The students will be in morning,
afternoon and evening sessions with
planned activities such as swimming, movies and dances.

Cooper selected as finalist
for s olarship program
Natalie Cooper, 15, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Cooper of
Murray, has been selected as a
finalist in the 1998 Kentucky National Teen-Ager Scholarship Program to be held April 17-18 on the
campus of Georetown College.
The Kentucky National TeenAger Scholarship Program is the
official state finals to the 27th
Annual National Teen-ager Prograrn to be held July 25-Aug. 1 at
Opryland U.S.A.
There will be a state winner and
four runners-up in two age divisions: 13, 14, 15 and 16, 17, 18. The
winner in each age division will
receive a $1,000 savings bond,a trip
to Opryland U.S.A. and a fulltuition modeling scholarship from
John Robert Powers worth $1,000.
The Senior Kentucky Teen-ager
will also receive a $1,000 savings
bond, a full two-year tuition scholarship to Oklahoma City University worth over $14,000, and a fulltuition scholarship to The Art Institute worth $11,800.
Also, every participant will receive a $200 scholarship to the John
Robert Powers School of Modeling.
Each student accepted has the
option to participate in the Volunteer Community Service Program of
America's National Teen-ager. This
program teaches teen-agers to share

NATALIE COOPER
and to participate in school and civic
activities.
Students will be judged on scholastic achievement-leadership, appearance and poise-personality.
There is no swimsuit competition.
Talent may be presented at the
option of the participant or an oral
essay on the subject of "What's
Right About America."
Cooper is being sponsored by
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Allison Photography, Courtney Vision
Center, Wal-Mart Supercenter,
Corn Austin, Holland Drugs, Vintage Rose Emporium, Peoples
Bank, Peoples First, Selections and
The Smart Stop.

STATESMAN
The 1998 Spring Fashion Show wag once
again a tremendolis success. 'This event kicks
off spring for any Murray women. I would
like to thank our models Tens Phillips, LaDonna Vaught and Jean Lampkins Ray for
doing such a good job for our more. They all
looked great.
We have a wonderful selection of spring and
summer items that are perfect for any age lady.
We have suits, dresses and silk blazers for
Shona, tops, light weight jackets and
pants are jun right for spring break. Be sure to
check out our 30% off rack.
Mardel sweaters and banded bottom cotton
tops are always a favorite of our ladies. These
tops are unique and different and launder great
Hurry before they're all gone.
If you don't have some mane jersey, in your
wardrobe you are missing one of the most
versatile fabrics on the market today.It does not
wrinkle, or cling and it is so comfortable.
Tencel is another great fabric in jeans,skins,
jackets — you name it, =cr.l adds a wonderful
feel to the garment.
Microfiber always a favorite fabric, it also
does not wrinkle and feels great on the body.
Some brands include Marcia and EP Pro.
D.K. Kelley has all of the latest fabrics in a
variety of styles that you are acre to love.
Brighu, pastels, neutrals, whatever your
pleasure we have it.
We have great dresses for graduation, class
reunions, pant sets perfect for going out to
dinner or taking a vacation.
New sterling silver is arriving daily, be sure
to check out our large selection.
Hats, bags, scarves and a wonderful selection of belts and fun jewelry are here to top off
your new spring ensemble — don't be plain
Jane...
New lamps, picture frames, pottery and
candlesticks are pan ofthe wonderful gift items
we have in stock.
Calorie is still a favorite for weight loss.
Inches are melting sway without dieting. One
of my lady customers lost 8 lbs. in 7 days. Of
course everyone's meubolinn is different but
the results are truly amazing. This product is
safe for everyone except pregnant and breast
feeding mothers. It is safe to take with any of
your other medications. This all natural product
of coilogen and aloe vera am actually good for
you too.
Try it today or come in and get some
information. For approximately 8130 a day
what have you got to lose?... Pounds and
inches!! By the way another male customer lost
25 pounds in 6 weeks and went down 2 suit
sizes without dieting or exercising.
Congratulations to Maurine Hopson who
won the lovely picture frame at lunch on
Friday. You be sure to come this week...
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
reP911-

6495

75th
Anniversary
Special

General Purpose
Exterior Oil Gloss
Aluminum Paint
• For prepared wood,
masonry & primed
metal surfaces
•Outstanding durability
No 756 - Silver

Mulch kit with
Wades included

46 in. cut,20 Hp Lawn Tractor

9995
/10373468

• Briggs & Stratton twin cyAnder, full pressure lubrication engine,
hydrostatic transmission, three blade, high-vacuum deck

Kills fleas & other soil surface insects

99

Our
Price

7
1

T.900

Nuggets
Dog Food
• For any age dog
• All-natural ingredients

Rebate

Final C99
Cost .10
*Limit $6 per household

Insect & Grub
Control .-)2 37289

att

• Contains
5°c, Diazinon

999,
Dandelion &

A.,
609
Motto

Broadleaf Weed
Control with Fertilizer
Statesnuo: Two
tomb.

Cam*

a„,..

High-Tensile
Field Fence
•0939-6-14
•ASTM class Ill zinc coating
• Does same job as
conventional fence with
heavier gauge filler wires

Additional Sizes Also Sale Priced

• 30-3-3
• Contains Trimee for greater
weed control
• Covers 5.000 sq. ft.
• Contains iron for quick green up
• Slow-release for 14 weeks
of feeding

95
244
Termite Kill IL
with Dursban'w

599%

STATESMAN

5 Hp Rear Tine

• Contains,XPA approved
DursbariLs' which effectively
controls termites, carpenter
ants & other wood-infesting
insects

Fieg.stered trademark of Dow Elanco

Tiller

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

1=11.

REGISTRA'IrlION

w/Reverse
• Bnggs & Stratton engine
• Counter rotating
tines with 18 in.
tilling width
• Handle adjusts
side to side,
UP & down
• 16 in. wheels,
cast iron frame

102R
Easi-to-Stir Driveway
Sealer
• Slip-resistant finish
ideal for surfaces
that are slippery
when wet

KINDERGARTEN & NEW STUDENTS Grade. K thru 8th

Thursday, April 2, 5-7 p.m.
• To enroll in the Kindergarten program,
child must be five years old on or before
October 1, 1998.
• Half or whole day kindergarten available.
• Meet the administrator, teacht.rs & Board
of Directors.
• Visit classrooms.
• Talk with parents from the Parent-Teacher
Fellowship.
• Enjoy refreshments

Murray Christian Academy
Ataiesnic Evelience in a Citrigian Environment
St. Leo
'
s Catholic Church • 401 N.

nth St. • Murray • 759-1321

SOUTHERN STATES
.t003°
Pente
C7t

Industrial Road

r.4
444 sERvicico'
VISIT US ON THE WE

Murray

753-1423

Innentimmitaxameam
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Best Copy Available
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DEATHS

Ca

James Richard Bost Jr.

L.A. Jones

James Richard Bost Jr., 85, of !Mayfield. died Monday at 545 p.m.
at the Columbia/Pinelake Regional Hospital.
He was a retired supervisor with Ryan Milk Co of Murray and a
member of the First United Methodist Church ul Maylield, the Mayfield Kiwanis Club and the Nlaylield M3sonic 1.04e No. ;69 for 50
years. He also was a Kentucky Colonel
Survivors include his wife, Ruth Bost, N1,1 held, three daughters,
Carolyn Canter and Dorothy Nlore‘land, both ot May held, and Linda
Burgess, of Murray, Murray; four brothers. \k..1i Bost of Memphis.
_Tenn., Joe Bost of Trezevant, Tenn.. Frank Bost tat North Glenn Co.,
and Jack Bost of Atwood, Tenn.: and three sIter Katie Hembry, of
North Carolina, Thelma Lockhart of Jackson, Tenn. and Janne Woods
of Conyers, Ga. Eight grandchildren and four peat ,(ran.,:hildren also
survive.
He was preceded in death by his parents, James RI. liard Bost Sr.
and Roy Belle Edgin Bost; a brother, Forest Bost, and three sisters,
Maurine Younger, Ruby Bellew and Elaine Gmximan.
Services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Byrn Funeral Home in May
with Dr. Cecil Kirk and Dr. Clarence Hare otliLiating. Burial
will follow in the. Highland Park Cemetery.
Friends may call 'Wednesday from 5 Ittp m. at Ps or Funeral
Home.

L.A. Jones, 71, 19th Street, Murray, died Tuesday at 10:4(1 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A U.S. Army veteran of World War II„ he was a member of the
Woodmen of the World and the former Civitan Club. He was a member and deacon at Northside Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Ann Jones; a son, Donald Jones and
wife Bessie of Paducah; two brothers, Ariet E. Jones and wife Margaret of Briensburg and Roy Thomas Jones and wife Jean of Sharpsville, Ind.; a sister, Wanda Keeling and husband Johnny of Benton; a
father-in-law, Houston Miller of Murray; two grandsons, Richard
Jones of Hickman and Steven Jones Of Murray; a granddaughter,
Heather Kirk and husband Michael of Fulton. Several nieces and nephews also survive.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Nervy Lee Jones and Attie
Lee (Henson) Jones, and a brother, Basil Lee Jones.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.

Ruben Rose

HOG MARKET
Sows
IS 1-2 270-350 Ina._
IS 1-3 3410-450 [ba(S 1-3 450-523
S 1-3 525 & up lba.
LS 2-3 300-500 !balloon 513.011-513.51

Federal Slate Market News Service April 1, 14911
Kentucky Purckaae Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Seabee Receipts: Act 415 EM. ZI Barrows &
Gilts nerdy to .56 lower Sow, steady to 30 lower
- 34.54
LS 1-3 236444
• 12.50
US 1-3 215-734
$33.00 • 3330
US 14 240-210 lbs.-- 523.54 - 25.50
US 1-2 240-215 lba-

FAST
DIG
EAST

• 20.00
$0U0 • 22_50
--522.5. .20A*

s2.4.66 • 30.06
WO

19.90,

AI Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yea! Get Money-in-Minutes'. Up to $300 TODAY!

CCHS meeting April 6

Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.

There will be a meeting at 7 p.m.,
April 6 in the Calloway County
High School Cafeteria to elect two
parent members to serve on a committee with the high school principal formed to conduct the election
for two parents to serve on the
1998-99 school council for Calloway County High School.
The duties of this committee will
be to prepare and count ballots and
act as election judges for the parent
council election. To serve on this
committee you must have a student
enrolled at CCHS.
Parents of incoming ninth graders are eligible to serve on this
committee and also to vote in the
council election:
The election of parents to serve
on the high school SBDM Council
wiy be held in the school cafeteria
M'ay 5th from 6 to 7 p.m.
All nominations must be in writing and given to a member, of the

Sate more tone! Start your Money Place Cashkivance
by phone'

513-A So. 12th SL
Murray, KY
1502) 759-8900

WHAT A PLACE! Mt:, MoneyPlace

Come in Today! 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
at the bug, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPiace Sign.

Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, KY
(60ID 251-9500

998 Broad way
Paducah. KY
(502) 575-9900

Nothing Works Like a
Husky Tiller!

John Robert Clendenon
Services for John Robert Clendenon will be 2 p.m. Thursday at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Bret Miles and Rev. Bill Miller
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Friends
may call after 5 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral home.
Mr. Clendenon, 70, Poplar Street, Murray, died Monday at 9:15
p m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

ONFYI

The
MoneyPlace,,,

Graveside services for Ruben Rose will be 11 a.m. Thursday at the
Sinking Springs Cemetery. Friends may call after 5 p.m. Wednesday
at Miller Funeral Home. Mark Paschall, Mitchell Paschall, Charles
Hale and Urban Belcher will serve as pallbearers.
Mr. Rose, 87, died Tuesday at 8:08 p.m. Monday at the Wcstview
Nursing Home.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Johanna P. Rose; two
brothers, William Mason Rose and Thomas Taylor Rose: and two sisters, Mary Rose and Elizabeth (Rose) McAnhur.

NW 8. tiry
Union City, TN
1900 886-7600

69995

msu
AHT DAY

Regular $799.95

CR151 Tiller

election committee by April 13.
Nominations may be sent to: Mr.
Jerry Ainley-Calloway County
High School, 2108 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY 42071.
The term "parent" for SBDM
means a parent or legal guardian of a
student to be enrolled in the school
during the parent's term of council
service.
A parent council member shall
not be a district employee, the
relative of a district employee, a
local board member or spouse of a
local board member. Relative shall
mean father, mother, brother, sister,
husband, wife, son, daughter, aunt,
uncle, son-in-law or daughter-inlaw.
Teachers and/or administrators
who are parents of a child in that
school can vote for parent representatives if they are members of the
group formed for the purpose of
SBDM.

Sponsored by MSU ART/Pre-Vet Students

• 5.5 hp Briggs & Stratton
• 17" till path
• Counter-rotating tines

April 4, 1998 • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
A. Carmen Pavillion
College Farm Road

FREE
Physicals &
Nail Trims!

2
Year

Husqvarna

Fecals S6
Heartworm Tests 59
*Bath & Dip: Small s8 Large 59

k7ronty

*Free w/Heartworm & Fecal

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
77util/aPia

Murray

Prizes )A Prizes 1.'r Prizes

753-2571
753-4110

Raffle Tickets '1
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Pictured are Murray Christian Academy chess winners.

MCA hosts chess tourney
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SPINAL EXAMINATION
NOW THROUGH SATURDAY

This examination will include a chiropractic ortheoed,o tent. a neurological test, a spinal alignment check, and a private consultation with the doctor to

discuss the results If X rays or other tests aro • ,edt-Ki tOi r'IVP a* a diagnosis, you will be advised of any costs before proceeding. Don't suffer needlessly.
Call my office today and let's arrange a cor,vere..11 time to r,ee if chiropractic can bring you relief Chiropractic care is recognized and covered by
Workers' Compensation and most insurance companies, so if treatment is indicated, it may be at little or no cost to you, according to the limits of your
policy. Chiropractic has had great success in treating.

Back Pain
Headaches
Painful Joints

Arm Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness

Shoulder Pain
Cold Hands/Feet
Hip Pain

Numbness
Pain Down Legs
Arthritis/Bursitis

OUP OFF ICE POI ICY IS Tilt. PAT it 5' e,NP, Ar.4?0T HF P Pt PS j•I Pt SPONSIBL r FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL
PAYMENT,OR BE
REiMeustDFonAPAYurNr FOP AN 0 i4T nsr nvicE. F XAMINA TION,OR TREATMENT WHICHIS PERFORMED AS A RESUL T OF AND WITHIN 72 NOURSOf
RE SP
NG TO TIE ADVIP.TISI MFNT .F011 Tilt- F PF I- DISCOUNTED, OR REDUCED FEE, SERVICES, EXAMNATION OR TREATMENT.

"Unless you've tried chiropractic you haven't done all you can."
1703 Hwy. 121 • North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

Or. Dennis Hesken
Chiropractor

759-1116

VCR

=

Heskett Chiropractic
Center

ary division. Logan Blakeley placed
third and Tony Costa placed fourth
in individual competition.
In the elementary division, MCA
placed second with Nathan Crafton
and Tony Buck placing sixth in
individuals.

Murray Christian Academy
hosted the Regional Scholastic
Chess Tournament recently at the
Murray State University Curris
Center.
MCA placed second in the prim-

CCHS planning for
Project Graduation
.However, more funds are still
needed in order to make this special
night function smoothly.
Mark your calendar to eat out
with your family and friends on
Thursday any time between 5 and 9
p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. The management has agreed to contribute 10
percent of all proceeds collected
during these designated hours to the
Calloway Senior Class for Project
Graduation.
Forthcoming fund-raisers also include a yard sale at the old WalMart building Saturday from 7 a.m.
to 1 p.m. rain or shine. Anyone
having items to donate may bring
them by the old Wal-Mart building
Friday between 4 and 8 p.m. This
would be a great time to clean out
your house of unwanted useful
items while helping a beneficial
project as well.
Furthermore, a car wash will be
held at Hardees April 25 from 9a.m.
to 4 p.m.

Filling out college applications,
deciding on a career choice, and
anxiously awaiting scholarship replies are all part of a Calloway
County High School Senior's busy
schedule. Meanwhile, parents and
senior. sponsors anxiously begin
plans for end of the year activities
such as Project Graduation.
Project Graduation is a safe,
alcohol, drug free night where the
seniors and their friends can participate in games and other fun activities to culminate the closure of their
final high school year.
This event occurs within the
school building on graduation night
from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. when the
event concludes with breakfast.
(
T41roughout past years,the CCHS
oject Graduation Committee has
depended on the generous donations of individuals, businesses,and
churches. These donations of money, gift certificates, and merchan- dise are given to students as prizes.

Aspiring teacher readies for
cross-country poetry giveaway
Hayden Carruth. In Las Vegas,
he'll give some casino gamblers
copies of William Shakespeare's
sonnets on April 23, in honor of
the Bard's birthday.
At maximum security prisons,
Carroll will hand out Frances Ellen Watkins Harper's "Songs for
the People." In Houston, he will
hand out Eliot's "The Waste
Land," and in Roswell, N.M.,
Mina Loy's "The Lost Lunar
Baedeker."
The promotion is backed financially by the Academy of American Poets. The Washington State
Apple Growers also made a substantial gift toward what has been
dubbed "The Great APLseed
Giveaway."
Other companies donated the
truck and hotel rooms for the
trek.
Carroll said the giveaway was
inspired by his colleague, the late
Nobel laureate Joseph Brodsky,
with whom he co-founded the literacy project. Brodsky, who was
exiled from the Soviet Union in
1972 and later served as U.S.
poet laureate, believed poetry
must be available to the public in
far greater volume.

NEW YORK (AP) — If T.S.
Eliot was right and April is the
cruellest month, Andrew Carroll
has his work cut out for him.
He's setting out on a crosscountry poetry giveaway.
From the back of a Ryder truck
that is well-stocked with verse,
Carroll plans to give away
100,000 poetry books across the
land during the National Poetry
Month promotion.
Carroll's itinerary had him distributing poems today to jurors
and Amtrak riders before leaving
New York. By April 30, he is expected in Los Angeles.
"Afoot and light-hearted I take
to the open road; Healthy, free,
the world before me," says Walt
Whitman's "Song of the Open
Road," which is included in a
book that will be handed to drivers at the Philadelphia tollbooth
of the Walt Whitman Bridge.
"We really want to reach people from all walks of life," said
Carroll, a co-founder of the
American Poetry and Literacy
Project.
He'll visit a Midwestern diner
to hand out "Scrambled Eggs &
Whiskey: Poems 1991-1995," by

Investments Since 1854.

HEADACHES? NECK PAIN? BACK PAIN?
The simplest movement co,,,d hava oJt•,ched one of the 26 nerdes running through these vertebrae. It doesn't take a hard force or
an audible snap to pinch a nerve doesn't even have to cause pain at the timeof injury. It does take just 15 minutes to determine
if chiropractic treatment can relieve your back pain, headache, or neck pain. I'll take thetime, will you" In fact, to introduce you to
chiropractic. I will waive my usual $30.00 tee and give you a

Brady T. I
Dusty Clan
ton B. Garn
M. William:
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Calloway High releases honor roll
Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
third nine weeks as follows:
filth Grade
All A's &
Amber S. Cain, Chadwick Canerdy,
Linda K. Higgins, Ryan D. Humphrey,
Jennifer U. Porto*, Amanda E. Williams, Eury D. Tynes, Daniel D. Garner, Rachel L Haugh, Angela G. Johnson, Brent Cooper, Tony R. Ryan,
Michelle D. Gregory, Jimmy D. Stubblefield, William A. Rider,
Brian Overbey, Stephen J. Burkeen,
Brady T. Harris, Marion F. Rogers,
Dusty Clark, Michael P. Eldridge, Clifton B. Garner, Lora E. Sexton, Brandon
M. Williams, Nilofar Djassemi, Chase
S. Redden, Kimberly A. Gay, Craig
Jacobs, Seth Bryant, Chelsea N.
Bullard,
Elizabeth J. Kilby, Matthew C. Leet,
Annie T. Lynn, April S. Ramsey, Chelsea J. Stephenson, Jena G. Thomas,
Chadwick I. McLaren, Jamie R. Miller,
Audra D.Todd, Misty C. Bogard, Emily
R. Holland, Jessica R. Bybee, Ashley
E. Cook and Racheal N. Grogan.
All A's
Jake J. Abbott, Lisa M. Arnold,
Jeremy L. Bolls, Amanda F. Carter,
Natalie Cooper, Ben D. Cossey, Aaron
M. Cowan, Christopher P. Felts, Patrick J. Greer,Justin R. Holland, Luke A.
Howe, Sarah T. Johnson,
Kassa U.Kelso,Jessica D.Lemons,
Derek A. McCallum, Joseph K. McDaniel, Nathan G. McPhail, Chessy L.

:C1
lh
A

In
in

MSU course
returns to
curriculum
Murray State University's community education course, "Getting
Started With Computers" is back by
popular demand. Computers are
designed to ease communication
needs and provide convenience for
users. This course will help to
alleviate the anxiety of learning how
computers operate.
During the course, topics will be
covered that are relevant to all
computer users. Brian Wilmurth, an
instructor from the department of
business education, will discuss
hardware and software, inputting
and printing, windows (Window's
'95) and word processing using
Microsoft Office.
The course will be held April 28
through May 5. Classes will be held
from 6 to 8 p.m. in Room 211 of the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology. Participants will work
on Gateway 2000 computers. Enrollment is limited.
The registration fee is $60.
For more information or to register for "Getting Started with Computers," stop by Murray State's
Office of Conferences and Workshops at 207 Collins Center or call
(502) 762-3662. Outside of Calloway County dial 1-800-669-7654,a
toll free number. •

Mercado, Raegan L. Morton, Ashley R.
Chasay A. Ross, Brad W. Rowland,
Misti D. Sanders, Michelle ScarNoffsinger, Bethany M. Pate, Ryan K.
Rogers, Joshua J. Smith, Kacey L.
brough, Johnna L. Stokdale, Amy S.
Stark, Whitni L. Steele and Austin K.
West, Wesley J. James, Ashley AnderWebb.
son, J. Brooke Boggess,
Derek L. Crouch, Sabrina L. Emer10th Grade
All A's & B's
son, Shawna M. Rushing, Bryan P.
Deborah E. Coday, Rick C. JohnWilliams, Nicholas A. Younger, Allysia
n, Heather M. Miller, Lacey R. PittD. Futrell, Stephanie L Hester, Casey
man, Ashley Stacks-Briggs, Christy D. G. Oliver, Patrick C. Kilby, M. Joey
O'Donnell, Heather D. Saxon, Tiffany
Watkins, Erin R. Gordon, Tasha R.
A. Young, Tanise Bullard, Russ L.
Thompson, Justin W. Rogers, Dustin
Cleaver, Michelle R. McClure,
L. Buller, Larissa M. Cornett, SaRebekah R. Underhill, Emily Robertmantha Crutcher, Gregory A. Guge,
son, Jesse R. Boggess, Sarah L.
Scott R. Lowe, Steven L. Thorn,
Broughton, Lacey D. McCuan, Jamie
Michael D. Williams, Samantha A.
M. Schooley, D. Austin Wyatt, Jennifer
Woodall, Adam H. Worster, Joey J.
A. Lamb, Shanna B. Smith, Larry B.
Darnell, Jessica T. Roberts, Mindy S.
Stubblefield, Heather L. Wright, KrisBrandon, Alicia B. Eaves, Misty (Nicki)
ten E. Farmer, Deanna L. Futrell,
Jones, Matt A. Keel, Michael P. Potter,
Courtney R. Hamby,Jonathan D. King,
Kenny P. Roach, Brian J. Miller, Ashley
Lori G. Outland, Julia E. Owens, Kevin
A. Adams, Jerry D. Hamblin, Renee M.
W.Suiter, Marshall R. Tucker, Bethany
Bergquist,
Misty D. Coles, Jennifer L. Myers, • VanderMolen, Lee Ann Crider, Sheila
R. Brame and Lisa Thomas.
Jeffrey L. Slinker, Josh M. Burchett,
All A's
Bobbi M. Dolchan, Amanda R. Jones,
Rebecca Carson, Spencer D.
Jett Owen, Shawna Wray, Danielle R.
Chambers, John L. Clayton, Kennette
Barrett, Kiki N. Cunningham, Jamie L.
Cleaver, W. Derrik Edwards, Adam C.
Dowdy, Kelli J. Griffin, Bethany O'RGodar, Kathryn M. Godar, Kaci L.
ourke, Megan Penniston, Darren E.
Greer, Nikki Gremore, Tara N. HarriPrice, Kyle B. Tracy and Ashley
son, Hilde L. Heiss, Ashley L. HenderStacks-Briggs.
son, Aimee R. Henson, Christopher B.
All A's
Jones, DeAnna A. Lampkins,
Emily G. Cleaver, Brooke A. Lencki,
Jennifer L. Liddle, Jason R. McCuisTammy R. Linn, Ashley B. Lowe,
ton, Ashley McKendree, Bryan T.
Daniel I. Matheny, Maggie L Melson,
Meurer, Rachel M. Murrell, Payton
Tom Moore,Jennifer L. Pigg, Courtney
Patterson, Amanda R. Peal, Deonne L.
M. Potter, Alecia G. Robertson, Miriam
Phillips, Ashley E. Rose, Dawn M.
Rogers, Wes S. Spencer, Glenn T.
Sheldon, Ann T. Taylor, James C.
Timmons, Amy E. Travis, Austin WilTodd, Melody Wojciechowski, Lisa
liams, Keith A. Wright, Matthew J.
Dick and Tiffany White.
Yezerski, Tabitha Y. Armstrong, Ruth
12th Grade
C. Baum, Ashley Bebber, Billy Bell and
All A's 8. B's
Janessa Keyes.
Cynthia L. Dong, Devry L. Hughes,
11th Grade
John 0. Hughes, Candice M. McClure,
All A's & B's
Heather M. Adams, Jeremy J. BarEllischia M. Moredock, Justin B. Morger, William J. Barnard, Terry L. Calton, Anthony J. Robertson, Jonathan
hoon, Kalan Knott, Sonny J. Milby,
Saalwaechter, Joshua D. Herndon,

Emily K. Thomas, Jacob M. Toney,
Robert P. Arnett, Robin L. Gibson,
Mitchell R. Tucker, Cindy G. Drennon,
Kimberly A. Goad, Heather L. Hill,
Barry D. lmus,Jack Sistrunk, Elizabeth
D. Barrett, Ryan C. Fox, Rosalie A.
Miller, Jason Pittman, Miranda F. Rogers, Daniel W. Arnett, Amy S. Dacus,
Brian Duvall, William T. Gregory, Allison L. Haugh, Kimberly N. Kimbel,
Amanda M. Knight, Anne M. Michael,
Cherie D. Moore,
Stacy M. Schroader, Tim Stark,
Shea K. Stonecipher, Bradley W. Arnett, Tara D. Brecheen, Barry D.
Cooper, Donielle L. Dupuis, Christy I.
Tabors, Oliver S. Driz, Tera D. Lewis,
Emily T. Reardon, Laurie K. Witte,
Benjamin J. Binford, Kristin A. Barnett,
Shane Burkeen,Shaun Fuqua,Brad D.
Galloway, Candace E. Reynolds and
Dana C. Dick.
All A's
Paul D. Bell, Jessica J. Birdsong,
Robert Braden, Dennis A. Brittain, E.
Shae Bryant, Jennifer K. Burkeen,
Angela S. Burket, Nakiah L. Burks,
Lindsay Chamberlain, Jamie K. Coates, Whitney Coleman, Lisa M. Crowder, Cory L. ..ummings, Jason T.
Eaves, Kenny B. Ernstberger, Katherine D. Estes,
Jacob W. Falwell, Ty A. Fiebig,
Amber C. Flood, Shea Forrester,
Shara Gautreau, Jayme C. Gibson,
David M. Gordon, Seth M. Grogan,
Audrey L. Hamilton, Rebecca A. Hargrove, Melanie A. Heltsley, Christopher Hendricks, Sara N. Houston,
Jennifer D. Hughes, Kristy M. Linn,
Femanda A. Loch,
Amanda K. Murphy, Jeffrey W. Nix,
Grant A.Orr, Adam D. Pitman, Whitney
R. Price, Emily L. Pyle, Jamie D.
Sanders, Brandon S. Sharp, Roy E.
Slayden, Jesse Spencer, Thomas D.
Starks, Kelley S. Travis, Janette
Underhill, Keara R. Wallace, Daisy J.
Watkins, Marcie J. Williams and JohnEric Yezerski.
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MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing Fri Dean and General Tires
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Saki. 8-12
Owner, Ronnie Melutrz
401 N. 4th
Street
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SUPPORT OUR LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS
viri•tAsita

CRAFTSMAN
If it's CRAFTSMAN

MURRAY, KY

SEARS

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-2310
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 8-6 • Sun. 12-5

it's ON SALE
10% off
duds & initineb
For example,save $20

,••

on this 3-drawer
professional rollaway
and 4-drawer pro
chest, 650Vff52 179.99.
Reg 1,f14,1

0% off
All wet/dry rocs
For example. save $10
on this 16 gal., 5.0 HP
wet/dry vac, 1/779

89991. B.., 99,0.

15% off

ACT course
to be offered
at MSU
Murray State University will be
offering a preparation course for
high school juniors and seniors
planning to take the ACT. The
course is designed to assist students
with confidence-building for the
ACT by showing them how to
eliminate the wrong answers and
choose the correct ones.
Sally Brannen of the MSU department of English will instruct the
intensive 20-hour course. Materials
for classroom and home study will
be provided along with software to
access Kaplan's web site via
America On-line. Two diagnostic
tests will be taken and graded.
The course will be offered April
25 through May 30. All classes will
be held on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to
noon in Room 242 of the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology
located on the MSU campus.
The registration fee is $195. To
sign up for the course, call (502)
762-3662 locally or dial toll free at
1-800-669-7654.
Courses are offered through
MSU's Office of Conferences and
Workshops which is part of the
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach.
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Help your kids out witft College. a firit car.
or a first home. With competitive interest
rates, it's amazing what a gift of U S
Savings Bonds can do for your kids
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Manhunt second big mix-up for Denver police
DENVER (AP)
It's already
been a long week for Denver
police.
An officer apparently misread
the license plate number on a
truck that sped away during a
traffic stop Tuesday night, leading to a frantic manhunt by police
who thought they were on the
heels of the suspect in January's
fatal bombing at an Alabama
abortion clinic.
After the FBI revealed that the
suspect's truck has been impounded in Alabama for weeks,
the manhunt Was called off after
two hours.
Just two days ago, a Denver
police dispatcher withheld crucial
information from officers who
searched for an hour before finding a slain cab driver in the trunk
of his taxi.
Now department officials who
have watched colleagues in
nearby Boulder criticized for
their handling of the JonBenet
Ramsey slaying case are sorting
through the second major mix-up
to capture national attention in a
week.
The latest confusion began
when a gray Nissan pickup truck
was pulled over for speeding in
east Denver and its North Carolina license plate number was
checked, Detective David Metzler
said.
"Sometimes you read a plate
different from what it said,"
Metzler said.
The truck's driver sped away
and turned his lights off to evade
police. The driver was still being
sought early today.
The plate number released by
police was North Carolina
KND1117, which is registered to
Eric Robert Rudolph, 31. He is
charged in the Jan. 29 bombing
of the New Woman All Women
clinic in Birmingham, Ala. A security guard was killed, the first
fatality in a U.S. abortion clinic
bombing.
Investigators arc still trying to
learn whether Rudolph was in Atlanta when bombs exploded at
Centennial Olympic Park in July
1996, at an abortion clinic in January 1997 and at a gay nightclub in February 1997. He is not
charged in those cases.
Rudolph's gray 1989 Nissan
pickup was found in February in
the North Carolina mountains.
But as of Tuesday, the federal
government had failed to remove
North Carolina KND1117 from
its list, of plates being sought,
compounding the problem for
Denver police.
"Obviously the plate that the
FBI had that is wanted, that is in
custody, should have been taken
off the computer," Metzler said.
"If it hadn't been on the computer we wouldn't have this."
What the Denver police had
was a manhunt involving dozens
of officers, centered in the rural
fields northeast of Denver. Helicopters whirled overhead and officers on the ground handed out
fliers carrying Rudolph's picture
and reward information.
FBI spokesman Gary Gomez
said the warrant for the license
plate was entered in law enforcement databases by bombing investigators in Birmingham and by
the federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms.
He said that after Rudolph's
truck Was found in Murphy, N.C.,
it was removed in Birmingham,
"but not in Washington."
Denver police were already
reeling from a mistake over the
weekend.
On Sunday, Denser police reported that several people had
watched — without calling 911
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• Mobile
• Boat
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• Health
• Home
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• Life
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• Nursing Home
All-Around Coverage
All-Around Murray &
Calloway County
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After the taxi driver attack, Police Chief Dave Michaud ordered
an internal investigation to determine whether the lapse in proce-

dure contributed to Marouf's
death.
On Tuesday, he left the search
scene without comment.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Fmc.c.a mot

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantttlas

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams 8( Shoulders
Clity Farms Whole

Center Cut

Country Ham
1 39

Pork Chops

Whole
'-flr Half
Boneless
Kentuckian

1/4 Sliced
Into Chops

Lb.

I

Ham
$#)39

$ 49
1.)

Lb

Tennessee Pride 1 Lb

Smoked Ham
Pork Loin
89
1 29
Shank Half

Lb.

Pork Loin

Sliced Free

Ozark Pride Super Trim

Whole Boneless

1 99

Fi

9

Oscar Mayer
Regular

Wieners
$ 1 29
I Lb

Grade A Frozen

Eckrich
Smoked or
Polish Skinless

Lb.

Sliced Free

Hunt's

Pillsbury
All Ready

Lb

Sauce

Pie Crust
2 Pk 15 oz

18 oz

79°

$1

Coke,Diet Coke,Cherry Coke,
Caf. Free Coke,
Diet Caf. Free Coke

Van Camp

89'

Baked Beans

28 oz.
Stokelys French Style or Cut /$

Green Beans

14 oz.
Stokelys Cream Style or Whole Kernel

Golden Corn

J/$ 1

Paper Towels
Drinks

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast

99
$3

-

Mayonnaise

32 oz

5 oz.

Leseur

Peas

I

2/79'
79'

15 oz.

General Mills Golden
5 lb.

$179

$ 1 69

Graham Treats
Rainbow
Sugar

6.2 oz.

$ 29
4 Lb

I

P
/10-Cligee

68Q Beans

1 39

Ham Salad
239

Lb.

Lb.

Lb

Kraft

Vienna Sausage

1 Lb. 2/$5

Owens Best
Storemade

BBQ Ribs
$129

2/1

Martha White

Owen's Best
Baked or

Owen's Best

18 oz.

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
1/2 Liter 6 pk.

glett

BI

89c

64 oz.

Charcoal Briquets 10 up

$ 1 99

/$50o
2

Armour Reg. or Light

Flour or Meal

15 oz.

1/2 Gal.

Hi-C

Singles

$589

Ice Cream

0
89

Kraft American

4 Lops 2 Thoghs 2 Wings
3 Stoats

Purity Farms

Cake Mix

Old Hickory

Fried Chicken

99°

Bath Tissue

So-Dri Single Roll

Lb.

I

Cream

Duncan Hines

4 Roll

12 pk

Land of Lakes

Soft & Gentle

89'
$0119

Lb.

Betty
Callowa
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Lexingtoi

16 oz

0 Order Your
Pit Baked Hams
& BBQ For Easter

'199

Coke, Diet Coke, Cat free Coke,
Cherry Coke, Diet Cat free Coke

II

4 Lb

Hu
sta
at]

Split Breast
29
1
Sour

S g°0,1 446)

'Pt

Skim Milk
Gal. $

Mr. Quick

Briquets

Lb

Butt Hatt $1.49 Lb

Miss Goldy Frying Chicken

2/$3

79

Kentucky Farms

2 Liter

0
99

I

Sausage
$1 89

U.S. Choice Boneless

Sausage
Turkey Breast Chuck Roast
69
1 39
BBQ

Lb

A Member Service

details to officers on the scene.
Police said they have confessions
from two of the three men arrested in the' case.

CONATINI'

Prices Good
April 1 thru
April 7

Owens Best

i
st—marda
753-4703

Later, police realized that
someone had called with vital information about the attack, but
the 911 operator did not relay the

while attackers fatally beat
taxi driver Moustapha Marouf, a
27-year-old Moroccan immigrant,
and dumped him in his car.

Baby Swiss

L

Cheese
$429
---

Lb.

Large Red
Slicing

Large Head
California

Tomatoes

79

Tossedialad
lu

1 29

Cauliflower

939

Lb.

Jumbo Texas
Sweet

Golden
Ripe

U.S. #1
5 Lb. Idaho

Onions

Bananas
S.

Potatoes

69c 3
.

Lbs.
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Hudson gets
staff award
at banquet
Betty Hudson of the MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation Department received the "Support Staff Award" at the annual
Kentucky Recreation and Parks
Society banquet held recently.
This award is given to the person
in the state who takes the most pride
in their work and contributes to the
overall quality of his or her department. Her nomination was chosen
out of 63 others.
Hudson has been the office manager for MCCPR for almost 13
years. She greets everyone who
walks through the front door with a
warm smile and a hearty "morning"
or "afternoon." She takes care of all
aspects of office management and
oversees "Trade Day," assists with
budget preparation and coordinates
facility reservations.
"Ms. Betty is the cornerstone of
our department. Her professionalism,interpersonal skills and dedication to the park's progression make
her invaluable," said Skip Dobbs,
park director.
Hudson received the award from
KRPS President Ken Hund of the
Boone County Parks and Recreation
Department. The banquet was attended by 238 recreation directors
and staff from throughout the state.
Bill Hudson also made the trip to
Lexington to honor his wife.
ate

C113171E1C113
INF 2 3 4
6 7 .111111

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT To LIMIT gUANTITIEs

Calloway County High School parents Suzanne Schroader, Nita Galloway,
and Brenda Nix make plans for upcoming fundraising events to benefit
Project Graduation. Mr. Gattl's will donate 10 percent of all proceedsfrom 5 to
9 p.m.Thursday. A yard sale will be held at the old Wal-Mart building Saturday
from 7 un to 1 p.m. Donated items from the community would be
appreciated and may be dropped off Friday at the old Wal-Mart building from
4 to 7 p.m.

Pepsi Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew
2 Liter
Bottle

PROTECT YOUR ASSETS
AND YOUR FAMILY
Woodmen's Modified Endowment Universal Life
Insurance plan, The Enhancer, lets your heirs avoid the
hassle of probate and the bite of income tax!
• Your cash value may accumulate faster than
in a CD.
• Your gain is tax-deferred until received.

Sunflower Self-Rising Flour
5 Lb. Bag

87°

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew $2.
99
12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Dr. Pepper, 7-Up or Crush $

Nunn Better White or Yellow Corn Meal

-L7;4
.4z

Bounty Paper Towels

88*

5 Lb.

• The death benefit paid to your beneficiary avoids
probate and is paid income tax free.
Call your Woodmen Field Representative today for details.
Contact:

ng

l&•

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Can

Reg. Size Roll

69°

Green Giant Whole Kernel
or Cream Style Corn, Cut
or French Green Beans

Charmin
Bathroom Tissue

Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8113

Woodmen

Sunshine Kracklin Dog Food 'r "L"''

of the World

X(Mt Z.41111. •
BETTY HUDSON

Life Insurance Society

20 Lb. Bag

Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska

$3.49

Kelly Chili w/Beans

15 oz. Can

Lucky Leaf Cherry or Apple Pie Filling
21 Oz. Can

99

2 $1•00
For

Imperial Margarine

QC
.
3

IMPERIA▪ L

1 Lb. Stick

QUAI,ITY MEATS
Assorted

Pork Chops
9129

Poundn
of
Snow
Crab Legs
(with any meal purchase)
At participating locations. While Supplies last.

U.S.DA. Choice Whole In Bag

Sirloin Tip
Sirloin

Tip Steak
Beef

Minute Steak
Sirloin

Tip Roast

Bel-Air Center
Murray
753-0440

$1.39
9.79
$1.99
$1.69

Center Cut
Lb.
Lb.

Pork Chops
Smoked Picnic
100% Pura

Lb.

Ground Chuck
Sliced Slab

Lb

Bacon

$1.99 Lb
89°Lb
9.19
$1.19 Lb
Lb.

FRESH PRODUCE
U.S. Fancy Washington State
Red or Gold Del. or Granny Smith

U.S. #1 Russet

Applesc

Potatoes
S1 39
10 Lb.

Lb.
Fresh Crisp iceberg

Whole Ready To Eat

Mushrooms

8 oz. Pkg.

58°
88*
986

Radishes

1 Lb. Bag

68' Onions

Lettuce

Large Head

Red Ripe Slicing

Tomatoes

Lb.

Sno White

Baby Carrots

1 Lb. Bag

Fresh

Broccoli

Large Head

98*
78°

Sno White

Cauliflower

Large Head $1.38
Super Sweet Large Slicers
Lb.

V
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McGwire, Griffey
kick off pursuit of
Mans with homers
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

Baseball
in process
of being
supersized

Cleveland.
At Miami, fans booed owner
Wayne Huizenga and then cheered as
the revamped Florida Marlins started
defense of their World Series championship with an 11-6 win over the
Chicago Cubs.
Having stripped nearly half their
roster in a move to slash a $53 million payroll to $33 million, the Marlins still scored six runs in the first
inning: World Series MVP Livan
Hernandez was the winning pitcher
and October stars Gary Sheffield and
Charles Johnson hit three-run homers.
"Nobody should get carried
away," Florida manager Jim Leyland
said. "It's just one game, and we're a
very young ballclub. We're going to
take some bumps and bruises."

The chase is on.
Mark McGwire and Ken Griffey Jr.
began the countdown to Roger Mans'
record, both of them connecting
Tuesday on an opening day full of
firsts and fun.
While the Arizona Diamondbacks
— playing in a ballpark featuring a
swimming pool and jacuzzi — and
Tampa Bay Devil Rays were losing
in their debuts, McGwire and Griffey
gave fans everywhere a reason to believe this expansion season will be
the year some slugger hits 61.
"They can expect whatever they
want," said McGwire, whose grand
slam led the St. Louis Cardinals to a
6-0 win over the Rupert Murdochowned Los Angeles Dodgers. "I can
only do what I can do. I just emphas- • See Page 3B
ize this is a team sport and you've
Mark McGwire, who hit 58 home runs
got to win with 25 guys, not one."
last season, opened the 1998 season
McGwire hit 58 last season. Grifwith a homer for St. Louis Tuesday
fey hit 56 last year, and got No. 1 of
in
pursuit of Roger Mans' record of
1998 with a third-deck shot at the
61.
Kingdome in Seattle's 10-9 loss to

By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Writer

CCHS in no rush to fill basketball coaching post
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The timeline for finding a
new girls' basketball coach at
Calloway County High School
is...none at all.
CCHS athletic director Bill
Cowan said the system must
first post the position, which
became open with the removal
of Peter O'Rourke. The Calloway system must then advertise
the opening for 30 days, as required by state law, then review
the applications and see what
teaching positions the system
will have open during the

1998-99 school year. Coaches
in "major" sports such as basketball must hold a full-time
teaching position within the
system.
"We're in the beginning station; we don't really have a
timeline yet," he said. "We're
going- to .give other people an
opportunity to apply for the job
and see who is interested.
"Then we'll have to match up
the applicants with the teaching
positions we will have available
next year; we can't hire somebody just because they're a
great coach," Cowan added.

Cowan said teaching positions could be determined by
several scenarios, including retirements and course demand.
"There's a lot of factors," he
said. "But there's no pressure
on us to hire anybody next
week or even next month.
"It's bad that we have to do
anything like this, but it's good
that we have some time in filling the position," Cowan added.
"It's not like it's July and we
have to fill the position now.
But we want to get somebody
in place before the summer
camps start."

Cowan says he expects to receive a significant number of
applications and inquiries for
the job.
"I'm sure there will be a lot
of interest, but the thing is if
we'll have a teaching position
open for the ones who apply,"
he said.
While the coach would not be
required to teach at the high
school, Cowan said that is the
situation he would prefer.
"The most difficult part I
have (as athletic director) is
having coaches not in the high
school," he said. "I have kids,

parents and other schools asking me questions, and sometimes to get the answer I have
to call somebody, get in a car or
walk across the parking lot, and
it's a lot easier to just get on
the intercom and find them here
in the building.
"It's also easier for the kids
to be able to just stop by their
coach's room and talk to them
while they're here in the building," Cowan added.
Cowan said he has received
no formal applications for the
job as yet.

The outline of what baseball
will look like in the next century
is just coming into focus. Like
everything else, some with like
what they see, and some will be
offended.
Americans like their games
big, and judging from opening
day, the game is in the process of
being super-sized. Baseball has
expanded, again, adding two new
teams. Payrolls are bloated, the
hitters are more muscular, the
new ballparks more lavish and so
the price of everything inside
them — from souvenirs to nuts
is being inflated accordingly.
But the entertainment value, at
least on this day, was supersized, too.
In St. Louis, Mark McGwire
set off in pursuit of Roger Mans'
home run record in grand style,
with a grand slam off Dodgers
pitcher Ramon Martinez in front
of a sellout crowd.
"Opening day, bases loaded,
the star, the modern-day Babe
Ruth comes up, and hits a grand
slam," Cardinals teammate Gary
Gaetti said after the 6-0 win.
In Seattle, Ken Griffey picked
up where he left off, too, clocking Indians -starter Charles Nagy
for a solo shot into the third deck
in the fifth. So did the Mariners,
who set a major league record
last season with 264 home runs.
Jay Buhner and Russ Davis
followed Griffey with homers of
their own. Unfortunately for the
home team, the Mariners bullpen
picked up where it left off, blowing yet another save opportunity
in a 10-9 loss.
Things didn't go swimmingly
• See Page 3B

MHS tennis
opens with
wins Monday

Hard work, unselfishness
lead 'Cats to NCAA crown

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High School boys
and girls tennis teams earned
wins over Reidland Monday.
In girls action, the Murray
downed Reidland 9-0. Leigh
Haverstock defeated R. Arant 8-2
while Ashley Dunn earned an 8-1
win over B. Morgan. Lauren
Miller took an 8-2 decision over
A. Samples and C. Howell defeated C. Courtney 8-4. E. Irawick stopped W. Bishop 8-0 and
J. King beat A. Meador 8-0.
In doubles play, Dunn-Trawick
defeated Arant-Morgan 8-6,
Haverstock-Miller downed
Sample-Courtney 8-0 and
Howell-Jen King dropped
Bishop-Meador 8-0.
In boys competition, the Tigers
defeated Reiland 7-2. Jeremy
Hunt led MHS with an 8-0 win
over P. Szeto while Rohit Tandon
defeated S. Hunt 8-0. Mark Stratton was victorious over . Cook

Comebacks make
for thrilling ride
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Kentucky made it happen in the end.
Kentucky staged brilliant rallies against Duke, Stanford and
then Utah, winning 78-69 Monday night for their second NCAA
championship in three years.
"We believed from Day 1 that
we could win it," coach Tubby
Smith Smith said. "That never
changed. Every team that throws
the ball up on the first day of
practice back in October believes
they can do it. If you don't believe it will happen, then it never
Tubby Smith directed Kentucky
to its seventh NCAA championship in his first season after
succeeding Rick Pitino as coach
of the Wildcats.

MI See Page 3B

occurs."
It was a team with a new coach
and no superstar.
"Some people overlooked us
this season,'' Kentucky guard
Wayne Turner said. "I think
when you look at this team, it
was an attitude of us against the
world."
And now they are the Comeback 'Cats.
The Wildcats rallied from 10
points down at the half, the biggest comeback in the history of
title games. But the comeback, in
essence, started after last year's
team lost to Arizona in the
championship game.
All-America forward Ron Mercer turned pro and coach Rick Pitino no longer could withstand
the lure of an NBA return. Athletic director C.M. Newton wasted
no time in hiring Smith, the first
black to coach the storied
program.
Inheriting a team devoid of
superstars, Smith built a unit
forged on the principles of hard

work and unselfishness.
"It's amazing what you can
accomplish when you don't care
who gets the credit," Smith said.
Kentucky (35-4) hit rough
spots early on, with rare home
losses to Louisville, Florida and
Mississippi. Those defeats did
not sit well with fans.
"We had some really good
times and some really bad times
on and off the court," senior
guard Jeff Sheppard said. "Some
things happened to this team that
we couldn't do anything about.
And there is something about going through those times that make
you pull together as a team and
as coaches and teammates pull
together as one team."
Twelve games into the season
— and two losses — Smith inserted Nair Mohammed into the
starting lineup in place of Jamaal
Magloire at center to add more
offensive punch. Mohammed
went on to make All II See Page 38
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Jordan's defense lifts Bulls; Pacers' offense recovers
The Associated Press
Michael Jordan's defense, Indiana's offense and San Antonio's Triple Towers provided all
kinds of problems for opposing
teams.
The Miami Heat had problems,
too, even in victory Tuesday
night. Alonzo Mourning fractured
his left cheekbone and may be
out for awhile.
At Chicago, Jordan's tough de-

tense forced Grant Hill to take an
off-balance 14-footer that missed
at the end of regulation and allowed the Chicago Bulls to escape with a 106-101 overtime
win.
"I still feel I can keep up my
defense," Jordan said. "I'm not
afraid of it."
Said Hill: "It had a chance, it
hit the rim."
At Indianapolis, the Pacers rc-

bounded from their NBA-record
low 55 points on Sunday by hitting a club record 14 3-pointers
in a 128-106 rout of the Los
Angeles- Clippers. In the last
three games Indiana scored 133,
55 and 128 points.
"It's impossible, don't even
try and figure it out," Chris Mullin, who had 24 points and hit all
six of his 3-point shots, said of
the turnaround.

At New York, the Spurs'
7-foot trio of David Robinson,
Tim Duncan and Will Perdue had
an easy time with the undersized
Knicks in a 95-78 victory. The
threesome combined for 57
points and 27 rebounds.
''We took advantage of our
height the way we are supposed
to," Spurs coach Gregg Popovich
said. "We controlled the boards
and played good interior

defense."
88, Utah 86; Miami 121, Boston
At Miami, Mourning and An95; Los Angeles Lakers 114, Tordrew DeClercq collided chasing a
onto 105; New Jersey 105, Atloose ball in the third quarter,
lanta 90; Cleveland 93, Orlando
and the Heat's 6-10 center was
86; Charlotte 101, Philadelphia
93; Phoenix 97, Houston 86; Milscheduled for Surgery today.
waukee 94, Golden State 89; and
"He got the worse end of it,"
Dallas 104, Vancouver 101.
DeClercq, a second-year center
Built 106, Pistons 101
from Florida, said. "I hope it heThe Bulls extended their
als quick and he gets back for the
playoffs.
In other games, it was Seattle • See Page 3B
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tore it was over, owner H. Wayne
know anything.
Huizenga decided that winning
"It's frustrating because it dis- tor the new kids on the block,
season-high winning streak to 10
wasn't everything, or the only
rupts our rhythm. "
either. The Tampa Bay Devil
games and kept the Pistons winthing: more likely, he decided it
Voshon Lenard had 26 points Rays, beaten 11-6 by the Tigers,
less at Chicago in 17 games, datwas ego thing.
and Dan Majerle 16 to pace needed a furious ninth -inning
ing back to 1990.
But Huizenga had plenty of
Miami,
which hit 11 of 19 rally just to avoid setting the allScottie Pippen returned from a
consolation — about $20 million
3-pointers in winning for the 25th
two-game absence (tonsillitis)
worth. That was the amount he
time record for the worst loss by
tine in 29 games.
and had 27 points. Jordan had 26
slashed
from the payroll between
an
expansio
n
team
on
opening
Antoine Walker led the Celtics
points and Dennis Rodman
the
beginnin
g of this season and
day.
The
Arizona
Diamond
backs
with 19 points.
grabbed 18 rebounds. Chicago
last. His roster now features as
lost 9-2 to the Rockies, the
SuperS
onics 88, Jazz 86
went 14-1 in March — its best
many rookies as both of the exseven-run deficit tying the aforeAt Seattle, John Stockton
month of the season.
pansion teams — 14, including
mention
ed
mark.
missed a 17-footer at the buzzer,
Hill scored 37 points, one short
nine of Florida's 12-man pitching
But at least the expansion
and the Sonics (54-18) moved a
of his career high.
staff.
But while the Marlins can
teams
have
a
future.
Because
of
half-game ahead of Utah (53-18)
Pacers 128, Clippers 106
probably compete with the newthe
economi
cs
that
along
go
with
tor
the best record in the West.
Indiana wasted no time at
a new stadium — sellouts and
comers on the field, without the
Detlef Schrempf scored 17
home, hitting 11 of its first 14
public
funding
publicly funded ballpark
-the
Diamond
points and hit the go-ahead bashots to take command from the
backs took the field Tuesday as
Huizenga shamelessly lobbied
sket
for
the
Sonics. After Karl
start.
the
fifth
for,
-highes
he won't even try to compete
t
revenu
e
Malone's basket put Utah up
Reggie Miller, who returned
producing team in baseball, dethe
at
bottom line.
82-80,
Schrempf made a 3-poinafter a one-game suspension, and
spite never having played a game.
So
it
goes in plenty of other
ter
to
put
Seattle
ahead
with
1:42
Antonio Davis, playing for the
That makes them a contender, if
places. The loss of a big national
injured Rick Smits, added 19 left.
not this year, then as soon as
TV contractmeans less shared reThe loss was just the third for
points apiece. Mark Jackson
enough free agents are available
venue.
the
Jazz
in
25
games
since
the
added 11 points and 15 assists in
for purchase. And therein lies the
Just as Ted Turner's wealth fi26 minutes as reserves played the All-Star break. Malone led Utah
problem.
nally shored up the formerly hapwith 20 points and 10 rebounds.
fourth quarter.
- Baseball, and perhaps all pro
less Braves, it's hard to imagine
Lakers 114, Raptors 105
On Sunday, the Pacers set a
sports, are increasingly becoming
new Los Angeles owner Rupert
At Toronto, Rick Fox (31
league record for fewest points in
a collection of haves and haveMurdoch standing idly by while
points)
and
Shaquille O'Neal
a game since the NBA began usnots. Ballplayers cost money, and
the
Dodgers' fortunes drift south.
combine
d
for
51
points
and
23
ing a shot clock in 1954 in a
big ballplayers cost big money.
But less than half the teams in
rebounds as Los Angeles won for
74-55 loss to San Antonio.
Of the eight slots available in
the game seem ready, willing or
13th time in 15 games.
Spurs 95, Knicks 78
the postseason last year, five
able to make the kind of commitKobe Bryant had 17 points tor
The 7-foot Duncan, going up
were claimed by the biggest
ment it will require to remain
against New York's point guards, the Lakers before leaving early in
spenders. The last team standing,
competit
ive. Those that can't will
the
fourth
quarter
with
a
hip
held Charlie Ward and John
the Florida Marlins, had a payroll 'become tomato
cans or be forced
Starks scoreless (0-for-14). San injury.
of nearly $54 million. Even bemove.
to
Antonio outrebounded New York
47-33 and had a 40-26 adV-antage
in inside scoring and 22-7 on
second-chance points.
Allan Houston had 31 points
for the Knicks, whose tallest
player was 6-9 Charles Oakley.
TODAY
FROM PAGE 28
Rays owner Vince Naimoli said.
Heat 121, Celtics 95
The Diamondbacks also
BASEBALL
Miami coach Pat Riley was not
struggled in their opener, falling
The Devil Rays looked exaLtly
thrilled when Mourning left with
• Murray at St Mary
to Darryl Kile and the Colorado
like the expansion team in an
Paducah — 4 30
his injury.
Rockies 9-2. Arizona's loss
11-6 loss to Detroit at St. Peters• MSU at Memphis
"We have two big games commatched the most lopsided by an
burg, Fla.
Memphis, Tenn — 6:30
ing up against San Antonio and
expansion team in its first game
The Devil Rays fell behind
TENNIS
Charlotte," Riley said. "He isn't
— the 1962 Mets and the 1977
11-0 after five innings, and the
going to be with us, and we'll
• Calloway vs Reid land
Mariners each lost their openers
sellout crowd of 45,369 at Tropi
CCHS courts — 4
just have to wait and see. Until
by seven runs.
cana Field had little to cheer ex• Murray at St. Mary
About three dozen fans in
cept for Wade Boggs' home run
Paducah (PCC) — 4
Phoenix at the Bank (inc Ball"This is one of 162. UnfortuTHURSDAY
park had a unique view — from a
nately, it was a big one — openpool, heated spa and a swim-up
ing day — but the others won't
BASEBALL
bar beyond the right-center field
all go like this," Tampa Bay
fence.
shortstop Kevin Stocker said.
• Calloway vs Carlisle
CCHS field
FROM PAGE 2B
4 30
The aquatic area holds 35 peoThe new team, though, had
SOFTBALL
ple and costs 54,0(X) per game to
something that no one else in the
majors has: a cigar bar inside its
Southeastern Conference, while
rent. One warning: Fans in the
• Calloway vs Hickman
Magloire was a reliable backup. ballpark.
Murray City Park
pool had better bring their gloves,
- 4 30
• Murray at Marshall
When forward Allen Edwards
"Tampa was known as the cialong with their swimsuits. RockDraffenville — 4:30
slumped midway through the sea- gar city a long time ago. We
ies star Larry Walker hit a ball
TENNIS
son, Smith stuck with him and
wanted it to reflect that heritage.
into the water during batting
used Heshimu Evans as a reserve. That's why we put it in," Devil
• Calloway vs Murray — 4
practice Monday.
Edwards finally regained his
touch during the postseason,
while Evans continued to sparkle
in a backup role.
Different players stepped up all
season. The balance was reflected
in six players averaging between
SAVE $$$
13.7 points (Sheppard) and 8.8
(Evans).
ON GREENS FEES
"Coach Smith always told us
that individuals can win games,
Free rounds/discounts at 238
but it takes teams to win champcourses, ranges and resorts.
ionships," said Sheppard, who
Multiple rounds at many!
sat out last season as a rcdshirt
and was voted the Final Four's
most vagable player.
Defensively, Smith made adjustments, switching from manOnly $35
to-man to various zones when
teams were knocking down
Foursome special — buy 3 & get 4th one FREE!
3-pointers. There was no need,
however,, to adjust the intensity.
t AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION. (502)363-2652
That was constant.
Pf
‘ef ,
1-800-586-4872
'",
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SCOREBOARD
Spunaured By

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all you( family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21,
I

•••••

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insursnc• Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AN Times CST
Amencan Leegu•
East Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Boston
O
0
000 —
New Yoe
O
0
030 —
Toronto
0
0
000 —
Beamos
O
1
000
Tarnpa Bay
O
1
000
Ctintisl Division
W
L Po. GB
Chico
t
0 1 000 —
C8ovirland
1
0 1 000 —
Detroit
1
0 1 000 —
Kansas City
1
0 1 000 —
!Minnesota
0
0
OM
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Anaheim
0
0
000 —
Oakland
0
0
000 —
Sean"
0
1
000
Texas
0
I
000
Tuesday's Gaines
Chicago White Sox B. Texas 2
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 1
Detroit It. Tampa Bay 6
Cleveland 10, Seam* 9
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
lAnnesota (Tewksbury 8-13) at Toronto
ICI*
'nen' 21-51. 605 pm
Detroit (Mosher 11-12) at Tampa Bay (Arrop
0-0). 605 pm
Kansas City (Busch 6-9) at Baltimore (Erickson
16-7), 605 pm
NY Yankees (Penne 18-7) at Anaheim .(Finiey
13-6) 905 pm
Cleveland (Wright 8-3) at Seattle (Moyer
17-5i
9 35 p m
Boston IP Martinez 17-81 at Oakland (Candioni
10-7). 935 pm
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Boston (Wakelield 12-15) at Oakland (Rogers
6-7). 215 pm
Minnesota (Hawkins 6-121 at Toronto (Hentgen
5-10). 605 pm
Detroit (Worrell 4-8) at Tampa Bay
(Saunders
4-6). 6-05 pm
Kansas City (Rapp 5-8) at Bellmore (Key 16-10)
6 05 p in
Chicago White Sox (Ba(dwin 12-15) at
Texas
(Sae 13-12). 735 pm
NY Yankees (We)ls 16-101 at Anaheim
9-12). 905 pm
Only games scheduled

NBA STANDINGS
AN Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
Pet GB
52 21 712 —
New York
40 33 548 12
New Jersey
37 35 514 144
Orta ndo
37 36 507 15
Washington
36 36 500 15'h
Boston
31 41 431 20.4
Philadelphia
26 46 361 25A
Central Division
y -Chicago
56 17 767
rincliana
50 22 694
5-4
Charlone
46 26 639 9,4
Atlanta
42 29 592 13
Cleveland
41 31 569 144
Detroit
34 39 466 22
kliwaukes
31 41 431 244
Toronto
15 56 211 40
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct GB
y -Utah
53 18 746 —
y-San Antonio
50 23 685 4
y-/Annesota
38 34 528 15./.
y - Houston
37 35 514 164
Dallas
19 54 260 35
Vancouver
16 56 222 374
Deny Of
9 63 125 44,4

'V

hisueasi League
East Division
W
L Pct.
Manta
1
0 I 000
Florida
i
0 1 000
New Yoe
1
0 1 000
Montreal
O
003
0
Phiadelpha
000
1
O
Central Division
W
L Pct
Si lOi.aS
I
0 1 COO
Armoire
O
MO
0
Chicago
000
1
O
Coo mat
000
1
0
Houston
000
t
O
Mkvaukee
000
1
O
West Division
W
L Pct.
Colorado
0 1Q00
San Diego
i
0 1 000
San Franosco
1
0 1 000
Anzona
003
I
O
Los Angeles
000
0
1
Tuesidey*e Gaines
NV Mats 1. Philadelphia 0 14 innings
San Diego 10, Canonnati 2

GB

GB

GB

Atlanta 2. labauluie 1
St Louis 6. Los Angeles 0
Florida 11. Chicago Cubs 6
San Franasco 9. Houston 4 13 innings
Cobrado 9, Arizona 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesdey's Games
Pittsburgh (Cordova 11-8) at Montreal
[Pagel
12-13). 605 pm
Chicago Cubs (Clark 14-8) at
Florida
ll•isoicl,a
.5-3), 6 05 p.m
San Diego Harrieon 12-7) at Ononnal
(Hai
mach 1-2), 805 p.m.
San Franosco (Hershiser 14-6) at Houston
(Manton 15-10), 7.05 p m
Colorado (Thomson 7-9) at Anzona (Blair 16-81
805 p
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Garnee
Pittsburgh (Schmidt 10-9) at Montreal (Herman
son 8-8). 12.35 pm
•
Loe Angeiss(Park 148) at Si
Louis (P011he 0-0)
12 40 pm
Chicago Cubs (Gonzalez 11-9) at Florida
(Me
dna 0-0). 330 pm
San Diego (Ashby 9-11) at Cincinnati
(Cooke
9-15), 605 pm
Philadelphia (Portugal 0-2) at NV
Meta limier
11-9), 641) pm
lialwaukeis (Karl 10-13) at Atlanta (Glavin'
14-7).
6 40 p m.
San Francaco (Rueter 13-6) at Houston
(Ha(ama
0-0), 705 pm
Colorado (Astaoo 12-10f at Arizona
(Anderson
4-2), 8.05 pm

Pacific Division
y-Seattie
54 18
y-LA Lakers
52 20
y-Pbasnaz
48 25
y -Portland
40 31
Sacarnento
26 47
LA Cippors
16 56
Golden State
15 56
acInched demon
y-cinched playoff berth
Monday's Games
No gams. schedilled
Tuesday's Games
LA Lakin 114, Toronto 105
Indiana 128, L.A. Clippers 106
San Antonio 95. New York 78
New Jersey 105, Atlanta 90
Charlotte 101. Philadelphia 93
Cleveland 93, Orlando 86
Miam 121, Boston 95
Chicago 106. Noon 101. OT
Phoenix 97. Hooton 86
Dallas 104, Vancouver 101
&mule 88. Utah 86
lalwaukee 94. Golden Stale 89
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia at Washington, 6 pm
Toronto at Atlanta 6 30 p m
Cleveland at Detroit. 6 30 pm.
Boston at Orlando, 7 pm
IAN/auks* al 'Denver. 8 pm
Portland at Utah. 8 p m

750
722 2
658 6.4
563 137,
356 213Yi
222 38
205

•Iry

NIKE
Spring Blowout!
ALL Nike Shoes
& Apparel

FROM PAGE 2B
8-2 and Ryan Pickens earned an
8-2 win over C. Presswood.
Bryan Dennison defeated C.
Felker 8-5. Tyler Williams fell to
J. Mitchell 8-4.
In doubles matches, DennisonStratton defeated SzetoPresswood 8-0 and PickensWilliams downed Hunt-Cook 9-8.
Boone-Dunn fell to MitchellFelker 8-9.

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

-Brake Service
-Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12th Five Points
tq
ta" C."" 759-1529

759-2265
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
Professional Lubrication for
your car, :ruck, motor home

Ottig.
peatioam Ate'
A Private Gentlemen's Club •
B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage -20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups

•
World Class Sound and
Light System
•
18 and
Open For Lunch
•
SOON
Hours 7 p.m. - 3 a.m. •
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN
•
(901)247-3965
•• •
• •
up

Major Credit Cards Accepted

0Off

Men • Women • Children

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT,SPORT IN YOUR LIE"
1203 Chestnut Street, Murray, Ky.
753-8844
Monday thru Saturday 9-6

AAAk

s

—
••••—•••••

•qe.

4B

WEDNESDAY
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CLASSIFIED
( 1 1SSIFIF.I) Al) KATES
liospIa%
$625 Celan. lack 41% Disconat 2nd Rua, 60% DiSCOIlla 3rd Rua.
(411 3 Aals Mao RNA Wialmit 6 Day Parfait)
12 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
30e pa word, $600 muumurn I a day 66 pa word per day for eash additional conaccutive day
$100 ea rra for Shopper (Tura ,Classifkois go into Shopping Guide I $200 eine for blind boa ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

165
180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290
300
310

010

010

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL
Ad

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

Publish Day
'
• • y
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

CID

Just Say "Charge It"

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want To Rent

n20
Legal
Notice

1-0911
Notice

1

CURATt
lions. N
Museum
of Amenc
begin Apo
ifications.
in muset,
lad bek
years mu
required
zational
writing 9.
manages
eracy skit
sign expe
Candidab
effective
cornmunit
the abilii
manage
volunteei
ties: Arc.
tion,
developn
preserv
maintena
comple:
manager
and procx

'ford Sale Prices
1x2 ad
25 wd. max.
$7.50
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

nsa

060
help
Wanted

Notice

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Of Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Homo Loans
Real Estate.
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

ADJUSTMENTS

060

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

bons anc
sion of 4-1

teers. Sal
excellent
bon Deadl
To Apply
applicatio
tory, resu
ences, a
scripts to:
National
seum, Mu
sity, P0 E
42071-001

060

Ilslp
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Deadline
Day es Time
r. 11 a.m.
Frl. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be retsponsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

2x2 ad
$14.00

Deadlines

Help
Wanted

Card of Thanks

University
cation anc
portunit)

•

Murray State University is accepting bids
on the one time lease of tobacco base quota;

2.42 acres of fire cured,.17 acres of dark air
cured,and 895 lbs.of burley. Bid documents
are available at Procurement Services, General Services Building, Murray State University. Refer To Bid MUR-312D-98. Bids
will be opened at 2:00 p.m. April 15, 1998.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%

INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years

Monthly income
availablei
100% reinsure-di
100% investment
grade assets'

All stored items in storage units 34,77,94,
114 & 210 at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850
State Route 121 South Murray, KY
42071, have been abandoned and if all
charges for storage units 34,77,94, 114 &
210 are not paid in full on or before April
10, 1998, Key Mini-Warehouses will have
legal possession of all items stored in units
34, 77,94, 114 & 210. A sale date for said
items stored in storage units 34,77,94, 114
& 210 will be posted at a later time.

Invitation for Proposal
• Banking Services
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting written proposals for Banking
Services for the Calloway County School
District. Proposals will be accepted until
2:00 p.m., Tuesday, April 21, 1998. Specifications are on file at the Board Office at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray,KY 42071. Any
interested persons may obtain copies at that
location. Further information may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon at 7533033, ext. 118. The Calloway County Board
of Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all proposal and waive any irregularities.

Jones Iron & Metal, Inc.
401 Railroad Ave. 8. • Murray, KY
502-753-3841
20'

of 12" culvert

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ARE you in pain? Try magnetic products by Nikken.
Can be purchased horn
Jan, Independent Nikken
Distributor, 502-753-5963.
BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests
fehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5_
Nice consignment clothing_
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or /53-6981.
MISTER Mattress is going
out of business. All inventory must go! 759-3890
MULCH at McKnight &
Sons Sawmill, now open on
Saturdays 7am-12pm
502-753-5305

CITY/ DOCK ASSOCIATE
part-time, flexible hours
Starting pay $10.25 pe
hour. Required: 23 years o
age or cider, high school
diploma or equivalent,
Class A CDL with endorsements, clean drivigg record, 1 year verifiable
tractor- trailer experience
Great opportunity with
growing company.. Fulltime advancement possible Apply in person, M-F,
8-5, at Averitt Express, 58
Powell Road West, Mayfield, KY. EOE.
EARN $1,000's weekly
Stuffing envelopes. No experience. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to New Beginning,
Dept209, 301 East 5th Ave,
Suite 112, Corsicana,
Texas 75110.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
& laborer needed Must be
dependabl
.e
502-436-2766

KITCHEN manager, general counselors, health
coordinator, arts and crafts
instructor, child caregiver,
and archery instructor
wanted at local resident
youth camp Seasonal employment from June 1- August 7 Room, board, and
salary provided with
weekends off. Contact Colleen at 753-4382(mornings
8-12) for more information

CLASSIFIED

HARDEE'S of Murray now
accepting applications for
full time cooks & cashiers
Open 24hrs Please apply
at 641 & Chestnut St, Murray EOE
FULL time hair stylist & nail
tech at established salon
753-0882

•
Murray Calloway County Transit Authority is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mohon International
P.O. Box 550, Paris, TN 38242
Attn: Personnel Director

OPENING FOR MOTOR
ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good dnving record and
have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Timei
Earn 111,000-116,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a application
No phone calls please.

Call (502) 753-9725

•

APE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY”?
I have sr OPPORTUNITY for 3 o 4 extreme/ Mantel
successful in home dwarfs

$45,000 • Per Year
lAetor bawls Company supplied preset appointment
No credit refusals Company raining Hours worked
days aevening'

SOUTH OF MAIN
SECTION I - APRIL 6, 1998
SECTION II - APRIL 13, 1998
SECTION III - APRIL 20, 1998
NORTH OF MAIN
SECTION IV - APRIL 27, 1998
SECTION V - MAY 4, 1998

AVON $8 $20,hr No door
to door Easy methods!
Quick Cashl 'Bonuses'
1 800-296 0139 indisls'
rep

stout a career I re wing to nod'Tt TIRED CC INTER
VIEWING people sto ordy wart awn DX $400 pa mai
and the, don't went to took • Cad tailiresn 114 Mon Sat

FuN-Time 0

•

Must Be

25 • 753-3261

O T R DRIVERS If you
have A good driving record
CDL with Hazmat, A desire
to make good money, And
are willing to run the miles.
If you are A friendly courteOus person who enjoys
working with people, Then,
we have An opportunity for
you to succeed at your job
while earning top pay for
the miles you drive based
on experience. Our
friendly, courteous personnel will be happy to work
with you to attain your goals After all, your goals and
ours are the same to grow
and succeed' Cargo Trek,
Jimtown Rd, Mayfield, KY
(502)251-0122. EOE

BARMAIDS, WAITRES
SES dancers needed fulltime,part-time Dollies Pla
tinum Club Puryear. TN
7 000 sq ft No experience
necessary $500 plus per
week
,
Call
1 901 247-3965

Coil N you are serious
DENTAL hygienist needed
Send resume to William
Pasco, 1653 Calloway
Awl.. Murray KY 42071

goarrny COM

ming, internet access, networking, repair and maintenance) required.
Knowledge of electronic
security systems, certification to teach Red Cross
CPR and First Aid desired.
Some knowledge and skill
in woodworking, mechanic-al and electrical repair.
highly desired. Good people skills required. Responsibilities: Maintenance of
Audiovisual, computer and
robotic exhibit equipment,
purchase and maintain
hardware and software for
all museum functions, oversee, plan and coordinate
building security and maintenance, including outdoor
ropes course. Salary: According to qualifications
and experience, plus excellent benefits Application
Deadline: April 8, 1998. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume, list of references, and college transcripts to Susan B Hardin,
National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer

AUTO Body/ Painter- Must
have auto body experience, be dependable, have
pride in your work! Position
open now! Apply at 318
Solar Dr (2 blocks north of
Chestnut, off 4th St)

CABLE Television Techni
-cian A large, local cable
television operation is
seeking an honest and
highly motivated individual
to serve as technician in the
Marshall County area Must
have a good driving record
and good organization
skills with ability to follow
directions Good starting
salary and excellent bone
fits package To apply, sub
mit resume to Mediacom.
90 Main Street, Benton KY
42025 Mediacom is an
EOE

high school senior, the
Army's Delayed Entry
Program will reserve
the skill training you
want, while you're still
in high school.
Graduate, and after
you complete training,
youll be-on your way
to learning a valuable
skill. See your local
Army Recruiter today
for details.

AV & Computer Technician, National Scouting
Museum of the Boy-EicOU%of America, Inc. Position to
begin April 30, 1998. Qualifications, Bachelor's degree in computers or related field plus 2+ years
experience and knowledge
of Macintosh and IBM computers (including program-

Immediate Openings For

CAD OPERATORS
Must have minimum 1 year educational
training and work experience with Autocad
R12 or R13.Position involves the drawing of
floor plans, casework layout, and casework
elevations. Mohon International, Inc. offers
an excellent benefit package. Pre-employment substance screen is required. Send
resume and salary history to:

If you're a qualified

WWW

The Annual Spring Brush Pick-Up has been scheduled for the city of
Murray. All property owners should ha..e brush ready for pick-up on
the following dates:

REWARD Lost female tri
colored Fox Hound (Walker
Tree Hound) long brown
ears, recent surgery has
stitches Silver link chain
collar
Hamlin area
436 2823

•

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY

QUESTION? Interested in
line dancing? Call
753-2967

LOCK UP SKILL
TRAINING WHILE
STILL IN
HIGH SCHOOL!

employef.
The family of

LEGAL
Should po:
municatior
with Wonr
Transcrip

Albert Lee West
would like to thank everyone for every act of
kindness shown during the illness and death of
ow dear Dad.
We thank Miller Funeral Home, especially
DWaiit Jones and John Nix for their special
attention. A sincere thank you to Bro. John
Shepard for his comforting words and Wanda
Howard, Bonnie Foster and Denise Windsorfor
the beau4rel music.
Words can't express how much the Vi.tdJ,food,
flowers,cards,phone calls,prayersand comforting words have helped to soothe the pain of our
loss.
Your love and caring will be in our thoug his
and hearts always.

sumo to:
Murray, K

II

God Bless,
Martha Outland,
Linda Thompson,
IT, Glen, David
and Jackie West
et Families

PA1

901-644-9021

SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP

24' of 12" culvert $1143$

24' of 15" culvert $141°

GOVT POSTAL JOBS
Start $16 87/hr For application info 818-506-5354
ext 7225

IMMEDIATE openings for
experienced finish painter
& helper willing to learn
trade Please call 753-8823
and leave message

Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority is accepting applications for parttime drivers. Applications are available at
the Transit Authority office located in the
Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar
Street in Murray.CDL license preferred or
applicant must be willing to attain a CDL
within six months of hire.

$95"

20' of 15" culvert $11754

FULL time Respiratory
Therapy positions open
Registered. certified or
eligible, TN licenses 12
Hour shifts available Experience preferred, pay
commensurate with experience and other certifications We offer an excellent
benefit package Apply in
person at Henry County
Medical Center or malt resume to P 0 Box 1030
Paris TN Attention Human
Resources

PAINTERS Black's Decorating Center of Murray, KY
is recruiting for experienced painters $9.00 per
hour to start with opportunities for advancement and
benefits Affordable group
health insurance available.
Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609
No walk-in applications ad,
'
cepted. Equal Opportunity
Employer

All tree and shrub trimmings must bn stacked neatly in piles with
cuttings no more than six (6)feet in length or six (6) inches in
Dispos-il of brush placed out after the scheduled dates for each area
will be the responsibility of the property owners. THIS IS A ONE

TIME FREE PICK•UP. Questions concerning this service may be
directed to the Murray Street Department by calling 762-0377.

HATTY BIRTHDAY
She hates her birthday in
March because the Final
Four gets in the Way.
So I waited until April to
wish you a HAPPY
BIRTHDAY.
(You keep looking this
bad and I'll need to get you
a walking CAIN.)
Your Ole Friend,
•
Twinkle

Just to let you know
In our special way
That we love you so
Happy Birthday
Granny Hurt
Mom, Pops,
Brian & Shady

OFFICE MANAGER
Requires excellent compute skills, double entry
bookkeeping, accounts receivable, accounts payable and payroll experience, as well as general
office skills. Full time position. Vacation/sick day
benefits. Resume with references must be received
by April 15.

Send to P.O. Box 1040-F
Murray, KY 42071.

Da

Route Sales Manager

TUI
PLE,
your 14
policies
and we
acoordi
teed is
As s
consids
1. PI
We re;
corn pa
and so
several
been si
would

A History of

Growth and Success!!
A tremendous demand for our
products and tervices has created a
need to add to our route systems
Mat!.

As e leader le
hem food
sales,
Sctime's
If you thrive on challenge, are high
Manfacterers
energy, conunined to hard work, and
sad Seth row
MO hum food want to be paid upon your performance, Let's Talk!!
•
prefect
diroogli 5 here In addition to a challenging career,
edhery gyms.' we offer a complete benefit package
Wed by Fertile including:
as ea* of tit
Wind 200 Pri- * Quality Products * No Invenment
* Paid Vacation
mal, hod ter- * -Profit Sharing
portions,
h * Group Health, Life & Disability
grab% Highly Make this the earning point of your
Motivated indi- life!
*limb elto
Call 1-800-3-EMPLOY
tfre au ekai• fir. confidential interview or
Fax
tales and are
resume to 507/537-8545
seinakled
le
Please refer to ad e09140
104isart to)sis
Must be at least 21.
N is Nor Ka
Equal Opportunity Employer
nut efitiotosti
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•
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,••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

060

060
Help
Wanted

06n
Help
Wanted

CURATOR of Coll•c•
lions, National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc Position to
begin April 30, 1998 Qualifications. Master's degree
in museum studies or related held, with 3 or more
years museum experience
required Excellent organizational skills, experience
writing grants, collections
management, computer literacy skills, and exhibit design experience necessary
Candidate must possess
effective oral and written
communication skills and
the ability to effectively
manage multiple staff arid
volunteers Responsibilities: Archival administration,
collections
development- care and
preservation, exhibit
maintenance- design and
completion, records
management- research
and processing new donations and loans; supervision of 4-10 staff and volunteers. Salary. $25,000 plus
excellent benefits. Application Deadline April 8, 1998
To Apply Send letter of
application with salary history, resume, list of references, and college transcripts to: Susan B Hardin,
National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer
LEGAL SECRETARY.
Should possess good communication skills, familiar
with Word Processing &
Transcription. Send resume to: P.O.Etox 1023,
Murray, KY 42071.

LOCAL lumber yard seeking employment for experienced Yard Foreman Cal
Bill at 753-7229 for a personal interview
NURSES Aide, PRN, work
as needed, all shifts. Must
be flexible & available. We
are looking for a mature,
dependable person who
would enjoy working with
the elderly in a pleasart
family atmosphere We will
train you Not a full-time
position Hours & days will
vary Apply in person: Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr, Murray
EOE.
PART-time housekeepers
needed Apply at front desk
at Days Inn, 517 S 12th St,
Murray
PERMANENT part-time
market research cigarette
inventory auditor. Knowledge of cigarettes preferred. Reliable transportation needed. Call
314-532-7494.
SHADY Lawn Nursing
Center, Cadiz, KY. Seeking to hire. Kind care
nurses, for our family
oriented home. LPN's/
RN's needed for full & part
time shifts. Apply in person
between 9 & 4. Equal opportunity employer.

Midas
Rs Ilse

PUBUC Programs Manager, National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts of
A/118MA, Inc. Position to
begin April 30, 1998: Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in education, public
history, or related field plus
three years or more educeSon or programming experience required. Previous
managerial experience,
good people skills, planning, organization and time
management also required. Must be able to
communicate effectively in
writing and oral presentation. Responsibilities: Developing and implementing
all public interpretive programs for the museum; grant
writing and submission;
collection management;
editor of the museum newsletter; supervises a parttime interpretive staff and
volunteers, acts as advisor
to museum's Explorer Post.
Salary:$23-26,000 plus excellent benefits. Application
Deadline: April 10, 1998.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, list of
references, and college
transcripts to: Susan B
Hardin, National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071-0009, Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348, alter 3pm

THE National Scouting Museum is soeking an energetic person to fill an opening
in our Interpretive Staff. In- SALES- CEMETERY Be
dividual must love working one of the highest paid in
with people and enjoy help- America. Call 11am-4pm,
ing to preserve history. Du- Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
ties include tours for school
groups and Scout troops. WAITRESSES and
Friday & Saturday Dancers wanted. Doll
9:00-430, Sunday House Cafe,$500+ weekly.
1230-4:30. Minimum 901-642-4297.
wage. Please apply at the
070
Museum admissions desk.
Domestic
Clilldcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

INCOME TAX

EXPERIENCED LPN
wants to keep children
nights 6pm-10am. Meals &
snacks furnished. Mon-Sat
References available. Call
Becky, 759-4134.

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE

HOUSE cleaning & commercial deaning. Call Lori
474-8340.

206 S. 6th

SENIORS need TLC too!
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one. $6 an hour. References available Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda.

753-8107

JIM'S DRYWALL
4

271
Help
Wanted

STATE Certified home daycare, Mon-Fri night time
positions available.
Friendly, safe environment.
Provider with experience
and references. Melinda,
759-3176.

Hanging, Finishing & Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

WILL dean houses Reasonable rates, references.
437-4064

Phone

(502)436.5393 or 436-5955

4

N.N.N.N.N.N.N.V,:',"•:\

FOR Rent: Approx.
1700sq. ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space. 12th & Story street,
Murray. 12tt overhead
door. Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200.

•••.

Pre-Bloom Super Sale!!
Select Daylilies
Hosta
Peonies
Unusual Perennials

.$1.00 ea.
1/2 price
20% off
3 for $7.00
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

STAY at home moms!Earn
full-time money working
part-time hours with this
home based business.
Proven to work. Call
1-800-230-1182, ext 01 for
a free wholesale catalog.

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993
4,

HALEY'S
,Z110911tick
al Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/f,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toil free:
1-900-455-4199

WORK from home! Arbonne International is a
18yr old progressive company that markets natural
skin care & nutritional products. Mercedes Benz
Company car program. Unlimited income potential.
Call Pam W. Perry, Cadiz,
KY, 502-522-8758

Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.
iin
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all. Cal
753-9433.
CASH for GI Jo* toys, old
or new. 753-7185

320

Stomp

For Rent

tisrAile

SHOP for rent $250/mo
plus deposit North of Mur
ray 753 4837 until 5pm

HAZEL Apartments Hazel
KY now taking applications
You must be 62 hand
icapped or disabled Rent
based on income Hand
capped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDD* 1 800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

120
Apartments
For Rent
1,2 & 3BR seasonal & long
term Fully furnished & unfurnished Lakefront & lakeview. Limited dock space
available 600tt from entrance to Moore s Resort on
KY
Lake
Call
502-362-8121
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Very nice 1 & 2br apartments in Farmington (11
miles from Murray) Central
w/d,stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher provided Water & trash pick-up included No pets References required Available
March 1st Starts at
$315/mo 762-4483
8am 4pm or 345-2748 after
5pm
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR Diuguid Dr, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR near university, appliances furnished.
$275/mo plus deposit. No
pets. References required
753-4181
1BR, upstairs, near MSU
$250/mo plus deposit
759-4138
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates acceptod.
753-4109

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
WASHER and dryer for
2 bath in Grogans Trailer 2BR, 1 bath. $400 deposit,
sale $175 for both. Call
Park. Coleman RE, 4400 rent. 759-9545_
759-3695 8am-2pm.
753-9898.
2BR, 1 bath, all appliance,
WASHER/
dryer,
w/d hook-up, lease•& depo$19.95/week. Call
285
sit required. Available April
753-4663.
Mobile
1st. 759-1476, after
Horne Lots For Rent
6:30pm.
160
COACH Estates/ Fox Mea
Horne
dows manufactured home 2BR, 1 bath with carport,
Furnistings
community. Exclusive resi- central hie, appliances
ROUND dining table w/4 dential neighborhood with furnished, w/d hookup,
chairs,$250. Matching sofa city police/ fire protection. $475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
table w/glass top, $70. $95/mo includes city water/ month deposit No pets,
Contact Lynda Purcell after sewer/ trash pick-up. South 753-2905 or 753-7536.
16th at Canterbury. 2BR, central gas
4prn, 753-8233,
h/a, ap753-3855.
pliances furnished.
180
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
300
Lawn &
753-9898.
Business
Garden
2BR duplex, 2 full baths,
Rentals
ALMO
COUNTRY
w/d hook-up, appliances
STORE- Just Arrived For
furnished. Central h/a, priSpring- Concrete critters
vate deck, garage
and lawn ornaments! CA$500/mo, deposit & 1yr
Various size suites
LORAD IS HERE!!
lease. 753-5524 days,
Walnut Plaza
753-1934,
753-6854 nights
104 N. 5th
SEARS 12hp lawn tractor
2BR duplex. 1102 Pogue
753-8302 or
with grass bagger, $450.
Appliances furnished No
753-9621
753-7927.
pets. Deposit required
SNAPPER riding mower, 13'x24' STORAGE Bld with $310/mo. Call 753-3415 or
4r out, new hydro transfer 10x10' overhead door. Lo- 753-0409.
transmission, new 14 horse cation at 5 Points. More info 2BR, duplex, central h/a,
Kohler engine, 2 bag grass Rogers Enterprises. stove, refrigerator, discatcher, 4yrs old. $1,500 753-5140.
hwasher, w/d hook-up Col753-8809 or 753-9038
eman RE 753-9898
4 CAR shop for rent
2BR duplex in Northwood
753-4509
190
$375/mo. No pets
Farm
INSULATED metal building 759-4406.
Equipment
41'X76'(3,116 square feet)
DARK fired & Burley to- plus shed storage Con- 5 MILES south on 121.
crete floor, overhead doors, Furnished lbr, water furnbacco base. 753-7539
office; new natural gas ished, reference & deposit
is :
heat; fenced lot; available required, $230/mo,
SOLD
immediately. $550/mo plus 436-2884.
deposit. 753-7724.
FOR LEASE, New in May,
FOR Sale: Dark fired totwo bedroom, 1.5 bath
bacco base,.51 acres. Call NICE office for rent approx. townhome, all appliances
753-9250 before 6pm. Call 600 sq ft. 104 N 4th, right off and pleasant interior col759-1359 after 6pm.
court square $300/mo in- ors Priced at $500/mo. Call
cluding utilites 753-3153 Lynda at Grey's Properties
days.
200
759-2001.
Sports
EquiPment

Office Space

GOLF dubs, left handed
1-3-5 & 3 PW & bag $125
759-0223
GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650.
270

1981 14X70 2BR. 14 bath,
very nice. $8,000. Must be
moved! 753-2043.
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice. 753-9866
1993 CLAYTON 14X70,
2br, 2 bath,stove, refrigerator, c/a. $11,900
753-7975.

1994 16X80 MOBILE
Home in Great condition
CASH paid for good, used 3br,3 bath, vaulted ceilings
rifles, shotguns, and pis- with large rooms. Double
tols. Benson Sporting pane thermal tilt windows,
Goods, 519 S. 12th, r house insulation, w/d
hook-up, dishwasher, new
Murray.
front porch with roof, rear
COLLECTIBLES & Anti- deck with privacy fenced
ques. We buy 1 or whole yard. Call 753-6921. 230
estates. Call 753-3633,
Riviera Cts. $20,900.
TOP Prices Paid For 1994 FLEETWOOD 16X80
Standing Timber. 30yrs Ex- 3br, 2 bath. $17,500
perience. Master Logger 753-7975.
Degree. Class A Rating.
Insured Swift Logging & 1996 16X80 4br, 2 bath on
Lumber, 931-232-797jL 1 acre north of Murray.
Work, 931-232-7404 753-0624.
Home. Jerry Swift, Owner, 3 1997 CRIMSON show
ii
houses. Toady custom built
WANTED: Riding mowers homes. Interest as low as
& 4-wheelers that need 7%. Only at Wilson Home
Center, Murray, KY
work. 436-2867.
1-800-640-7966.
WANT to buy old western
saddle. CaN 759-9215 ask FOR Sale or Rent To Own
for Ellen. Leave massage if 12X60, 2br, 2 bath. $3,000
no on answers.
753-7975.

360

160
Apertamds

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
753-6106

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to..

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat, 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Wesley Village lbr
apartment utilities in
duded, rent based on in
come 62 & older, or handl
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wtwasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

Pets
& Iibs
ST Bernard puppies. AKC.
shots & wormed 382-2331

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

390

All Size Units
Available

Livestock
& Supplies

753-3853
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 0
753-7536

CHAROLAIS Pure bred
heifers
&
bulls
502-522-8005

Garage Sale

489-6166
489-2796

April 2-3-4

COMMERCIAL building a
717 S 4th St. 1200 sq ft
excellent location for any
business $68500 or trade
753-7668 days 753 4919
nights
COMMERCIAL retail bldg
1800sq ft 306 Main St
Hazel, KY 492-8164
11am 4 30pm

94E to 280 past golf
course, 2nd rd. on R.
(Wright Rd.),2nd on L
New prom/bridesmaid
dresses, W/D, entenain
men, ctr., vanity, storm
door, 3 kitchen cabinets,
counter yr/sink, bike,
pots/pans.

Moving Sale
1108 Carl Crisp Rd.
3 rid E. of Almo, right
off 464

300

Thu., Fri. & Sat.
April 2-4
7-7 Rain or Shine

Pets
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartSupplies
ment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur-Cal Re- 6YR old female Sheltie.
"beautiful" Needs a loving
alty 753-4444
home $75 759-8080
NOW available- lbr apart7FT
red tad Boa Constrictor
ment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit very gentle. $350 55 gallon
required Near downtown aquarium included
489-2394
No pets 436-2755.
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr. Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity

400
Yard
Sale

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

LARGE 2br. 2 bath, 2
blocks from MSU Refer
ences required $395/mo
Daytime 753-3949 or
759-3050, after 6pm

58
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Business
Rentals

Mobile
Homo For Sale

'82 CLAYTON, 14x60 mobile home, excellent condition, includes wash/ dryer
roiling, stove, microwave,
front steps, back porch,
2 PIECE living room group,
blocks & underpinning
$15/week Call 753-4663
$7350 obo 759-9404
ANTIQUE white wedding
BAD CREDIT, BANKdress, train, & veil Laced
RUPTCY REPO'S &
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo
CHARGE OFFS Been
Worn one time only
turned down over & over/
759-9824 after 4 00
Don't give up! We specialBROTHER Intellfax 640, ize in credit problems One
fax machine, $300 obo phone call can be the turning point to putting you in
753-6747 after 6pm
that new home of your
BUNNY rabbits ready for dreams
Don't wait! Call
Easter $5/ea 753-2293
now Wilson Home Center,
FOR sale: 2 Cemetery lots, Inc., Murray, KY
good location at Murray 1-800-540-7956, Ext 101
Memorial Gardens
FOR Sale- 1995 mobile
436-5591_
home on 1 acre west of
GAS generator, 4000 watt, town. 3br, 2 baths, every500 surge, TA gal tank, thing stays Priced in the
used approx 24hrs. Like low $40's. MLS/3500245
Call Pat Butler at Grey's
new. 759-2341.
Properties at 759-2001.
MAPLE trees You dig &
plant, $2.00/ea or I dig & NICE four bedroom, two
plant guarantee for 1yr, bathroom, 24x50 home
$8.00/ea. Please- no Fri- Recently remodeled with
day evening or Saturday 10x16 outbuilding & parcalls, 753-0835.
tially furnished Located
PROM DRESSES. Black only 3 miles east of Murray
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal on approx 'A acre lot Prgreen w/sequins & beads, iced at $39,900. Call after
size 11/12. Both worn one 5pm. 753-7814.
time only. Call 753-0943
240
after 4:30pm
Mobile
RED metal bunkbed, douHomes For Rem
ble on bottom, twin on top &
ladder. Tea cart. 753-0626 16X80 4br, 2 bath on 1
leave message.
acre. References & deposit
required 753-0624.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Cov- 1996 14X70 3BR, 2 bath
ers 36 inches, many colors. $325/mo. 436-5455
Economy Metal & Supply
2BR, $260/mo 753-6012
Co. 489-2722.
trailer No pets Refer2BR
TREK 850 mountain bike,
ences needed Call
excellent condition. Call
753-9866
753-8197.

Mobile
Homes For Selo

120

100

WEDNESDAY

Truck, furniture, tools,
farm cats, etc - Everything goes!

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

FOR sale AKC Registered
Boston Terrier puppies
$185 Call 502-527-7607
VERY nice 2br, 14, baths after 5pm
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905. 753-7536

i0c
01Are You Looking For Security? 0

1cE3,

330
Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
340
Houses
For Rent
1807 COLLEGE Farm Rd
2 or 3br house No lease
$350/mo Call 753-7334
and leave message

e
Are you in need of a place to store your q
valuables? There's no need to look any 57
tl further — we have what you need! e,
Security Gate • Low Rates
Call Today At

0
1E3
01 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 10
811850 State Route 121 South, Murray KY 4207110
753-5562
01
c

2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynngrove. Lease & deposit required Equal Opportunity
Housing, HUD/ KHC certificates accepted. 753-4109

9S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat,
$315/mo + deposit
753-0095

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat.
stove & refrigerator furnished, w/d hook-up
$325/mo 1mo deposit No
pets 753-2905.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ace SUNBURY MURRAY (Boellnd Bunny Breadl
753 5940

2BR, 2 bath, no pets,
$450/mo plus deposit
North of Murray. 753-4837
until 5pm

r-g---tur EL,
Kent Price Plumbing, Inc.

3BR, 2'/, bath, gas central
h/a $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898
3BR, 2 bath, Murray S 9th
$495/mo plus security deposit 474-2520
3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel Coleman -RE
753-9898
3BR House, 205 S 13th,
$350/mo. 753-3415

2

502-247-9878
Toll Free 1-888-237-1175
Hy. Lic. #6942
Sewer & Drain Cleaning
Residential Service & New
Homes, No Job Too Small.
Get The Right Price 84 Service For All
Your Plumbing Needs.

3BR house in Murray
753-4509
3BR house in Kirksey area,
large garden spot No pets.
$400/mo plus deposit, 1yr
lease. References required Call 6pm-9pm only,
489-2534
LARGE lbr house for rent
City sewer & water
437-4465
WELL kept 2br brick, next
to park_ Oak & tile floors,
dining room, walk-in
closets, appliances, w/d,
gas heat Deposit & 1yr
lease $400/mo. 489-2741.

MULCH FOR SALE
S.
qu , nau
tio.two• iss
YOU-HAUL OR DELIVERY b awaits

LAWN TREATMENTS
• Pres Lawn Analyse
• Spray Truck Capability

• Uceased It Insured
• Locally Owned & Operated

753-5726
Ak
A.A. MALEY LAWN & LANDSCAPE SVC.
arrysirkini.
808 Coldwater Rd.
"Across from Super Americo.'

360

Tucker Lawn Care
Service
Mowing, Trimming. Edging.
Clippings Removal & Mulching

Free Estimates
Ph. 502-759-9609

Storage
Rentals

641 Storage
MI Sizes
Available

753_5585
CREEKVIEW Self-stOrage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

mb Brothers

Tree Service

5.02-4136-5741144
.1-1300-548-5.26.2
1,1c1:71sNDa 1/43UREQ
I.

Fr.. Emmert
24 Hr Service
Hedge Tningreivse
Tree Spraying
Trot A Shay
Amoral

Tn. Truisms*.
Clow" Some.
Fall Li,. of
Egiaspaiesa

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6256
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571

We do any 8. all types of roofing.
Family Ownwl & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 - 436-2269
1 -800-821 -6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Servldb

•

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlle Staples
753-7083
Mowing
Fertilizing
Leal Removal

Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching

Edging

AP

6B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

500

u

llard
Sale

I

For Side

Yard Sale

Yard Sale
11311-way between
Murray & Concord,
on right, look for
signs.
Aprli 4 & 5
Daylight to Dark
Breaking up housekeeping, everything
must go. House full of
furniture, odds &
ends.

821 Glendale Rd
April 2 & 3.
Large clothes, formals, LP albums,
treadmill.

A MUST SF.! 759-0700

GATESBOROUCII COLONIAL

.„..0

iuivhioL,
DO

1111111MissoBeautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft spacious,
5 BR, 3V2 baths, study w/custom cherry
cabinets, large closets, play/tv room, 16x33
family room w/FP, living room, formal dining room, front & rear staircase, eat-in
kitchen w/breakfast bar, appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2
car garage w/workshop & finished loft, attic
storage, large yard, brick patio, privacy
fence, quiet dead end street, new siding &
roof'96. City or county schools. Great buy at
$229,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

c hilts Lawn Care,

Will Mow Any Yard

759-1663

for a free
Please call
estimate on our complete list of lawn services.
We are fully Insured & reliable.

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc

753-8343

(502)

ACCUTECH
1)1-j.S. rr

S.,t

R 1E1'1
(Il IN \l.\
Slt,N1 R

Custom Home Plans
Site Plans
()rafting
;R \

O. ACRES Hardwood
trees 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good homesite pit
vate entrance off of main
road $28000 Serious in
quines only please Call
474-8704
ACRES
FOR SALE 1
on Highland Rd East of
Murray 280FT Road tron
tage nice budding site, ma
ture trees, 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake. $7500 Call
474-8704 after 5pm

Locatioa! Location! 804 S. 16th St.
Beautiful wooded lot 105,150, 3 BR. 291 bath all dovnuttaus,
2,850 sq ft Linn space. Huge walk-in ante
bonus room up.
3,458 sq. ft.
(mild be finished) & 24124 mulched garage
Central HJAC, LR, duung, kuchen-den combo w/fireplaoe &
hardwood Boon, nice closets, utility room sir/storage cabinets,
statroorn. pauo &
n.

‘.

410

8:00 • 2:00

I

L

WE sea the earth CW Shel
ton Real Estate & Auction
Company 502 247 1385

Real
Estate

FOR SALE

•

NOON

IN \II NI

Ii,ei',, H

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800) 874-0256.

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAND NEAR THE LAKE
We have lots & small farms
for sale near Kentucky
Lake Sizes range from 2 to
20 acres Prices go from
$4,800 to $30,500 Call
Bob Rodgers at COLDWELL BANKER WOODS
&
ASSOCIATES,
753-1651.
NILS*27193 49 ACRES +-,
located new Ky state line in
Tennessee. Excellent hunting ground, beautiful building sites, lots of road fron
tage, $35,500. Marty,
Moody Realty Co, Paris,
TN 1-800-642-5093:
435
Lake
Property
3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake. 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
24x30 detached 2 car garage, w/atbc storage, 24x32
carport, wistorage, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground. 2 Lake accesses(1
private, 1 public) nearby.
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray $95,000 Serious inquiries only. Shown by appointment Call 474-8704
after 5pm, or leave
message.
DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer. Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp. $9,900
firm. 759-4696.

1 75, ACRES Rockhouse
Creek Estates $15,000
436-5733
1 ACRE lots with restrictions 4'/
1
2 miles north of
Murray 759-9192
4 LAKE lots in New Concord off Hwy 118 Less than
10 miles from Paris Landing Call 901-642-9963
• ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592
BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the city limits of
Murray 753-5541
CUSTOM building site in
the country Ideal for splint
level home 3 Miles east of
downtown Murray, 3+
acres. Paved frontage
road Shared well, restricted Some owner financing possible
753-5231.
EARLY Spring Sale- Beautiful homesites Quail Run
§ubdivision offers large
lots, water, sewer, trees
and no city taxed. Price
from $8500 to $12,500 For
sale by owner 753-3387
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive in Campbell Estates Ideal for house
with walk out basement on
back of house Call
753-3903
LOTS for sale Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
7am 4pm Mon Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm 9pm Mo-i-Sun
MOBILE home or building
lot, Lynn Grove area. City
water, septic & electric
pole. $15,500 753-6885.
4150

Farms
For Sale
Free Estimates
Owried and Operated By
Joseph Lamb

'(AR D-TECH
437-4723
LAWfl CARf
we give you bock

Full Line of Equipment
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

'mow &me' fo
to dor
FULLY INSURED
CALL NOW FOR SCHEDULE
Commercial or Residential
Resemble Rated • Ask tor Noah or Tony

C*3 VA& yOU Ire

9 6 ACRE Mini Farm Located one mile from city
limits adjacent to Quail Run
Subdivision Priced at only
$29.000 Water and sewer
available For sale by
owner 753-3387

Hemel
For See
2700 SO FT brick & vinyl
home 3br, 3 bath, CH&A
Detached 2 car garage &
shop Cathedral ceiling in
LR with large fireplace
Great country location
Convienent to Murray &
Mayfield 4354318

THERE IS NO COMPROMISE in this six
bedroom con temporar y. Masterful attention to detail includes
oak staircase and master suite with courtyard. The crowning
touch is state at the art
kitchen. Country living, just minutes from
town. See us today for
your personal tour.
LOOKING FOR THE
IDEAL LOCATION
for your home or business? Look at 905 Coldwater Road, 3 BR
home, zoned B-2 for
business or residenee.
Just reduced, call before it's gone 753-1651
FRIENDLY FAMILY
HOME
Large two story has
room for kids, storage,
hobbies and entertaining. Four bedrooms,
three baths, hospitality room and more.
Alsohas13stall stable,
fenced with pond on
5.5 acres. Additional
acreage available. Call
us today 753-1651.

COLDiue.u.
BANKeR

Trucks

DUPLEX near campus
$29500 Reduced for quick
sale 898-8564 after 7pm
No Realtors Please

1972 CHEVY Iwb, 350
auto, pis pib, aluminum
wheels. $2500 obo
753-7299

FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home 3800 sq ft 13
acres fenced with pond
30X60 shop 120'X50'
barn 24 X36 barn 18X36'
barn 24'X40'equipment
shed Phone 753-7687

1974 CHEVY flatbed 1 ton
truck, 350 engine $1500
759-1683

FOR sale by owner 3 bedroom. 2 bath brick ranch, 2
living areas new gas pack,
lots of storage, appliances
included
$79,900
753-5703
MINI HORSE FARM 10
Acres Fenced, spring fed
creek Double- Wide Mobile 3br. 2 bath, central h/a,
garden tub sun porch,
large metal outbuildings/
shed/ workshop Beautiful
setting Must seel $70's
Call Century 21, Loretta
Jobs
Realtors
502 753-1492, ask for Barbara MLS*4000798
OWNER ready to sell Neat
3br brick ranch style house,
approx 1850 sq ft on
acre lot Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Asking $78,900 Call 753-1159
for appointment

SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
bath living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
Woods & Associates
room tetchierr with break414 So. 12th Street
fast room, double car garMurray, KY 42071
age, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 out753-1651
building Call 753-5761 for
106 WILLIAMS, 3 blk to appointment
MSU, 3br, 2 bat,1 brick, oak
470
cabinets, build -in oven,
microwave, dishwasher,
Motorcycles
eat-in kitchen, wiconsole
and surface unit. Conan 1985 YAMAHA VENTURE
tops on sinks, console, sec- ROYALE $2,000 obo Fairretary, and built-in China ing, saddlebags, trunck, racabinet, master bdrm has dio, cassette, cruise, interwalk-in closet and double corn
Murray, KY
sink $99,000 00 Phone 502-759-4565 after 7pm
767-0895
1400 DIUGUID 2br log
home w/large lot for development $53,900 Not for
rent 502-927-8493

li2kport Utility
Vehicles

530

530

Used

Moms
For Seis

1981 FORD F100 pick up
6cyl, 3sp. 56,XXX actual
miles straight body $1,900
obo 753-1940, after 5pm
1986 CHEVY C-10 swb
pis, pib, a/c, cruise, white/
red 75xxx miles Local 1
owner, $7,000 489-2414
1989 CHEVY Cheyenne
swb, tight blue, 305, 5sp,
air, tint, new tires, 78,XXX
miles, well maintained
$7,000 cite 753-0209

530

Service,
Offered

Service.
Offered

CALL TODAY

Allied
Tree Service

ADAMS
LAWN CARE

Services
Offered

A Professional
Touch For Your
Personal Pride

Legend Lawn
Service

759-5353
Leave Message
Pres festinates and
Lie. Inn

Call Billy at

489-2929

Free Estimates
Call Les

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

FREE QUOTE
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mo
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

AFFORDABLE, quality,
1989 DODGE PU V. ton
building you'll be proud of!
red- Cummins diesel, good Residential construction,
condition 489-2533
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
1992 MAZDA 132600, ex
fencing, concrete & matended cab, automatic, air
sonry And home repairs
Clean 435-4330
D&D ROOFING- Call us
Free estimates 753-8007,
for all of your roofing needs
1995 DODGE SLT Dually, Elite Building
436-2613
Cummins Turbo diesel,
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
automatic, all power, run
foundations, slabs, sidew
ELECTRIC New construcning boards, factory
alks, driveways, buildings,
tion, rewiring, mobile home
chrome wheel covers
remodeling, repairs, AGC
hookups, electrical mainte
single cab, towing pkg
certified 489-2214
nance and repair Call anywhite, 70xxx miles. Garage
kept, maintenance record
time Murray, 762-0001,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
$16,500 obo Good condi- niture repair & custom cell* 519-1592
tion. Call 474-8704 after woodworking 753-8056
EMERGENCY water re5pm. Serious inquiries only
moval, 24 hours 753-5827
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
please.
Factory trained by 3 major Lee's
1995 GMC truck 'a ton, full manufacturers All work
size. V8, 5sp, like new
and parts warranted Ask
21xxx miles Garage kept for Andy at The Appliance FENCING- Midway Fence
Company. Chain link, wood
w/bedliner, $10 700
Works, 753-2455
& vinyl at reasonable
901-247-3730
APPLIANCE REPAIR All prices 759-1519
1997 DODGE Dakota extra brands Kenmore 30+
cab, red, loaded 12xxx
years experience BOBBY GARDENS- Tractor tilled,
breaking, bushhogging
Call 759-1274
HOPPER, 436-5848
Jimmy Edwards, 435-4465
1997 FORD F150 XL 4wd
BACKHOE Service small
4 6L V8, automatic, ex- jobs, driveways, box blade, GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
tended cab, 3dr, minor rottertilling, snow removal
graded with box blade Gerbody damage, one owner, 753-0834 or 759-9835
ald Carroll 492-6159.
58,XXX highway miles
BACKHOE Service ROY
$16,500 firm 753-4889
GUTTERS'
Quality Seam
HILL Septic system, drive1998 DODGE SLT Lara- ways, hauling, foundations, less Aluminum gutters, gutter maintenance, gutter
mie, lwb, 318 Magnum, all etc 436-2113
supplies, variety of colors.
extras, 4,XXX miles, bed
BASEMENTS & Homes
Licensed, affordable
liner. Michelin tires, chrome
Sub & General contracting
prices. West KY Seamless
wheels,emerald green with
Insulated concrete forms Gutters, 753-0278.
matching $1,350 topper
(R32) StyroCrete builders
New truck, $19,500
502-436-2007
or HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
759-3569 after 5pm
wanted. No job too small.
502-436-5264
Yes, we paint houses. Ph
510
BOB'S Plumbing Service. 753-2388.
All work guaranteed Free
HARDWOOD FLOOR inCampers
estimates 753-1134,
stallation and finishing.
492-8584
18FT, 1976 camper trailer
Custom design. Affordable
real good condition. Has BONE ELECTRIC- Com- rates. 753-7860_
everything on it, $2,000. mercial & Residential. 7
For more information call days per week. 24hr JAILER
CANDIDATE:
753-6259.
emergency service Kim 22yrs experience as a cor(Kemp) Bone, Johnny rections professional
Bone, (502)435-4007
520
Trained & educated to proBoat.
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING. vide full-time community
& Motors
Tree removal, Mulch, Af- protection & save taxpay1981 181
/
2' RINKERBUILT fordable Prices. Free Esti- ers money. Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
walk thru ski boat. 120hp mates 759-5353
HAZLE to be your new
inboard motor. Good condikind of jailer Paid for by
tion. $2,500 obo. 474-8022. CARPET Cleaning
Phil Hazle
753-5827 Lee's
1987 17FT Bomber, 88hp
CARPET cleaned by Cert. JEFF'S LANDSCAPING$4500 obo 767-9801
Techs. Any room up to Lawn installation & renova1989 GLASS Stream 198 300sf only $30.00. Murray tion Landscape mainteGXL boat/ trailer, low Carpet & Upholstery Clean- nance_ Top soil, mulch, pea
hours, 230 19ft open bow, ing. 753-6300 anytime.
gravel hauled. Weekly
175 Mercruiser inboard/
mowing, edging & trimoutboard, new canvas CARPORTS for cars and ming. 753-7039.
trucks.
Special
sizes
for
cover. Some accessories.
Excellent shape. $6,000 motor home, boats, RVs LAMB Brother Home Imand etc. Excellent protec- provements, remodeling,
obo. Call 753-5184.
tion, high quality, excellent additions, roofing, siding,
1992 STRATOS fish & ski, value. Roy Hill 436-2113, free estimates. 436-2269.
150hp, garage kept
CHIM Chim Chimney
$9,800. 436-2834.
Sweep chimney cleaning LAMB Brothers Moving
1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR service, 10% senior dis- Contractors cross country
wave runner with trailer. counts. 435-4006.
or local Licensed & In
Excellent condition $3,000
Luke Lamb
sitred
COLSON Home Repairs
obo 436-5720
502-436-5950
Additions. garages decks.
42FT Gibson houseboat, remodeling, vinyl siding
LAWN Cate- Mowing,
Flying Bridge Twin 351 20 yrs experience
mulching, landscaping
Ford engines, generator, 753-5592
Reasonable, responsible,
newly redecorated inside.
dependable. Call Terry
Price negotiable Call after COTHRAN Carpet & Vinyl Joe, 753-4679.
Installation
Specializing
in
4pm 502-435-4565
vinyl floors Will redo subDEEP V-16 Tracker boat, floors, floors it needed Call LAWN Maintenance Ind
40hp Johnson motor with 759-4269 Free estimates
Mowing, mulching, trimpower trim, heavy duty
ming & removal, total yard
BUILT
CUSTOM
wooden
tracker trailer, electric loadcare Free estimates
ing winch, fully equipped, decks, fencing, pole barns, 759-9577
many extras. Excellent sheds, carports Also repair
LAWN mower- ATV repair
& rebuild Excellent work
condition 502-753-5127
& service Free pick-up &
manship Affordable rates
FOR sale '78 VIP,85 horse 753-7860
delivered. 435-4460
power Javlen boat
436-5373

1979 JEEP CJ7, burgundy,
2 STORY brick house, ap- V8, 3sp, soft top, Detroit
prox. 3600 sq ft, 4 bed- locker rear end, $3,000
rooms, upstairs bonus 753-6885
room, 21
/
2 bathrooms, for- 1994 CHEVY S-10 Blazer
mal dining room, office or 4X4, 4 3 V6, green, Tahoe
living room, family room, hitch, $1,2,900 753-7581
kitchen, utility. Nice hard- after 5pm
ware floors, Berber carpet
ing and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units City utilities, electric
& gas. Great extras such as 1979 CAMARO runs great,
10ft ceilings, doors, trans- ooks good 753-8580
its, ed. Call 753-3966 for
1983 TOYOTA Corolla,
appointment to see.
$525 767-0728
2YR old home with 14
acres. $110,000 1985 OLDS 98 Regency.
loaded & in mint condition.
759-4036
Less than 9,000 average
3BR, 11
/
2 bath, central h/a, annual miles. Great teen
deck, carport, 24X40 de- car or second family car.
tached garage, fenced Must see $2500 obo.
backyard 11
/
2 miles east of 436-5220.
Murray House & lot or
1987 MAZDA 323, 4dr,
acreage available
5sp, gold, new condition,
753-8819 4pm-8pm
high mileage. Asking
3BR, 1 bath house, Panor- $3000 Call 502-762-0061,
ama Shores, newly remod- Mon & Wed.
eled $50,000 Call
1988 PONTIAC Firebird,
436-2326
blue wigray interior, V6,
3BR, 2 bath, 2yr old home 115,XXX miles $3.250.
in nice subdivision 759• 9061 week or
$75,000 753-7091.
502-639-5603 weekend
3BR brick ranch fireplace ask for David
in LR, DR, hardwood floors
1993 MAZDA Mata, red
Move in condition. 5sp, 1 owner, adult driven.
753-8041.
71 XXX miles $9,500 obo
ARCHITECT designed 759-4480
solar home on 18 acres.
Near Irvin Cobb Resort 1994 CAMRY LE, Ameri3br. 11
/
2 baths, Cypress can Edition $10,000
beam ceilings, custom 489-2308
woodwork & ceramic tile 1995 AQUA Corvette,
throughout Stone work by loaded, $24,900
local artist, walk in pantry. 759-2203
root cellar & greenhouse
Large shop with attached 1996 MERCURY Grand
equipment shelter Marquis, silver, matching
interior, new X-1 Michelin,
436-2669
40,XXX miles, beautiful
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Excellent car. $13,500
Anderson Shores. 2 mi759-3569 after 5pm.
nutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2 1997 MAZDA 626 LX, fully
cn
bathrooms, sunroom, full loaded, Forest Green w/
Services
drive-in basement, deck beige interior, 29xxx miles,
with water garden, central 1 owner, like new
Offered
h/a, wood stove & boat 489-2022 days, 489-2525
3-D DOZING, backhoe,
house. Call 502-435-4585 after 6pm
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN
502-437-4969.
STYLE- Inspired by the
Cover of "Southern Liv445
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
ing" Magazine. Four (4)
stump removal, tree spraybedrocIhns, 2'/, baths
Vane
ing, leaf raking, hedge trimstudy/ rec room, sunroom,
ming, landscaping, mulch
1
2
atrium, great room with fire- 1982 FORD utility van. /
hauling & mulch spreading,
ton,
lwb,
a/c,
nice
condition,
place front porch deck,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
and large wooded lot runs great $1,250
insured, Full line of equip
(1311 Oakhill Dr / Camp 753-6487
ment, Free estimates Tim
bell Estates) PHI
436-5744,
1990 PLYMOUTH Grand Lamb
759-1830
Voyage, 3 3 V6, new tires, 1-800-548-5262.
BRICK ranch style 4br, 11
/
2 excellent shape $4,995
A 1 Tree professionals
bath 2 acres /
1
2 mile West 753-7581 after 5pm
Stump removal tree spray
Lynn Grove
Call
1991 FORD Aerostar van, mg, serving Murray, Callo502 435 4128
p/w, pit maroon, very good way County since 1980
BY owner 3BR brick on 1 5 condition, $5.500
Free estimates 437-3044
acre shady lot iriview of SW 527-1897.
or 492-8737
Elementary Immediate
possession, reduced to 1991 MAZDA 7 passenger A&A Lamb Brothers Corn
van, all extras, very dean, plete Lawn Care Mowing,
sell 489-2756
locally owned $6,800 leaf mulching landscaping
BY owner 3br tutor, 2/
1
2 terms 759-1922
Mark Lamb. 436-5791
bath, huge Ir &full wall
stone fireplace, huge gar- 1993 TOWN & Country exADAM'S HOME IMage. fenced backyard. tended ;an, leather, all op- P R OV EM EN TS.
2000sq ft 1566 Mocking- tions, dual air, 77,XXX Remodeling/ Repairs Inbird, priced below market miles, excellent condition
side & Out No.Job Too
$11,400 or trade See at S Small 759-9906
value 436-5229
4th & Elm St 753-0697
COUNTRY home. 1 5 days. 759-1639 nights
A. Deck Services (PRObrick
acres, 3br, 1 bath
TECT YOUR INVEST
1996
DODGE
Caravan
Large 3 bay outbuilding,
MENTli) Deck refinishing,
sunroom, greenhouse, gar- Sport with 4 doors, loaded
power washing, and conden & landscape extras. with CD Player $16,500
struction
Call nowl
$7O's Must sell 492-8299 Call 759-1214
519-0072

* * * * * * *

Affordable
Prices
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759-3862
* * * * * * *
LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659
LAWN mowing at reason
able rates Dependable
service North of Murray
preferably Free estimates
753 3993
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
Serving Murray 26 years
Clean fresh, healthy carpets and upholstery Home
or office Free deodorizer
Free estimates 753 5827
Visa./MC
LEGEND Lawn Service A
Professional touch for your
personal pride! Mowing,
trimming, cleanup and
more For estimates ph
759-3862
MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
753-0152
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery.
753-5668
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers- Local & Out Of
State Moving. Licensed &
Insured. 767-9630.
MULCH delivered Murray,
436-5560
PAINTING interior- exterior Free estimates
437-3879
PHOENIX Lawn Service.
Fast courteous service,
affordable prices, experience. Satisfaction guaranteed. No Job too large
or small. Call 345-2623

BLO

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

CiAG)
RAISE

RICK'S Roofing: Tear offs,
re-decking, shingle and
rubber roofs, and repairs.
Free estimates. 22yrs experience 502-437-4559
RUDOLPH'S LAWN
CARE. Reliable, experienced service. Mowing,
trimming, etc. Free estimates. 502-753-9095.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

CATH
A FEW 4E/1
/1410U HAD US
IN THE Cl

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690.

(OOP'

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured_ Over
20 years experience. Roofing, aoditions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

THEN IT t
'TIMELESS El

(OOP
L

it(

WANTED Yards to mow
759-1309

FOR B

WILL do carpentry or concrete finishing. 25yrs experience. Call 759-9257
please leave message

‘/Cil) 5T1L
REPORTE

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Free info Mon-Fri, 1-5.30.
753-0530

HELLO TO GOOD ECYS in,The Classsifieds
.777111;

Saya

Attention
Class, zed Advertisers!

:24

is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.50, for
Dial-A-Service

SOW-WO
PETERGEJ
MOLITHWO

•

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective June 1, 1997

_s

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

"APRIL
FOOL!"

Visa and Master Card
Master Card

Call Us Today! e

753-1916

'

I.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1998

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 1, the 91st day of 1998. There are
274 days left in the year. This is April Fool's Day.
Today's Highlight .n History:
On April 1, 1945, American forces invaded Okinawa during
'World War II.
On this date:
In 1789, the U.S. House of Representatives held its first full
meeting, in New York City. Frederick Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania
was elected the first House Speaker.
In 1853, Cincinnati became the first U.S. city to pay its firefighters a regular salary.
In 1873, composer Sergei Rachmaninoff was born in Novgorod
Province, Russia.
In 1918, the Royal Air Force was established in Britain.
In 1933, Nazi Germany began persecuting Jews with a boycott of
Jewish-owned businesses.
In 1939, the United States recognized the Franco government in
Spain following the end of the Spanish civil war.
In 1946, tidal waves struck the Hawaiian islands, resulting in
more than 170 deaths.
In 1947, Greece's King George II died.
In 1960, the first,weather satellite, TIROS ,1, was launched from
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1963, the daytime television drama "General Hospital" premiered on ABC.
In 1970, President Nixon signed a measure banning cigarette advertising on radio and television, to take effect after Jan. 1, 1971.
In 1987, in his first major speech on the AIDS epidemic, President Reagan told doctors in Philadelphia, "We've declared AIDS
public health enemy number one."
Ten years ago: Independent counsel James C. McKay found insufficient evidence to warrant a criminal indictment of Attorney
General Edwin Meese III in connection with the Iraq-Jordan pipeline plan or his investment in telephone company stock. Jim Jordan,
old-time radio's "Fibber McGee," died in Beverly Hills, Calif., at
age 91.
Five years ago: In an impassioned plea for Russian aid, President
Clinton told newspaper editors in Annapolis, Md., that America
should help "not out of charity" but as a crucial investment in
peace and prosperity.
One year ago: Federal authorities cautioned that thousands of
schoolchildren across the nation might have been exposed to the
hepatitis A virus by eating frozen strawberries imported from Mexico and processed in the U.S.
Today's Birthdays: Author William Manchester is 76. Actor
George Grizzard is 70. Actress Jane Powell is 69. Actress Grace
Lee Whitney is 68. Actress Debbie Reynolds is 66. Actor Gordon
Jump is 66. Country singer Jim Ed Brown is 64. Actor Don Hastings ("As the World Turns") is 64. Actress Ali MacGraw is 60.
Rhythm-and-blues singer Rudolph Isley (The Isley Brothers) is 59.
Singer Arthur Conley is 52. David Eisenhower is 51. Reggae singer
Jimmy Cliff is 50. Jazz musician Gil Scott-Heron is 49. Rock musician Billy Currie (Ultravox) is 46. Actress Annette O'Toole is 45.
Tennis player Magdalena Maleeva is 23. Actor Sam Huntington
("Jungle 2 Jungle") is 16.

DEAR ABBY

Ten sears ago
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
DEAR ABBY,. I saw the letter
Published is a picture of memBattle, student at Carter School.
to the letter signed "Lesson about the poor young
bers of Coronas Circus putting on
woman who
Pfc. Gary Wilkinson, son of
Learned." You told the sister who suffered from depression and
chrona show in the center ring of 1988
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Wilkinson,
wrote it that it is normal for sur- ic fatigue syndrome. I feel
deeply for
Rizpah Shrine Temple Circus
vivors of suicide to experience guilt
is now serving with 198th Lt. Inthe sister who ignored her sister's
held March 30 at the West Ken- fanty Brigade near Hill 54 in
Abby, she didn't have time for a call for help. When
"Lesson
tucky Exposition Center. The
cup
of tea because she "didn't have Learned" told her sister
Vietnam.
that the
money" to go to a cafe! I'll bet the younger woman didn't
photo is by Staff Photographer
Forty years ago
know what
suicidal sister would have been
David Tuck.
Pfc. James Mason Churchill,
grateful for a friendly cup of tea at "chronic-living-life-fatigue is," it waa
Roger Allan Herndon, son of son of Mr. and Mrs. Max
H.
her sister's. Her twin nieces would clear that she did not understand
C. Woody and Donna R. HernChurchill, has completed his tour
have distracted her from her own that chronic fatigue syndrome is a
don, has been nominated for an
of duty with the U.S. Marines.
problems. The suicidal sister asked real disease, for which diagnostic
appointment to the U.S. Military
for one Saturday night. Again, the criteria were established by the
He is now associated with his
Academy at West Point. He is a
sister refused. I'll bet every Satur- Centers for Disease Control in 1988.
father at Max Churchill Funeral
disease
senior at Calloway County High
day night she spends with her hus- The
Home.
is insidious, leaving the patient
band
will
School.
be
haunted
by
her
sister's
Prof. Edmond Steytler, a memrequest. I should hope she feels constantly exhausted, depressed,
Births reported include a boy
ber of the faculty of the History
guilt
— not for what she did, but for and burdened with a myriad of
to Susan and Bobby Miles, and a
Department at Murray State Colproblems.
what she didn't do!
girl to Melissa and William LindMany medical professionals do
lege, spoke about "Geography
Even though I agree that the suiley, March 27; a girl to Susan
and People" at a meeting of Murcidal sister was responsible for her not believe that the disease is
and Larry Darnell, a girl to Gena
own life, she obviously felt very caused by a virus, an enzyme defiray Magazine Club at the Murray
and Charles Cunningham, and a
estranged from her family. Perhaps ciency, or any of the other scientific
Electric building. He was introboy to Melinda and Keith Ward, duced by Mrs. R.A. Johnston.
an outstretched hand could have reasons that validate this as a physmade a difference. Her dead sister ical disease. They believe it to be
March 28.
Murray Knights beat Hardin 73
made no unreasonable demands. "mental" or nonexistent. Because of
Twenty years ago
to 59 to capture the championship
The sister who wrote is feeling this, a vast majority of those who,
Because of the new Kentucky
have it go undiagnosed. Many
of the Atomic Valley Indepenguilty
because shed!
court system regulations, both
dent Basketball League. Garrett
Abby, you weif far too easy on patients do not receive the proper
Calloway County Circuit Court
medical care because of their physiBeshear and Ken Peterson were
this lady. I'll bet you got a lot of flak
and Calloway County District
cian's
lack of interest in a disease
on
this.
high scorers for Murray.
Court are not allowed to accept
SANDY IN STUYVESANT, N.Y. with no known cause or cure, so it's
Fifty years ago
passed off as hypochrondria or a
checks for some forms of payApproximately 367,555 gallons
DEAR
ment, according to Frances Shea,
SANDY: "Lesson mental disorder.
of milk were sold in Murray and
Suicide among those afflicted
Learned" was courageous
Calloway County Circuit Court
vicinity during 1947, according
with chronic fatigue and immune
enough
to
publicly
admit
her
Clerk.
to Calloway County Sanitarian
insensitivity and lack of under- dysfunction syndrome CFIDSC is
Dr. Harvey Sloan spoke to
A.J. Colson. He recently comstanding of her sister's needs. high. "Lesson Learned" was devasMurray Rotary Club members
She is clearly suffering, and I tated by the death of her sister, but
pleted a survey.
and their wives at a Rotary Ann
Coy Creason and Van Mathis, saw no need to further chastise it is doubtful she could have done
night banquet at Kenlake State
her for something that cannot anything to prevent it.
members of the Brewers High
Readers who want more inforPark Hotel. be
changed.
School Basketball Team which
mation
should write to the Arizona
Yes,
I
did
Births reported include a boy
receive some flak
won the Kentucky High School for my
answer. However, I also CFIDS and Advocacy Institute,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. JackBasketball Tournament this year, received some
mail that was 1125 W. Baseline, No. 212. Mesa,
son, March 8, and a girl to Mr.
Ariz. 85210.
have been named to the Couriervery helpful. Read on:
and Mrs. Richard Galloway,
THOMAS E. SMITH, PH.D.,
Journal All-State High School
March 11.
MESA, ARIZ.
Basketball Tournament Team.
Thirty years ago
DEAR READERS: You can
Kathy Hopkins, daughter of
also contact the CFIDS AssociaMr. and Mrs. Edison Hopkins and
tion of America Inc., P.O. Box
eighth grade student at Kirksey
220398, Charlotte, N.C. 28222School, won the Callowio,
0398 (enclose a self-addressed,
County Spelling Bee held March
stamped (55 cents) envelope) or
30 at Calloway County Court North dealer.
call toll-free: 1-800-442-3437.
for five hearts(or five spades)in an
House. She will now be eligible Both sides vulnerable.
*
uncontested auction should be
to enter the Mid-South Spelling
NORTH
avoided like the plague. One scores
For Abby's favorite family recipes,
Bee at Memphis, Tenn. Seventh
•K 8 7
no more points for bidding five of a
send a long, self-addressed envelope, plus
grade winner was Darlene Oliver,
check
or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
K 98 4
major and making it than for biddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
• K Q 103
ding four and making five. Thus, Canada) to: Dear Abby, Cookbooklet No.
1, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, iii. 610544Q 3
Oliver, student at Kirksey. Sixth
the partnership has nothing to gain
0447.(Postage is included.)
WEST
EAST
grade. winner was Maggie Battle,
and everything to lose, since occa•96 3 2
4 10 4
sionally the five-level contract will
A 52
7
be defeated.
•J
•98 7 6 2
In the present case,forexample,
BLONDEE
+ A 98 4 2
K J 76 5
South found he had bitten off more
SOUTH
than he could chew when he ran
130.6w000,
5I‘/1/.4 VOU A
poe PETE's SAKE, Coste! wi-kar5
4 A QJ5
into both bad luck and good deARE YOU KIDDING? LOOK AT THE
RAISE! BIGGER THAN VOL.) EVER 114E MATTER?! WHY AREN'T YtDU
CALENDAR... HE DOES THIS EVERY
QJ 1063
fense.
- EXPECTED!
JUMPING
•A 5 4
APRIL
West (Edith Rosenkranz of
GOR JOY?!
FOOL'S
4 10
Mexico City)led her singleton dia
DAY
APRIL
The bidding:
mond, won in dummy with the
North East
South West
queen. Declarer then led a low
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
1•
,7JO
7
Pass
1V
Pass
trump to the queen,and West made
2
4.
Pass
4
NT
Pass
an
excellent
play
by
following low.
00
5+
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 9-year-old
*)
Pass
5V
When South next led a second
grandson is very "busy." Although
Cc
Opening lead
jack of diamonds. trump, Mrs. Rosenkranz went up
happy, he is strong-willed. His secondYesterday we discussed the bid- with the ace, on which East siggrade teacher told us that he has
ding on this very same hand, and nalled with the seven of clubs.
attention-deficit disorder. Eventually,
pointed out why South is better off Having thus acquired exactly the
A
without testing, he was placed on
to bid naturally,instead ofimpetu- information she was looking for,
Ritalin. The medicine caused him to
CATHY
ously invoking the Blackwood Con- Mrs. Rosenkranz returned a low
cry
all the time and he became a very
vention after his partner's raise to club, taken by East with the jack.
different little boy.
' A FEW YEARS AGO
'
▪ -vitiAT CAN YOU POSSIBLY
-9 THEY'LL BE OUT EN InA4!
NEW FOR Mg
two hearts. The sequence recom- East thereupon returned a diaYOU HAD US "INVESTING
We stopped the Ritalin. He
SAY ABOUT THIS SPRiNG'S
e.4p4 NOW 50 YOU CAN AT
DEADLINE DRESSING)
mended was:
mond for West to ruff, and as a
IN THE CLASSICS!
improved. We believe that the probCLOTHES?' WON'T THEY BE
LEAST LOOK WITH-IT FOR
North
South
result
five hearts went down one.
0
lem can better be handled with love
OUT BY NEXT YEAR, TOO??
A FEW WEEKS BEFORE
1•
1
So South was severely punished
OOPS. YES. .*CLASsIt.q'
and training. Are we off the mark?
mem
OBSOLETE!
°
2 IP
2+
CAME AND WENT
for his impulsive use of Blackwood,
QUICK! RING
DEAR READER: Not in my opinion.
RUSH! AMP!! OVER°
3
4•
although it took smart defense to
ME UP!
THEN (1" WAS
According
NIGHT EXPIRATION!
to experts who spoke at
!
int
4V
Pass
teach him a lesson. Unluckily for
"TIMELESS ELEGANCE".
the recent annual meeting of the
As a general rule, contracting South, he had to pay the piper.
American Academy of Pediatrics.
OOPS AGAIN. "TIMETomorrow: The punishment fits the crime.
ADD is being overdiagnosed: While up
LESS" IS OUT.
to 15 percent of children are treated
for it, the actual prevalence is only
about 5 percent. Before inattentive,
hyperactive or impulsive children are
labeled
with the disorder, other causpre-Easter
ACROSS
es have to be investigated. For
38 TV news
instance, mood disorders, mental
Answer to Previous Puzzle
source
1 Image on a
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
retardation, abuse, oppositional
39 Destroy
radar screen
ABII
O R E
ENNAA
40 Sun god
behavior and hearing deficits are a
5 Banner
41 Turfs
9 Fall mo.
few of the afflictions that can masTATA
NOON
EOS
'lot) STiLL DoGGIN4(-; SoME. I ci5rep% przcserr WITH
42 School
12 Wash
REPORTE_FCPI 'THE_
WEED APPROVED. rA
querade as ADD.
I GOR
SAO
DEMO
dance
13 Burrowing
DiDiNG TRDE,SkioRT
STAR,MIKE.?
Authorities emphasize that the folLOOSEN
S UNL I T
"Some
44
Like
mammal
NOT
ST-OffIE.S To GO W fit-1
lowing characteristics of ADD must
It Hot" actor
14
Egg
—
yong
OX
CARR
KtGHT Nan),
HIS PlioToGRAPH.S.
46 Satire
15 Cut of beef
be present for at least six months: difAMEN
NI TRAT.ES
MF11-.
48 Of arm bone
(hyph. wd.)
ficulty sustaining attention, tendency
TIDES
N
IL
ARR
51 Ref's
17 By this time
to lose materials needed for tasks, forS ALVAGES
EDNA
counterpart
19 Endorse
getfulness, pattern of fidgeting, exces52 Bows the
21 Hera's son
A,PER
UT
sive talking, and the habit of inter- head
22 Shadow
WARNER
ONCAL
rupting others' conversations and 1
54 Ballot
closely
E T.0 I IIMP
IH U E.Y
•
games. Such children should be evalu55 Mothers
24 Beryllium
ETES
symbol
56 Irving and
AVE
E.ND.0 ated by a psychologist or other speCarter
25 Part of circle
P USH
cialist.
NIN
STAN
57
Individual
Art
deco
26
Treatment for ADD includes stimu4-1
©
1998
United
Feature
Syndicate
illustrator
27 Tel Aviv's
lants, such as Ritalin and Dexedrine.
nation
Fortunately, this medication may not :
DOWN
4 Relating to
29 Iron symbol
9 Joan — —
have
31
punishment
to be prescribed indefinitely,
Those
of
10
Honor
—
GARFIELD
1 Sandwich
5 Letters on a
holding office
11 Playthings
about 10 percent of children can gat,
order, for
radio
32 Eastwood ID
16 Film alien
off the medicine after a year of therashort
I C.AN 5EE
6 Low step-in
33 "Little —
ec/ELL?!
18 Nobleman
VOL)WOULDN"T KNOW
SOMEBOI741 PUT C'I5H
py
2 Sci
shoe
Peep"
M435ELF IN
20 "A Doll's
ANYTHING ABOUT
DETERGENT IN THE
From the brief description you
workroom
7 "— McBeal"
34 “— Town"
House"
"KW TEETH
MOUTHWASH BOTTLE
(
THI5,WOULD YOU?
offered, I question whether your
3 Piano keys
8 Neighbor of
35 Behold!
author
(sl )
Fr
36 Of
grandson has ADD. Certainly the
22 Labor
23 — Domini
diagnosis should have been confirmed
25 Vast period of by an appropriate health professional
f
ok
time
If he is better without the Ritalin, I
27 Cooled
agree that he should not take it. Can
28 At right
angles to ship love and training help your grandson
-41
1
perform more effectively? Possibly.
29 Supply
30 Sea birds
Let me know the results of your
34 Carroll or
experiment
Sandra Day
irPA DAVfei
DEAR DR GOTT. I'm 77 and had 1
prostate
surgery for cancer in 1992. ;
36 Falter
Since then, my semiannual PSA readPEANUTS
37 Up-to-date
ings have been less than .02.
39 Frolics
41 Find a
My last reading was .05. My urolo- solutiOn for
'APRIL (YOU DON'T SAY
gist reassured me that as long as the
WHAT
SAY
42 — pudding
FOOL!' 'APRIL FOOL''UNTIL
ANYTHING
SHOULD
43 Tibetan priest PSA stays below 4.0, I don't have to
YOU SAY SOMETHING
I SAY? YOU WANT
44 Fruit
— worry. However, the new PSA, which •
ELSE FIRST.
is double the old value, has me con45 Greeer
47 — — roif
cerned. Should I be?
• •
49 Lawyer
READER:
Don't
DEAR
worry. Your '
(abbr.)
prostate specific antigen is well below •
50 Female ruff
53 Spielberg ID
the normal limit of 4.0. Mthough you should continue to be checked once or
LEd
'DE
twice a year, you -needn't be concerned unless the. PSA rises well
etik4k
above 4.0. Your urologist is correct.
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Woman,dog narrowly
survive flooded elevator
NEW YORK (AP) — An ordinary walk with her dog ended
in an extraordinary way when SuLana Piementa nearly drowned in
her elevator.
The 22-year-old woman and
her Jack Russell terrier, Cloe,
stepped into the elevator to return
to their apartment Tuesday morning. Everything seemed normal
until Mrs. Piementa pushed the
button for the 18th floor.
The elevator dropped one floor
to the basement, which was
flooded by a broken water main.
"Water began gushing in the
sides and the door," she said. "I
panicked, my dog panicked."
Within minutes, water had
reached the 5-foot-8 woman's
shoulders. With her 17-pound
dog cowering on her shoulders,
Mrs. Picmenta began screaming
for help. Eighteen stories above,
her husband heard her through
the elevator shaft.
"I knew something was wrong
because her scream was not a
.regular scream," said Jacky
Piementa, 36. "She was screaming like she was about to die.
And my dog was scratching the
door like crazy, trying to open
it."
He raced down the stairs, following the sound to the basement
but saw the elevator's door was

Troop 76 of North Elementary School recently toured the jail with Ron
Wlsehart as the guide.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!

Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax Service
1300 Hillwood Drive
753-9567 ext. 106
Murray, KY 42071
or 753-6730
(Located inside Hill Electric)
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your lax or bookkeeping needs!

Caring For your
Chiropractic Needs

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — One
family. Ten babies. Not one lived
past 15 months.
The mystery has remained unsolved for three decades. Now
police have reopened a homicide
investigation into Arthur and
Marie Noe, the parents v6ho said
eight of their children died of
"crib death." One was stillborn
and the other died in the hospital
a few hours after birth.
Police, coroners and experts in
sudden infant death syndrome, or
SIDS, have doubted the couple's
story almost from the beginning.
They are re-examining the case in
light of new medical evidence about SIDS, which is the phenomenon of infants inexplicably and
suddenly dying, often during
their sleep.

759-8000
• Convenient Hours and Location
• Caring Staff
• Open Mon.-Fri. • Sat. By Appt.
• Insurance Claims Processed
• Same Day Appointments
Blvd • Murra

Loretta Jobs
Realtors
303 North 12th St. • Murray • 753-1492
Call Barbara at 753-1498 Ext. 105

BARBARA BARNETT

Mrs. Piementa lifted her dog
up first and then was pulled up
by Ardolic and construction
worker Billy DiPietri. She was
treated at a hospital and released;
Cloe was fine.
Ardolic didn't know why the
water main broke. City building
officials said they were not notified of the break so did not respond. A woman who answered
the telephone at Bettina Equities
Co., the building's manager, hung
up when asked about the break.
Hours after the rescue, Mrs.
Piementa said: "I told my husband I thought I was in the movie
'Titanic,' standing on the lower
level as the ship went down."

Police reopen long-time
homicide investigation

B. Scott Foster, D.C.

1210 Johnson

under water. He ran to get help
from a construction site across
the street.
In the meantime, superintendent Cerem Ardolic had been wakened by his 11-year-old son,
who heard the screaming. Ardolic
opened .the elevator doors in the
lobby, jumped to the car's roof
and pried open the trap door.
"I thought she was dead, once
I saw how high the water was in
the basement," he said. "She
was lucky because the elevator
had not gone all the way down
into the basement. It had stopped
midway."

The Primary Chess Team of Murray Christian Academy won third place at the
Kentucky State Scholastic Chess Championships held recently. Capturing
Individual awards were Blake McCuiston first place, primary state champion;
and Tony Costa ninth place. Pictured from left are Costa, Jacob Hines, Logan
Blakeley, Sarah Hines, Zachary Buck, Matthew Hines, McCuiston and coach
Doug Crafton.
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IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
Numpir mos vim

HOROSCOPES

Make calls, especially to friends.
They offer you caring, supportive
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, ideas. Accept a warm invitation.
Tonight: Chat over appetizers.
The new theory argues that
April 2, 1998:
SIDS is sometimes homicide, and
You are much stronger than you GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
refutes an earlier theory that the (and others) realize. This year, you ***** Fulfill your needs. Your
will get an opportunity to express personality takes the edge offa harsh
syndrome runs in families.
exactly what you feel. You will work statement. Design plans with a par"It's been 30 years. Now we
hard to manifest a long-term profes- ticular goal in mind. Financial secumight find something different,"
sional goal, devoting many hours of rity is possible. Consider an imagepolice spokeswoman Carmen
thought and work to make it hap- building expenditure. Get feedback
Torres said Tuesday.
pen. Time alone becomes increas- from a higher-up. Tonight: It's your
The deaths began in 1949 and
ingly
valuable,and you can recharge time to indulge.
ended in 1968. The father is now
as a result. If you are single,you will CANCER(June 21-July 22)
76 and the wife 68.
hold security in much higher regard **** Use instincts with a boss
Efforts to reach the Noes were
than in previous years. Still, you who is unusually demanding.Gather
unsuccessful Tuesday„ Their telemight still get caught up with,some- information. Responsibilities feel
phone number is unlisted and
one who is wonderful yet -unavail- awesome! Bite the bullet, and take
they did not answer their door. able. Ifattached,each partner needs action. Call someone whom you conIn their most recent interview, to put an equal effort into the rela- sider a resource; afterwards, you
in January with the Philadelphia
tionship. CANCER is an anchor.
can relax. Tonight: Your wish is
someone else's command.
Daily News, they denied harming
The Stars Show the Kind of Day LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
their children.
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; **** You shake your head at what
"The last thing we want to see 3-Average
; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
you hear. Another takes an obstiis this thing brought up again,"
nate stand. You cannot fight his
Noe said. "It brings up all the ARIES(March 21-April 19)
rigidity, but you can read between
pain and troubles and heartaches. *** You switch gears by midday. the lines and find out what ails him.
Maybe it's news to others, but Think before you take an important A caring gesture goes a long way
it's pain to us."
action. Communications are active, toward soothing hurt feelings. Toas you put forth maximum energy. night: Take time for yourself.
SIDS experts still expect police Finally, you can clear your desk! Be VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
to come up empty-handed.
honest with a family member. Dis- **** Demands from an associate
cussions are open and heartfelt. To- bring your checkbook to tears. State
SIDS is blamed for the deaths night:
Buy flowers on the way home. your case,establish boundaries and
of about 3,500 U.S. babies each TAURUS(April 20-May
stand your ground. Take responsi20)
year, about 2,000 fewer since ***Take a strong stand;be
willing bility for your finances. A boss redoctors began recommending in to stand up and be counted. Some- sponds to your inquiries. Positive
1992 that parents put babies to one pushes you beyond your limits. news greets you in the afternoon.
sleep on their backs,
You are more punitive than usual. Tonight: Let off steam with friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take a look at the big picture.
You have put up with the impossible. It is time to scrap a partnership that adds stress to your daily
routine. Don't let fear ofchange ruin
Great Price!
Great Selection!
Great Tires! your life, or victimize you. Take career obligations seriously. A flirtaOpen
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING * tion is building. Tonight: Work late.
Mon,-Fn. 7-5,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
90 Days Same As Cash
**** Work needs extra attention.
Mae approved agar)
Pressure builds, and you feel as if
your fuse is short. Be smart: Take a
TIRES
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray •7133-1111
walk, register for a stress-reduction
Owner: Owned sere
class or &o to the gym. Take care of
yourself,and your relationships will
flow. Make calls in the afternoon.
Tonight: Let music distract you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** A child or loved one takes
you aback when he shares his strong
point of view. Absorb what he tells
you, and don't feel like you have to
respond immediately. Take your
time. Listen carefully. One-to-one
talks open up doors. Tonight: Go for
the bottom line.
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

Trirrri
WESTWARD BOUND! 1.5 story Contemporary
Drivit 3 BR 2.5 BA - oak hardwood floors,
fireplace, large eat-in kitchen & city utilities. Call
Century 21, Lorena Jobs Realtors. 14000809. Ask
for Barbara. Must see to appreciate 502-753-1492.

NATURES BOUNTY IS COMPLIMENTED w/
large 6,971 sq. ft. Victorian vinyl sided horns with
full besernent and 3rd floor lob. Buy seven to forty
icon with house Call to sae today!•4000799. Call
Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors 502-753-1492
and ask for Barbara.

STYLISH & STATELY!Cathedral ceilings,Palladium Pella windows, light oak hardwood floors.
Multi-gabled brick & cedar exterior design, ter•MiC tile baths. Call to see today! Century 21,
Lorena Jobs Realtors. 040001110 502-753-1492 ask
for Barb,

BELOW MARKET VALUE! Best deal, so hurry'
Multiple femme' too many to list! Intercom,
workshop over garage, 4 BR 3 BA, city utilities
Call Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors 502-7531492 ask for Barbara 04000657

FEAST OF FEATURES - Four years young, brick
3 BR 2 BA with 12 acres, single owner, vaulted
ceilings fireplace, large custom kitchen with bar
and dining area too! 2nd floor bonus morn with
balcony deck. Must see! 104000787. Call Century
21, Loretta Jobs Realtors 502-753-1492 ask for
Barbara.

FANTASY OF FEATURES! 4,000 sq. It. 4 BR 3
BA, large lot, coveted deck, 3-car garage, circle
concrete drive Dnvit exterior. Bonus room.2BR &
bath upstairs. Fireplace too! MUST SEE! Call
Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors 502-753-1492
ask for Babas 04000596. Call now!

5.

tertraiU w
RVE ACRE ESTATE- One year old 1.5 story 3BR
2.5 BA country vinyl home Light & airy. Covered
front and back porches,light oak hardwood floors.
Priced to sell! Must see! Call Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors 502.753-1492 ask for Barb
04000'761.

YOU'LL CALI. IT HOME! Sensitive and inviting
contemporary 3 BR, 2 BA, one owner hums near
golf and lake, central heat and air. vaulted family
room, pa log ftreplace, includes ears lot
04000714. Call 502-753-1492 Century 21,Loretta
Jobs Realtors, ask for Barbaro - must see'

CHARACTER PLUS' Older charm 4 BR 2 BA 2gory with basement and Monde room. Hardwood
floors, fueplace and formal dining room. Large
garden like pnvate backyard! Must See! Just
Reduced! Call Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors
502-753-1492 ask for Barbara. Call No.!
I/40006114

-Cooper

WAREHOUSE TIRE

The nails.
The death.
The resurrection.

This is one night
you'll never forget.

p.

6.•
OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
Back yard view of
fairways is•sight to behold' Tudor style older 4 BR
1 RA brick sits proudly on. large wooded lot with
4 I BS og ft under roof Fireplace. Andersen
thermal windows, large moms too - a great deal!
Just Reduced' Can't last long' Century 21, Loretta
1,th. Realtors 502.7531492 ask for Barbers
'40001102

SHOWCASE HOME' Million $ Views, country
BEST OF SHOW! In developing subdivision nese
landscape pond, winding dnve, gated secunty.
Murray,city utilities, easy conunait,vinyl comanSecurity system, open floor plan, marble, ceramic
tile, carpet and professional decor Cathedral porary with lots of extras to malts this a teal deal.
Porcelain sink, Delta faunas. Berber carpet.
ceilings, pro-landscaping. Pella windows, applianore, outbuildings and much morel Call today! hardwood foyer, tray ceilings, professional decor.
Mum ese to appreciate! Call Century 21. Loretta
Reduced to sell! 20 acres or 125•acres, you choose
Jobs Realtors 502-753-1492 ask for Barbara
Call Century 21, Lomita Jobs Realtors 502-753•4000$011
1492 ask for Barbara 114000776 - Call Now'

outdoor nester drama
Poplar Spring baptist Church
April 3 & 4,7:00-9:00pm
Call (502)436-2994 for more information

solid foundation. Examine what has
happened. A decision you make today is significant but could limit
boundaries. Make time later on for
business meetings. The need to be
social moves you to seek out others.
Tonight: Start the weekend early.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Creativity surges in the face
ofstrong discussions. Others might
be stunned by how you make your
limits known to others. By doing
this, you have opened doors and
liberated yourself. By the afternoon,
make Work a primary target of your
attention. Tonight: Off to the gym.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** A money issue comes to the
forefront. There is nothing you can
do to change it. Evaluate decisions
with care. You might need to exercise greater sell-restraint. Creativity surges,and you listen intently to
all suggestions. Be smart,and avoid
risks. Tonight: Be more creative.
BORN TODAY
Singer Emmylou Harris (1947), actress Linda Hunt (1945), musician
Leon Russell(1941)
•••
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